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I ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Testing tile Electroweak Model Using Semi-lepto,fic

Decays of b Quarks in the L3 Detector at LEP

by

Michael Hebert

Doctor of Philosophy in Physics

University of California, San Diego, 1992

Professc,' .James G. Branson, Chair

The partial decay width Fbg for Z° _ bb, the forward-backward asymmetry

Abg , and the B°- _0 mixing parameter X'B at'e determined using a sample of 430k

hadronic Z° decay events collected by the L3 detector at LEP during 1990 and 1991.

The partial width F¢_ and asymmetry .4¢_ for charm are also determined. Heavy

quarks are tagged via their semileptc)nic decays int() high m(}mentum and high p±

muons or electrons. The decay lepton's charge is used to determine the charge of

the parent quark. An unbinned, maxinmm-likeLihood fit to the two dimensional

p and p± distributions in single lepton events and the four-dimensional p and p±

distributions for dilepton events yields the values

Fbg = 382 4. 3 (star) 4. 29 (sys) GeV

Fee = 293 4. 10(star) 4. 98(sys) GeV

Abg = 0.090 + 0.015 (star) 4- 0.007 (sys)

.4¢e = 0.083 4- 0.038 (star) 4- 0.027 (sys)

Xs = 0.124 + 0.017 (stat) + 0.010 (sys)

All of these values are seen to be consistent with Standard Model expectations.
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Chapter 1

Theoretical Background

High Energy Physics attempts to describe the behavior of the Universe

at its most fundamental level. Ideally this descril)tio:: wo,tM take the for::: of a

theory which includes all known intera,'ti(nls betwem_ s(mle minimal number of

"elenmntary" particles thereby explaining all ()l)served physical phenomena. An

all-encompa_ssing theory of this kind llas yet to be found, but a model has evolved

which includes all of the known forces except gravity and is sufficient to explain a

broad range of experimental observations.

By comparing the predictions of this model to new experimented results,

we hope to identify discrepancies which traditionally provide the first indications

of underlying "new ptiysics." This tliesis is (_lie such cc)niparison. Given that the

model has 1)ec()ilie a stati_lard _,f ,'(mll)a, ris(m ill this way, it's lic)t surprisi,lg that

it's known as the "'Sta:ldard Model."

1.1 The Standard Model

If forced to summarize the Standard Model (SM) in a single sentence, one

could say that it, consists of quarks, leptons, and local gauge invariaa_ce. The quarks

and leptons form the basic constituents of matter while the principle of local gauge

inv_u-iance governs their m_ltual interactions.

1.1.1 Leptons

There m'e six varieties ()f leptons, each having spin 1/2 and the masses,

charges, and lifetimes listed in in Table 1.11 The charged leptons consist of the

_The source for Table 1.1. is [1],
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"' I .......
Lepton Type Mass Lifetime Charge (e)

........ ' .... ,,, ......... ,,, '" , ,', - ,, ,,,,,.........

electron (e-) 511.0 keV stable -1
.......... , , i _,,

electron
neutriro (lJ,) < 7.3 eV at 90% C.L. stable 0

...................... _ :............

muon (#-) 105.7 MeV 2.20#s -1
, .............. , ......................

IllU O I1

neutrino (u,) < 0.27 MeV at 90% C.L. stable 0
.............................

tau (r-) 1.78 GeV 0.303ps -1
, t t ...................

tau
neutrino (u,) < 35 MeV at 95% C.L. stable 0

....................

Table 1.1: The six lepton types of tile SM.

familiar electron, the muon, and the tau. The latter two are relatively recent addi-

tions, initially observed in cosmic rays (1947 [2])and accelerator experiments (1975

[3]) respectively. The charged leptc,ns interact weakly and, of course, electromag-

netically.

The three lletttr_ lept(,lls ()nly interact weakly and consist of the three

varieties of neutrinos listed in the table. The electron neutrino was postulated by

Pauli [4] in 1930 to explain the nuclear beta decay sl)ectrum mid was subsequently

observed in reactor experiments [5]. The discoveries of the muon and the tau

necessitated neutriaos to accCnnl)any them (lepton nulnl._er conservation), both of

which been experimentally confirmed [6,3]. In tlle SM all three neutrino species

are taken to be massless with the current experimental upper limits on the masses

listed in Table 1.1.

1.1.2 Quarks

Like the leptons, there are believed to be six varieties or "flavors" of spin

1/_ quarks (Table 1.22) which participate in strong interactions as well as the weak

and electromagnetic experienced by the leptons. The quark hypothesis originated

in 1964 when botl_ Gell-Maml and Zweig proposed that all strongly interacting

particles, or "ha(irons" were in fact boun([ states of a few more fundaanentM con-

stituents [8] . To explain the patterns observed among the quantum numbers of

-_The quark zna.sses are taken from [7] aad are approximat, e as quark confinement precludes an
exact definition.



Quark Flavor Mass Charge
' ......... _ " ...... i,",_.... ,.... " " , , T_-

down (d) 5 -- 15 MeV "1/3

up (u) 2 - 8 MeV +'2/a
.....

strange (s) 100 - 300MeV "L/a
................. , , ,

charm (c) 1.3- 1.7 GeV +'_/3
, , , . ...... ,,, . ......

bottom (b) 4,7- 5.3 GeV "l/a
..... , ,,

top (t) >91 GeV at 95% C.L. +'2/3
................

Table 1.2: The six quark flavors of the SM,

the then known hadrons required three flavors of quark constituents; up (u), down

(d), and strange (s).

With only three flavors of quarks, however, the calculated rates for processes

such as K° ---,#+It- a_'e fa.r larger than those observed, in 1970 Glashow, Iliopoulos

and Maiani (collectively GIM) showed that dfis problem could be corrected if four

qua.rk flavors, or nloregenerally an even ntulll)er of flavors, exist inNature [9]. The

existence of the fourth flavor, charnl (c), was confirmed in November of 1974 when

the .J/i/,, a c_ l_ottnd state, was identified [10].

In 1977 the list of quark flavors grew longer when lx_ttom (b) quarks were

found in the form of the T, a bb resonance [11]. Once again the problems associated

with an odd number of quark flavors required yet another undiscovered flavor. This

sixth flavor is the top (t) quark.

To date tlw t(_1) _lttark lias lit)t, l_een ol_sei'ved, l)re._tunal)ly because it's

extreniely large nia._s lliakes its 1)r()(Iuc'ti(m a rare (J_.'curi'_liCeeven for the most

energetic accelerators.

Because the top quark is required to limit the extent of flavor changing

neutral current processes such a.s B ° --_ #+#- (vim the GIM mechanism), or more

iniportantly because without a top quark the whole of the SM is called into ques-

tion, any light that can be shed on its properties is of interest.

1.1.a Gauge Invariance

The SM encompasses three fl_rces; the electromagnetic., weak, and strong,

leaving gravity as the _mly kllc)wn (_Inissicm. These m'e described by two interactions
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in the model; the strong, and the electroweak, both of which are associated with

particular forms of local gauge invari_nce.

To illustrate the concept we take the example of Quantum Electrodynamics

(QED) with _lle basic Lagrangian

_b is a four dimensional vector representing the spin :k 1/2 components of both

electrons and positrons and the 7" are the Dirac matrices a, E is invariant under

a phase, oi" "gauge" tremsformation of the form _1)_ eie_/), known as a global

transformation if the same value of 8 is used everywhere. If instead 8 is a function

of position (z) the transformation is called local, and if the form of L: remains

unchanged, of course it's said to be invariant.

The SM requirea the Lagrangiml representing each of its interactions to

have a local gahge invariance similar to the one above. This stems from the work

of t'Hooft who showed that theories ccmtailling vector l_oscms and possessing a

local gauge symmetry are ren<)rm_dizable [12]. N_m-renorn_alizttble theories lack

predictive p_)wer in tl_tt n()c_)mbinaticm c)f measured parttmeters is stlf'rl'idellt to

predict the value of any other parameters in the theory. A renan'realizable theory,

on the other haa_cI,can be used to predict the results of future nleasttrenlents based

upon only a few experimentally determined input pm'ameters. Given that the latter

is clearly preferable the imposed requirement of gauge invariance is understaaldable.

The type of gauge invariance imposed determines the behavior of the in-

teractions. In the QED ex_tmple, L: isn't invariant _tnder the loom transformation

,,_,(,_.) .._,_,el,l_/,(:L')

so that an addition'A term must be al)pended to the Lagrangian to restore invari-

ante. By replacing 0. with D., defined as

D. -- O, - leA.

and requiring that the new field A,, has the transformation property

.4,, -, .-t,,+ _10.e(:,:)
e

37 here llleans _,t.,0/
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inv_iance is achieved. Adding a gauge invariant kinetic energy term for tile new

field to £
1

--_ F.,,F"*" F.. =_0..4.- c).A.

A. becomes tile familiar photon. A mass term for the photon of the form mA.A"

ca_mot be included as it would violate gauge invariance, consequently the photon

must be m_sless.

The point is that local invaxia.nce required the introduction of a massless

photon into the theory. QED is the simplest case a.s _ is the only fermion field in

the theory so that the transformation is simply a U(1) rotation 4 of that field. The

approach can be generalized to involve rotations among several fields generated by

more complicated groups, as is the c.a_sefor tile strong interactions.

1.1.4 Strong Interactions

One of the objections initially raised to the quark hypothesis was that some

of tile hadronic states it predicted appeared t(_ violate Fermi-Dirac statistics, The

canonical example is the <...X++ res(mance, a fermion consisting of three spin up u

quarks in a spatiNly ,synnlletric state, hi 1964 Greenl)erg [13]suggested that such

symmetric wavefuncti()ns could be anti-symmetrized l_y simply giving quarks an

additional quantum number, known as c¢_lm',the existence _f which has since been

well established experimentally [14]. Quarks each carry one of three colors which

one ca1 choose to label red (R), green (G), and blue (B), while the anti-quarks

carry one of the conjugate colors; R, G, and B.

By analogy with QED, the theory of color interactions is referred to a.s

Quantum Chromodynamics (_r QCD, In QCD tile color content of a quark is rep-

resellted a._ a three dimensiollal vecu_r tIJ with c_)ml)Onents _¢'k(k' =R,G,B) each

of which has the same free fermi(m Laa;rangian as in the preceding QED example.

Changes in a quark's color corresl)ond to rotations of the vector _ so that the local

gauge transformation in this case is an SU(3) rotation having the form

--_ e iO'(x)r" if2

The 2_ are tile eight generator matrices of SU(3), Once again gauge inva.riance

requires the introduction of new massless fields, in this case the eight "gluon"

4QED is a U(I) gauge theory, meaning that the transformation is generated by a unitary, one
dinlensional matrix, _.e. tohescalar e'°(r),
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fields G_ so that

D,, =_O. -igT,,G': m_cl G". _ G: + _(9.0,,(x) - f bOba

The additional term in the transformation of the G_ fields relative to the QED

case is due to the non-Abelian nature of the SU(3) group i.e.

[E,, Tb] = i f, b,T_ _- 0

The gluon's kinetic energy also differs from that for tile photons, having
the form

1
-- " " " - " - G.G,,4G,,_G,_ where G,,_,= O.G_ c)_G. gf,,bc b c

so that there are terms proportional to G3 and G4. In perturbation theory these

correspond to interactions of tlu'ee and four gluons meaning that the gluons carry

color as well as the quarks, while in QED the photon has zero charge.

This seemingly sttbde difference produces behavior in QCD that's radically

different from that in QED as is apparent when ('onsMering two colored quarks

interacting by exchaaxging gluons. The exchange gluons, having color themselves,

spontaneously radiate additional gluons which also COul)le to the quarks. As the

separation between the quarks incr_ases, the number of gluons COul)ling with them

grows, increasing the binding energy between them. This rationMe breaks down as

the coupling strength exceeds the point where the perturbation series converges,

but it seems plausible that this increase of binding energy with sepaxation is the

reason for the observed confinement of quarks within colorless bound states.

These l)ound states have one of two general forms. In one case a hadron

can contain three quarks, one of each c(_lor so that the n_r, color is zero. These

are the "baryons." The oti_er possibility is a "meson" in which a quark and an

anti-quark with opposite colors are bound together.

1.1.5 Electroweak Interactions

In 1961 Glashow [15] I)ropose(1 that the electromagnetic and weak forces

are related through a product of two symmetry groups. Given an eight to ten

order of magnitude disparity in the decay rates fi_r weak processes o_. their generic

electromagnetic ('ounterl_arts, this ww_ s(m_ewhat surl)rising. The enomnous cliffer-

ence in the apparent strengths, (_r eq_dvalently the effective ranges, of these two



forces is attributed to weak forces being mediated by massive bosons rather than

the usuM massless gauge bosons found in QED and QCD 5. Conceptually the short

range (or weakness) of weak forces is then simply due to the uncertainty princi-

ple where the high mass of a virtual weak boson limits its range. Massive gauge

bosons presented problems with gauge invariance, but Weinberg [17] and Sala_n

[18] demonstrated that invariance and massive bosons could be reconciled through

the "Higgs Mechanism" discussed in the next section.

Experimental evidence for the electroweak theory was first provided by the

discovery in 1973 of weak neutral currents in neutrino scattering [19]. In 1983 any

remaining doubt was dispelled when both the W e a_ld Z° (discussed below) were

observed at CERN's SPS collider [20]. Recently the LEP storage ring at CERN

(Section 2.1) and the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) have collected an inunense

amount of data oa the Z°.

Understanding the electroweak theory requires a brief look at some of the ,

1)henomenology of purely weak pro,:esses. One apparently c)dd feature of weak

processes involving leptons is that they participate il1 specific pairs. For example

I::ttoll decay into a # neutrinc), all e[ectrc_ll arid it's anti-neutrino is observed ,

#- ---, e- + v,. + z'7_

whileneutrinolessninondecaytoat:elect:'()n:tlld a photon

/L- _e- +U

is not. This pairing of lepton witit ttetttrino suggests that the Leptons naturally

glou 1) into dottblets, racll lepton with it's neutrino (see Table 1.3), such that weak

(charged current) processes re)rate one member ()f a doublet into the other.

A similar pattern is observed aunong the quarks with the important excep-

tion that transititions outside of a quark doublet do occur, but much less fi'equently

than those within a doublet. The reason is that the eigenstates of the weak inter°

action Hamiltonian are ::early, but not exactly the mass eigenstates for the quarks.

If the three neutrinos were not degenerate at exactly zero :::ass, a similar effect

would occur in the lepton sector.

The absolute douSlet structure era: be restored for the quark.'. by forming

weak eigenstates d', s_, and b' as linear combinations of the mass states d, s,

5The history of the massive boson exchange concept,is reviewin [16].
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The Leptons:

e- L #- L (#-)R "-

The Quarks:

c b'd' L (d)R .s' L ("q)R L (b)R

Table 1..3: The grouping of quarks and leptons into three fa.milies of weak
left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets.

and b where the primed states are related to the unprimed through the Cabibbo-

Kobayashi-Maskawa [21] (CKM)matrix Y. The current experimental limits (90%

confidence intervals from [22]) for the absolute values of each of the elements of V

are

s' = 0.218 - 0.224 0.9735 - 0.9751 0.032- 0.054
b' 0.003 - 0.018 0.030 - 0.054 0.9985 - 0.9995

The SM does not predict the values listed above barring the constraint

that the whole CKM matrix must be unitary, thus these parameters must also be

deternfined experimentally.

Another feature of weak interactions is that they violate parity [23,24], pref-

erentially coupling left-handed particle._, i.e. those with spin vectors anti-parallel

to their velocites. Thi,_ handedness is only a conserved quantity for ma.ssless par-

ticles, since the apparent direction of flight for massive particles can be flipped by

choosing a sufficiently boosted Lorentz frame. As a result massive particles are

a combination of left and right-handed states, while the massless neutrinos are

purely left-handed. The consequence of this preference is that the weak doublet

structure applies only to the left-handed components of each femfion field, while

the right-handed ones are simply singlets yielding the complete set of weak states
shown in Table 1.3.

One la._t point is the question of CP violation. Weak interactions violate

parity (P) and charge conjugation (C) individually but the combination of both

operations was believed to be conserved until 1964 when Christenson,e_ al. observed

CP violating decays of kaons [25] at the 0,1% level. Because the CKM matrix is a



unitary 3 x 3 matrix it caal be completely described by four 1)arameters, three real

and (,he complex. The ccnnplex parameter will generate the effect, but the origin

of the CKM matrix, and whether or not it's the only source of CP violation, is

unclear.

Given the left-handed doublet structure of weak interactions and the U(1)

structure of QED, a logical approach to an electroweak gauge theory is a local

SU(2)®U(1) structure. The transformations are

"_'L _ eic_"(z)T"+i/3(z)Y1])L

'tkH _ e i/J(J:)Y '//;R

where 7pL is a left-handed doublet, i/_[{is a singlet, the T matrices are tile three

generators of SU(2) 6, and Y is the single generator of the U(1). By analogy with

tile charge of QED, tile eigenvalues of Y are called the weak hypercharge and for

historical reasons the eigenvalues of the diagonal ra matrix axe known a.s the weak

isospin.

The gauge fields I,I,"_'(a = 1. '2,3) and B,, are introduced with their associ-

ated kinetic energy terms and tranformation properties so that

-_- 0,,- iglvI'V,, _ -ig'YB,D L

I

g
DR - O. - iTYB .

as must be the case for gauge invariance of both the left and right-handed fields.

In general the photon A,, will 1)e a linear combinatioll ¢_fthe two neutral fields B.

and l,l/"o, while the ¢_rth¢_g(malc_,mlJinati(,n is the weak neutral current mediator,

tile Z° e.g.

A. = B. cos(Ow)+ W_ sin(Ow)

Z. = -B_,sin(Ow) + W_cos(Ow)

The extent of electroweak mixing is determined by Ow, the weak mixing angle. The

value of Ow is not fixed l)y any p(_rtion of the SM thus it too must be measured.

Inverting the relations for .4 and Z above aalr.l sul)stituting into the expression for

D, determines the behavior of both the photon and r,he Z°. Specifically comparing

';In the fundantenta[, two dimensional representation T,_ = (i/2)r_ where the r are the Pauli
matrices.
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the resulting photon term with that for QED fixes the constants g and g' as

,_sin(0w) = g' cos(0w) = e

The final point to address in tile electroweak sector of the SM is the prob-

lem of massive gauge bosons. Simply adding a mass term to /2 destroys the in-

variance, but massive gauge bosons are needed to explain the weak interactions,

so the obvious question is how to maiutain gauge invariance in this case? The

less-than-obvious answer is the Higgs Mechanism, or more generally the concept of

spontaneous symmetry breaki.ng.

1.1.6 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking

The (:liscussic_nof .'_ymmetri_s a.l_()vehas centered entirely on the Lagrangian

which determines the behavior of the quark enid lepton fields. Intuitively one might

expect that symmetries of the Lagrangi_m also hold for the physical vacuum, i.e.

the ground state configuration of the fermion fields described by that Lagrangian.

There is nothing that requires this to be the case, however. In instances where the

vacuum doesn't possess a symmetry of the Lagrangian, that symmetry is said to

be spontaneously broken.

The canonical example [26] is a Lagrangian c_fthe form

£ = (0,,(_)'(0"¢) - v(o) v(_) = t,_0"¢ + ,\(¢'¢) _

where ¢ a the complex scalar field defined by ¢ _-- (¢)1 + i¢.2)/v/2-. This £ has a

global U(1) symmetry corresponding to fi'eedom of rotation in the ¢1-¢2 plane.

If/j2 < 0 and A > 0 then the potential has the fl_rm show:_ in Figure 1.1 with a

continuum of minima lying on the circle defined by

,2 (DI_ : t t 2 : i)'2
q)l + - --_

The physical vacuum is a single point somewhere on this circle. Having non-zero

¢] and ¢_, the vacuunl has a preferred direction in the ¢1-4'2 plane and is not
invariant under rotations unlike £.

Arbitrarily choosing the vacutlnl point as ¢1 = v, ¢._ = 0 we can reexpress

¢ in terms of two translated fields r1 and _ as

i [,, + ,1(.,)+ i_(.,:)]o(,,')= _
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v(_)

Figure 1.1: The Higgs potential.

so that
1 1

12= =_(0,,_)_ + _(O,,_/)_ + tt27/_+...

The interesting feature that emerges ill /2 above is that the 7/ field has acquired

a mass term {t,27/_) despite the fact that the 05field did not possess one for #2 <
I: '_0. This suggests the possibility of "generati g ::lass terms for the weak bosons

through symmetry breaking. Unfortunately there still remains tile massless ( field,

the presence of which turns out to be a feature of spontaneously broken global

symmetries. When this approach is applied to a local symmetry, however, this

turns out not to be the case.

Returning to the local SU(2)_::)U(1) electroweak the()ry, mass terms for the

weak bosons ca:: be generated ::sing an SU('2) do_:l)let of fields 05

Replacing 0, with D, as usual

12= iO,, - g _ r,,l/V,, - 05 - tt2(bt05- A(ct¢) 2

Once again with iL2 < 0 and A > 0 there is a c(mtilmttlrt of minima given by

+ + = -5-

Choosing ¢_ = 05:_= 05_= 0 and 051_= v'_ = -_L'_/A and expanding, the only field

remaining is H(x) given by

05(x)- + H(x)
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, Substituting this into the Lagrangian, and replacing B, and IA_ with A,

and Z,, reveals the desired mass term ms

-_,ow:- ¢, = M_W+.W-.'+ M_Z1+

which yields

i I g,._Mw= _v_ Mz= __,_/y_+ M_= 0
Inserting the values of g and 9_from above produces the well known SM relationship

Mw
= cos 0wMz

More remarkably the only remaining scalar field H also lla.s a mass term of the

form mH = _,_ so that there are no new (and unobserved) massless fields to

contend with as was the case for the global U(1) symmetry before.
Fermion ma.ss terms of the form

also destroy gauge invariance in the electroweak theory given the different behavior

of the left and right-handed fields. Fortunately, the sa.me Higgs doublet used to

generate the weak boson masses can be used to introduce fermion masses as well

via Yukawa coupling terms which have the form

121 = GI.t _i'LC_/'a- iGlut/'a r_O'_'a + hermitian conjugate

For example the electron tern: has the fl_rm

G_. G,_

so that m_ = G_v/_ and

v

The upshot of all of this is that the fermion masses are not determined by

the theory so that they're required as inl)Uts, but the couplings of the fermions

to the Higgs field are known. The value of v is determined by the Fermi decay

constant to be 246 GeV. These couplings axe quite small for the light fennions, but

the couplings of heavy quarks and in particular the weak bosons can be sizeable r

rThe gauge couplings differ from those of the fermions, but they're still proportional to Mw and
Mz and much larger than their fermionic counterparts.
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m

m m _ m i m

Z 0

Figure 1.2: The Z°---.b_ vertex.

To date, like the top, the Higgs has not been observed. The mechanism used

above to generate tile masses was only the simplest, or "minimal," choice so that

there might be'additional Higgs doublets oi" an entirely different process involved.

Also, while v is known, )_ is not so that the Higgs mass remains a mystery. The

constraints presently available to experimentalists on the Higgs axe quite loose. At

the low end studies at LEP have shown that the Minimal SM Higgs must exceed

60 GeV [27], while at the high end there is a 640 GeV bound from triviality [28].

Because of the mm,_sdel)endem:e of its COul)lings, Higgs effects in measurements

involving the heavy Ws and Z° are of particular interest.

1.2 B Physics as a Test of the Standard Model

The validity of' the model and its assunlptions can only be deternlined

experimentally. In particular the electroweak sector of the model, with its mixing

and Higgs mechanism fin' generating n,asses, is the focus of intense interest. A

failure of tile model w(:,uld seem mc_st likely to) be exp¢)sed here. The elusive nature

of the top quark makes lllea.stlI'etllellts inv,)lying the third quark doublet a high

priority a._ well. Happily the study _f Z° decays ix_to bb qu_rk pairs provides

insight into both of these areas.

Before discussing the quantities to be measured, a brief digression the con-

nection between the SIvl Lagrangian and observable quoa_tities such a.s decay rates

is in order.

1.2.1 Perturbation Theory

Predictions of physically mea._urable quantities rely on the use of pertur-

bation theory, in which the interactions described previously are taken to be small

perturbations of the free particle Hamiltoniaal. Feynman diagrams such as Fig-

ure 1.2 illustrate specific terms in the perturbation series. Associated with each

point where three or more fields lines meet is a "vertex factor" which is character-
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Figure 1.3: The vertex (top) and propagator electrowe_k corrections to the
basic Z°-, bb vertex.

ized by an overall constant trod some terms having to do with it's traIfformation

properties. The constant determines the strength of the interaction so that the

perturbation series is expanded in powers of this "coupling" constant. The num-

ber of vertices in a diagram is the order (,f that term in the series so that Figure 1.2

represents the first order contribution t(, Z° _ 1)b decay, while Figure 1.3 illustrates

some of the second order correction terms.

The values of the couplings foll(,w from the terms in the Lagrangian involv-

ing the interacting fields, so for example the Z° _ bl-_coupling is determined (after

some algebra) fi'om the expressions fin' D,_, D a .4,, and Z, s above to be

t_

'2.sin(0w ) ,.(,s(0w ) _''( _'t,- ab'rs )

where vb and ab are called the vect(>r and axial vecu,r coupling constants for b

quarks. The values (_f u/ and a I f(>r any ferlni()n's C(ml)ling to the Z° tu'e fixed by
the model a.s

u.r = r"] - 4 q/sin _ Ow a/= r_

Where r] is the fennion's weak isospin (+ 1 for up type fermions, -1 for clown type)

and q.r is its charge.

1.2.2 The Partial Decay Width rug

aOne also needs to know that bu = (1/2)(1 -75)b and ba = (1/2)(1 + 7S)b.
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The first qu_tntity of interest is Fbr,, the Z°'s partial decay width 9 into bE

pairs (Figure 1.2) or equivalently the fraction of Z°s that decay into b quarks.

Clearly Fbg directly effects the number of bb events observed in the detector, thus

a measure of the number of candidate bb events is a measure of the decay width.

The value of Pb_ is determined in the SM by the Z°'s coupling to fernfions

as discussed in the previous section. For the bb case (neglecting small quark mass

effects) the decay width has the form [29]

C'"4
r,b - Sfi_rr( + ab'a)

where G_' is the Fermi decay constant precisely determined in muon decay experi-

ments [30] and vh and a_, are again the vector and axial vector coupling constants

for b quarks.

The expression for F_,i;, above has t_ be m :_dlfied to include various radiative

correction-', illcluding pure QED "¢_c_utnl l_C_l[u'iz_:tticm,effects, initial and final state

radiation, [tltd QCD etf_,ct_ illx'c_lvi_tg the final st[tte qu_u'ks. Tlte most interesting of

these corrections are tlw pttrely electr_Jwe_k cc_rrections [31],shownin Figure 1.3,
which in principle introduce a dependence _m l_oth the top and Higgs masses.

As it happens the propagator corrections (the bottom two diagrams in

Figure 1.3) and the vertex corrections unique to the Z° + 1)_ vertex because the b

shares a weak doublet with the top largely offset one another. The result is that

FbF' varies 1)y less than 3% for top masses ranging fl'om 50 to 230 OeV [32] as can

be seen in Figure 1.4 ltsillp.; tlw al)l)r(_ximate altalytic expressions in [33]. It's clear

from the figure their tlw del_endence c_fFt,F' (_n 77zHis also minimal.

A :lle:tslli'ed val:w ¢_fFbF, _':t:: thus l)e :':_nlp_tred directly with _t SM predic-

tio:_ thatt's l:_rgely i::depe::dent of the :lliklloWl_. t(_p and Higgs masses. In the event

that o::e of the numerous pr:q_c_sed extensions to the SM is correct there will be

additional corrections to the ha.sic Z° ---+bg vertex which n:ight provide a significant

:leparture from the basic SM prediction for r'hv,.

1.2.3 The Semileptonic Branching Ratio Br(b---,tt)

Another 1)_rameter relev_mt l_(_th to the electroweak theory and to the our

method of identifying bb events is the inclusive semileptonic branching ratio of the

9The decay width F for a particle X is defined a.s the inverse of its lifetime. The term "width"
is due to [" being directly proportional to the width of the resonance formed by X when it's an
intermediate state in a collision process.
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Figure 1.4: The dependence of Fj_g on the unknown q:opand ttiggs masses.
The curves use the analytic tbrmul_ in [33] and include first order QED

and QCD corrections _ well ms solne second order QCD corrections which

involve the top.

b quark. In the SM this branching ratio follows from the partial width Fb_.+#
given in terms of the CKM matrix elemeats l/_.band re_b[31] as

t'} r}

G_-_I_,.,
rl,__+# - 102,-r:'(L:l %l*a+ f"l>"ul2)

assuming the sl)ectator model. The f,. and fu al)<we are phase space factors. Unfor-

tunately the sensitive deI)eadel_ceoa the b quark mass makes it difficult to e×traet

the precise values of the CKM matrix elements from tl_e measurement. Nonethe-

less approximal;e theoretical values exist [34] allowing for a gross comparison of a

measured value with the SM prediction.

The value of Br(b _ #) is also required t_ c.orrectly normalize the prompt

b--+ g spectrum relative to the other sources tff leptons in the analyses that follow

in that all of the measure,nents ta.ke semileptonic decays as their starting point.

As the determination of Bt'(b_ #) is a normalization type measurement similar to

that used to find l"bg the experimental method is discussed irt Chapter 7.
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"'zo"

Figure 1.5: The photon and Z° mediated production of bb p,xirs from e+e -
collisions.

1.2.4 The Forward-Backward Asymmetry AbE

Figure 1.5 shows the basic processes contributing to b_ production in e+e -

collisions. In the contimmm the interference of tllese two processes generates a

substantial difference in the rate at which bs are produced in the forward direction

as shown in Figure 1.6 relative to their rate of production backward. On the Z°

peak the contribution of the photon diagrmn is negligible, however an asymme-

try remains due solely to tile interference of tile vt.,ctor (V) and axial-vector (A)

coupling term.,s in the Z° diagram.

The cross-section a fi_r the 1)r(_duction c_fb quarks (as opposed to b quarks)

as a function of the angle between the outg_ing b aim the incoming e- directions

0 is given for zero quark mass 1)y [29] as

3 av A
,_, _ 3[i + ,:os_0](_vv+ _,,_A)+ _ cos0dcos 0 8

The specific forms for avv, craa, and ,_vA are given in Chapter 8, but here it's

sufficient to observe that non-zero a va , or equivalently lion-zero ab and %, results in

an asymmetry. To a g(_ocl al)l_r()ximation tile _werall fi_rward-backward asymmetry

b

,,.0

/
Backward b Forward

Figure 1.6: The definition of the b q_n,'trkl)roduction angle 0 relative to the
inconling e-.
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Figure 1.7: Tile dependence of .,tb_ on the top and Higgs m_sses is ta.ken

from [29]. Here again both QED and QCD corrections a.re included.

Abg on the Z ° peak is

where

L'("') i:':""crF -Z 2re dcos 0 cs_ = 2,'r (/cos 0
,

If <,nt, as,'itl.llles tile SM values for tile u and ('l couplings, tile asyinmetry

can be used to extract a precise measurement of the electroweak mixing parameter

sin 2 0w. A similar determination can be made using the a_synunetry of Z° decays

into lepton pairs, but the leptons' integer charges and a value of sin 2 0w near 1//4

conspire to make their asymmetry smM1 (.._ 2%). In contra.st Aug is expected to be

of order 10% [29].

As with Fug there are ntlnierous modifications to the simple form above

due to non-zero quark masses, QED, QCD, aim electroweak radiative corrections.

The propagator aalcl vertex corrections shown in Figure 1.3 apply to Aug as well in

this case producing a somewhat stronger dependence on tile top ulass as shown in
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Figure 1.8: The box diagrams leading to B°. _o miydng.

Figure 1.7. Thls sensitivity also allows us to make a very rough determination of

_ntif we a.sstune a value for sin a 8w.

1.2.5 The B °- B ° Mixing Parameter _B

The off-diagonal elements of the CKM matrix make possible the unusual

phenomenml of "mixing" in which a neutral pseudo-scalar meson such a.s a B_

spontaneously converts into its charge conjugate IB_ st_tte, as shown in Figure 1.8,

The reverse process also occurs s(_ that a state 1)r(_ducec[ as pure B° will oscillate

between B° and ]_o over time uxxtil its ew_ntual decay iixto lighter particles.

The time evolution of the neutral mesons' mass eigenstates can Be written

B°(t) = V+(e)B°(0)+ ra_(t)B°(0)

B0(t) _ ,a_(e)B0(0)+.%(t)l]o(0)

where

1 -t',,/" ( e_rt/ee_,'xat,) F _3.,[ = M1 :_fa=-e l:k AF=FI- _. -9± o

and the F a zmd _'vIa are the decay width trod mass of the weak decay eigenstates B1

and Ba. Neglecting CP violation, these _tre given by

1 BO 1
IB,= _2 ( + B°) B,.,= _.(B °- 13°)

Integrating the coefficients ]g+(t)l" over t yields the probability ;.Vs of observing a

Bu decay as a IB°

Pr(B o ._, go) ,ea+_ya

XB = pr(B o _, go) + Pr(B o __,B0) 2(x _ + i)
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where x and y are defined by

2_M AF

z-_ F_+,Fa Y -= F_+Fa

The extent of mixing observed is determined by the values of x and y, or equiva-

lently by AF and &M, and is maximal (X _ 0.5) if either x _ oo or !/_ :t:1.

The preceding formaiisn_ Call be applied to any of the four systems 1° that

can, in principle, nfix. These are tile K °- _o, the Do. ]_0, the B_ - B_, and the

Bo _ _o systems. In the K°- _o system large mixing has been observed [35]and

is understood in terms of kinematic effects. Specifically tlm kaon system is light so

that the only available decays are two and three pion states the latter being phase

space suppressed. This preferentially selects out the CP even K_ state since the K_

has only a small CP even component with tile result that _F = -Ps and y _ -1.

For the heavier systems there are a variety of possible decay states, both

CP even and CP odd, such that tile ratio y isn't near :kl and a measurable mixing

requires a sul_stautiai difference in tile masses of the weak eigenstates. D0. _)0

mixing is expected to be mucll smaller than that for B mesons in that there are

no virtual top quarks involved. A calculation [36] of the leading contributions to

mass differences for Bq mesons using the box diagrams of Figure 1.8 yields

/SMq = _ f)2 B,-,,,z8_., ,/qcDV(,nt) ,,,.(t>i,,vi,;I

where f is the B me,on decay constant. B is the "bag" factor expressing the

deviation fl'om the vacuunl insertion approximatio,1 in the long distance behavior,

tlQco is the calculable slmrt distance QCD correction factor, and F is a known,

slowly varying flmction of mr.

Unitarity of the CKM matrix requires IVtd/Vt_[ _ 0.2 implying that mixing

is greater for B° mesons than Nr B_ so that observation of Xs < Xd would clearly

require non-StaIMard bIodel physics. Conversely, independent measurements of

the mixing in the B, and Bd sectors can be used to determine the ratio IV a/V =I
to directly test CKM unitarity. For this reason, and because of the information on

the top mass contained in &Mq, measurements of mixing have gained considerable

interest.

Mixing was initially observed in the B system by the UA1 collaboration

at CERN [37] and the ARGUS expeiiment at DESY [38]. The ARGUS result

1°Actually if a top quark is found there are a total of six, the additions being tg and t_ bound
states, however the extremely short lifetime of the t will essentially prohibit mixing in these states,
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in particular spurred a great deal of interest in that it was larger than had been

expected for the top mass limits at the time leading to the speculation that new

physics (charged Higgs or teclmipion exchtmge) was resi_'onsible 11,

1.3 Beyond the Standard Model

From the overview of the SM presented above numerous questions emerge.

Why should there be three families (sets of doublets) of quarks and leptons at

widely separated mass scales? Is tile Higgs tnechanism for breaking electroweak

symmetry correct or complete? And, of course, what about gravity?

There is an abundax_ce of I)roposed extensions to the SM which attempt to

resolve some of these questions. Each basically has the SM as a low energy limiting

form, but departs fl'om it as tile e11ergy scale increases, We'll focus briefly here on

two of the more populm' approaches to illustrate the kinds of effects tt_at we might

expect to observe in Fbg, Abg, and XB.

The first extension is Supersymmetry (SUSY) [301in whicl_ each fermion

has a boSOlfiC counterpart and vice-versa. This has the attractive feature that it

provides a natural way of breaking symmetries at widely differing energies as would

be necessary if we wish to unify QCD or gravity with the brc_ken electroweak theory.

The minimal SUSY approach requires two Higgs doublets so that charged as well

as neutral Higgs are present. These charged Higgs (H e) c.an occupy the same

position as W bosons do in the Feynman diagranls shown previously. As a result

there coltld l_e large effects in the radiative correctioas to the Z°_bl'_ vertex and

Fbg [40]. Likewise the He can replace the Ws in the mixing diagrams and provide

additional ,'hannel._ thro_@l which B°- IB° mixing ,:all ()ecru', enhancing it [41].

Aaotl_er approacll to extending tt_e SM is to make the Hig,gs a condensate

of two new fermi(ms under a very strong interaction with characteristics similar to

QCD 1'_so as not to have any fundamental scalars in theory. Following the analogy

of QCD (and Hollywood) this strong force is refen'ed to as Technicolor [42]. This

too can create observable effects in heavy flavor physics, including an anomalously

small value of Fbg [43] and aaa enhancement of the B°- go nfixing through the

exchange of teclmipions [44].

lithe UAI result, was also large but it, included a mixture of Bs° and B_ rnesons while the ARGUS
value included only B._. As a result the large UAI number was attributed to the expected large B°
mLxing.

t-"Analogous t,o Cooper pairs of elect, rons forming bosons in superconductivity.
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The purpose of this thesis is not to constrain the parameters of these mod-

els. Tile point is simply that precise detemfinat,ions of parameters such as Fbg and

:_B could be expected t,o provide evidence of new physics if it,'s there.
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Chapter 2

LEP and the L3 Detector

2.1 The Large Electron Positron Collider

To probe tile nature of electroweak interactions and the Z° in particular,

CERN, the European Organization for Nuclear Research, authorized the construc-

tion of LEP, the Large Electron-Positron collider [45] in December of 1981. Illus-

trated in Figure 2.1, LEP primarily consists of a sto,'age ring, 27 km in circumfer-

ence, in which four bunches each of electrons and positrons circulate in opposite

directions. Four of the eight available bunch crossing points are instrumented with

large, multi-purpose detectors, one of which is the L3 experiment. Nearly eight

vears later in August of 1989 the construction and initial machine development

were completed and L3 and the other' three LEP detectors began taking data.

PAL

\ sps 12oo_v_ /

. \ LIL (0.6 GeV)
tungsten targe[for ._. " '
C" tO ¢ . COllVer_lofl ¢" grill

area 1km 100m

Figure 2.1: The layout of the LEP collider and its injector complex at
CERN.

23
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Figure 2.2: Tlle cross-section a tbr e++ e---hadrons as a flmction of
center-of-mass energy.

The LEP parmneters of greatest interest here are the center-of-mass energy

E_, at which the bunches collide, and the time-integrated hmfinosity L provided

to L3's interaction region. Some quantities such as AbE vary with E¢,,,, while the

integrated luminosity directly effects rate measurements such ms FbE.

Since the startup in 1989, the focus of LEP and its four experiments has

been the study of the ZU throtlgh its various decay modes. Figure 2.2 illustrates

qualitatively the cross-section for e+e - ---, hadrons, including the J/_b,_,', and T

family of resonances. The lepto_aic decay cross-sections have a similar energy de-

pendence. It follows that choosing E¢,,, in the neighborhood of the mass of the Z°

yields the largest possible number of interesting events _. The shape of the Z° peak

is also of interest a.s its width is related to the number of light neutrino species

[47] and sin 2 0w. The Z° lineshape is determined by taking data at several differ-

ent collision energies in the range Epea_ -t- 4 GeV. As a result all data included in

IActually the peak of the cross-section is locat_ed about about 112 MeV below mz due to radiative
corrections [46].
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this analysis have Ec,,, al)l_roximately equal to 91 GeV, with the exact value being

dependent upon the running point in use when an event was recorded.

The lmninosity seen in the L3 detector directly effects the expected rates

of the various types of events seen in the detector. The method used to determine

L utilizes small angle Bhabha scattering events and is discussed in Section 2.3.6.

2.2 B Physics at LEP

LEP's c.'opious production of Z°s, coupled with the large hadronic cross-

section shown in Figure 2.2 makes it an ideal environment for the study of b

quarks in that nearly 22% of hadrmfic Z° decays are expected to be bE events in

the SM. The only compaa'al)ly useful energy is the T(4S) resonance (just above the

bb threshold) where some 55% of hadronic events are bb, but at which the cross

section is roughly 15 times smaller than at the Z°_

LEP's high collision energy also simplifies the identification of these bE

events as distinct from events involving lighter quarks. The higher energy scale

makes for a clearer separation between the high momentum decay products of

b quarks (due to hard fl'agmentation) and the lower momentum debris from the

lighter flavors. At this energy scale the directions c_fhadronic jets are also more

precisely determined due to the larger boost received by the initial quark pair,

which improves ottr ability to tag bb events. These topics and others related to

identifying bb events are detailed in the next chapter.

Another advantage of the LEP environment is the s_tppression of the pri-

mary background associated with or: events. The mechanisms used to identify b

quarks rely on their large mass (Section 3.4), thus a significant background to this

signal is formed by charm (or c), the next heaviest flavor ()f quark. In the contin-

uum, qc-i1)roducticm in e+e - collisions is dominated by the QED process (shown

in Figure 1.5 for bb) which couples to the quarks' charges. The ratio 7_ of cg

production to that of bb in the continuum is given by

_= _ =4
qb /

In contrast, at E_,, "-"mz the production of qF1pairs is doininated by the Z° mediated

process, in which the rates are determined by the vector and axial-vector neutral

_Of course the abilit, y to produce higher luminosity tiLachines at the lower T(4S) energy more
than makes tip for the cross section difference.
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current couplings as

7_ = vc2 + ac_ -- (l - ._sin 'a0w)5 + 1 ~_0.78
vu'2+ au'_ (-1 + _ sin '20w )'_+ 1

making for more than a factor of five suppression in the charm backgrotmd relative

to the continumn. In fact, because the c _ g bra_:ching ratio is lower than that for

b--_ 2, the background is suppressed even further for events tagged semileptonically

(Chapter 4).

Finally we note that LEP's energy is well above the threshold for the pro-

duction of both the B_ aa:d the B ° mesons. A great deal of data is available from

experiments at the CESR and DORIS accelerators, both of which run primarily

on the T(4S) resonance, below the threshold for the production of the B°. By

con:paring their B_ data with our results for a mixtm-e of B° decays we can study

B° mixing.

2.3 The L3 Experiment

Sixty meters below the often so,g,gyfarmland of St. Genis, France lies the L3

experiment :_. L3 basically has what might be called the classic "onion skin" design

(Figure 2.3) in that it consists of several layers of sub-detectors, each progressively

further fl'om the collision point, and each measuring a different characteristic of the

debris from the decay of a Z°. The most unusual feature of L3 is that all of these

subdetectors lie within the 5 kG magnet field provided by the enormous octagonal

magnet seen in Figure 2.3.

Each sub-detector is desc,'il)ed in great detail in [48], 1)ut we present an

overview here of the most impr)rtant aspects for B physics analysis, in which precise

nieasurements of the properties :)f electrons, muons, aiid hadronic jets are required.

Logically, the way to proceed is to review each layer of the detector in turn, working
fro:n the inside out.

2.3.1 The Time Expansion Chamber

At the center of all of the apparatus of L3 is the 10 c---, #diameter beam

pipe. In its evacuated interior electron and positron hunches collide, occasionally

aTo answer the obvious question, the experiment derives its name from the fact that our col-
laboration was the third to subnfit a Letter of Intent outlining a detector to study e+e - physics at
LEP
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Figure 2.3: The L3 detector at LEP.

producing a Z° and its decay l)roducts. The beam pipe is constructed of 1.5mm

thick beryllium, cllosen so that multiple scattering of charged particles in the ma-

terial of tile pipe, and the (:orresl)()nding loss of information, is minimal.

Surrounding the beam pipe is the Tin:e Expansion Chamber, or TEC,

which is used to determine tile charges and momenta of particles as they move

outward from the collision point. Figure 2.4 illustrates its structure. The TEC is

a gas-filled chamber with two concentric, cylindrical drift regions, the inner and

outer TEC, each containing radial planes of wires running parallel to the beam

axis. Both regions are arranged in sectors, 12 and 24 for the inner and outer

TEC respectively, the boundaries c)f wllich are the cathode wire planes (shown in

Figure 2.4). The gas is a mixture of S0% carl)oil dioxide (CO..,) and 20% isobutane

(Call10) to minimize longitudinal diffusion and permit the utilization of longer than
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Figure 2.4" The Time Expansion Chamber in end (left) and side views.

ttsual drift times, as discussed belmv.

Figure 2.5 shows a more detailed view (ff a few sectors of both the inner

and outer TEC. In addition to the cathode wire planes there are two planes of

grid wires on either side of a plane of alternating anode and focus wires. The

region between the cathode and grid planes has a low field, while the field between

the grid and the anode is high, so that ionization electro1_s produced by charged

particles traversing the chamber drift slowly (approximately 6 #m/ns) to the grid

plane, then accelerate and multiply through seconda.t'y ionization until striking an
anode wire.

This slow drift into the amplification regi(m between the grid and the anode

is the "time expansion" from which the detector derives its name. The ionization

cloud's arrival at the aamde is spread over a sufficiently long interval to allow

repeated flash digitization (once per 10ns using FADCs) to determine the cloud's

centroid, improving the chamber's spat_ial resolution.

Figure 2.5 also shows the reconstructed positions of the individual "hits"

that formed a track iu the inne.r and outer TEC. q. The curvature of the track

fit through these points determines the charged particle's momentum component

perpendicular to the beam axis, while the direction the track bends in the ap-

plied magnetic field determines the particle's charge. The transverse momentum

4Not all of the total of 62 anode wires in the inner and outer TEC shows a hit because a few

were fax enough away from the best fit track to have been considered dubious by the reconstruction

program.
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Figure 2.5: An expanded end view showing _ track in the TEC.

resolution c_fthe TEC ha._ been measured as [49]

61__
- 0,093 + 0,016pL + 0,0001p].! --

where thePi,_are measured in GeV. The doubletrackresolutionofthechamber

has been measuredas640#m witha singlewireresohttionof,58#m.

Outsidethe TEC chamber, thereare two otherdetectorstha,t work in

concertwithit.SurroundingtheouterTEC istllez-detector,whichmeasuresthe

position of a track along the beam direction (-). It also consists of two concentric

cylindrical wire chambers with anc_de wires rumfing parallel to the beam axis. The

four cathode planes in these two ch:unl:_ers __tI't_metal sheets segmented into helical

strips forming angles of 69° and 90° with the beam axis in tlw inner chamber, and

-69 ° and 90° in the (rater. The cathode strips are read out rather than the anodes,

with the combination of strips hit in each of the four layers determining the track's

z position.

Information on the track's z position is also provided by some of the anode

wires in the TEC chamber. These are read cntt from t_oth ends mitt charge division

is used to estimate the h_cation ()f the hit along the length of the wire. This z

ixfformation is combined with the p j_ information from the inner and outer TEC to

obtain the full momentum vector for charged particles in the chamber.

Finally, on either side of the TEC along the beam axis, are the Forward

Tracking Chaanbers or the FTC. These were added for 1991 to measure.the impact
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Figure 2.6: Tile Electromagnetit" C;alorimeter in end (left) and side views.

points of tracks that enter the endcaps of tile Electromagnetic Calorimeter.

2.3.2 The Electromagnetic Calorimeter

After lmssi,lg through the TEC, the decay pt'(,d,wts of the Z° encounter the

Electromagnetic Cahwimeter, or ECAL, which dete,'milles the energy of electrons

a,xd photolxs. The ECAL primarily ,.'onsists of an array ,)f about 11,000 Bismuth

Ger,nanr_te cry._tals, hence "BGO" is also used to refer to the calorimeter.

Through a succes,sion of electron brenxs.strahlung and photon pair produc-

tion interactions, a high energy electron or photon entering the BGO is converted

into a shower of low energy electron._. These in turn cause scintillation in the

crystals, the light fi'om which is c()llected at the end of each cryst,'xl in a pair of

photocliodes. The il_tellsity of the scintill_tion light sigllal d_termines the electro-

magnetic energy depo._ite,1.

Because particles heavier than electr(ms have a much lower cross-section

for bremsstrahhmg radiation (cx 1/7_2), they tend to leave only a small signal

corresponding to the ionization of the ('rystal thai; their pas,sage causes. Conse-

quently hadrons and especially muons easily penetrate the ECAL, while electrons

and photons are generally stopped in it.

The choice of BGO a.s the _'rystal material has the advantage that 22 radi-

ation lengths s can be used to ,'cmtain high energy elec-tromagnetic showers in the

'_t')neradiation length is the distance in whicha particle radiates l/e of it's energy on average.
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Figure 2.7: The Hadron ('alorimeter in end (left) and side views.

relatively small space of 24cm. BGO also has a large row lear interaction length

('2'2era) so, tllat it does less to mlversely effect the energy measurenwnt of hadrons

(discussed in the next section) than other materials,

Figure 2.6 shows the arrangement of the crystals in the Barrel and Endcaps

of the detector. The endcaps were added for the 1991 running period so that the

ECAL now covers 96% of the solid angle around the interaction point. During

the 1990 period an array of scintillatc_rs used as veto counters in the single photon

(Z ° --, ui)'7) analysis c_ccttpied this space.

The mnall size c_f each crystal (rot@fly 2cm x 2era at the front face)

and the correspoIMixlgly high degree of segmentation provides excellent (< 1 ram)

resolution on the centroid of a shower aud on its Lateral development. Both of

these are crucial for electron ideatification a.s is discussed in the next chapter. The

energy resolution of the ECAL better than 2%/v/E+ 0.5% (E in GeV) for energies

exceeding 2 GeV. Early test results on the performance of the ECAL can be found

in [50].

2.3.3 The Hadron Calorimeter

The llext obstacle encountered moving outward from the interaction point

is the Hadron Calorimeter, or HCAL, which samples the energy of hadrozfie jets
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Figure2.8:A det_ledviewoftheinnerworkingsofa.nHCAL module,

in much the same way that the ECAL ,neasures electron and photon energies.

Figure 2.7 shows the general layout of the HCAL Barrel and Endcaps, while Fig-
ure 0.8 shows in detail the internal structure of a Barrel module. HCAL modules

consist of alternatillg layers _f gas (80% Ar aad 20% CO2) proportionM tubes and

depleted uranium plates. In pa._.sing thrcmgh the uraafium plates, hadrons undergo

inelastic nuclear scatterings producing low energy debris, some of which is charged

and registers a .signal in the proportional tubes. The energies of hadrons are then

determined by the total charge collected in the tubes through which they passed.

The proportional tubes are grouped into "towers" to reduce the number of chan-

nels required to read out the calorimeter. These towers segment the HCAL into

region_ al)proximately 2.5 ° wide in the I'--o plane and 5 cnx wide in tile r-z plane.

The energy resolution of tile HCAL has beea mea.-,ttred a.s 10.2% for two jet Z°

events (at 92 GeV) ia tile Barrel and 13.8% fc_revents in the e:_dcaps [51].

As with electrons in tile ECAL, tim eaergy t_ss of hadrons in the HCAL's

six interaction lengths is generally sufficient to stop them within its volume. Some

residual leakage of hadrons and their showers can, however, escape the back of the

calorimeter forming "punchthrough" tracks in the Muon Chambers as is discussed

in the next section. Uranium's very short nuclear interaction length makes it ideal

for getting tlle most shower development in the lea.st possible distance, but it's also

a source of signifi_'al_t natural radioactivity. T,_ some extent this is convenient in

that it provides a calibration source for the lgrc_portior:al tubes, but it also requires
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shielding it fi'om the other sub-detectors tc_prevent tllem fi'om picking up spurious

signals, To protect tlle imter detectors a tc_ta[ of 5,4Inn1 of stainless steel shieMing

is provided between the BGO and the HCAL in the barrel region, as can be seen

at the front of the module in Figure 2.8.

Shielding for tke Muon Chambers is provided by the Muon Filter. Mounted

against the inner wall of the huge support tube seen in Figure 2.3, aaxd surrotmding

the HCAL B_rrel, the Iviuon Filter adds an additional nuclear interaction length of

material to the HCAL and is similar in construction to the modules of the barrel

and endcaps, except that it uses brass for the absorber, instead of uranitma. This

shields the Muon Chambers both from the radioactivity of the uranium, and from

hadroaic jet debris produced near the back of the HCAL barrel.

Finally there is an array ()f 30 scintillation counters mounted to the inner

face of tlle HCAL Barrel and ad(liti()t_d counters c_n the faces of the Endcaps.

These scintillators, although not part of the HCAL as such, are used as part of the

online trigger for the detector, as described in section 2.3.7.

2.3.4 The Muon Chambers

The last element of the cletectc_t' fimnd m_)ving radially out frc)m the inter-

action point is the Y,Itunx Clxaml)er _lrl'_ty,showII ill Figure 2,9. In principle only

nmons shouM reach the chmnbers (hellce tlle name) given that they're too heavy

to suffer significant energy loss in the ECAL and, as leptons they pass through the

HCAL with the loss of only a couple of GeV. In practice, of course, some debris

of other types can reach the Muon Chambers if it's energetic enough to penetrate

the inner detectors. The methods ffw separating real mmms from background in

the chambers are di,_,'tts._ed in the Clml)ter 4.

The Mttoll Cllat_.tl)er arr_ty c()nsists of eiglxt octants, each containing three

layers of "l)--chambers" and _tlr layers of "z-chambers." Tlxe p-chanlbers are gas-

tilled, multiwire drift chambers, using a mixture of 62% Argon and 38% Ethane

(CHa), while the z-chambers are single wire chanxbers using 91.5% Argon and

8.,5% Methane (C._H6). The former mixture I)r(:)vides high gas ga.in (5 x 104) at the

nominal pressure (740ram I-{g)and applied maglxetic field (0.5 T), while the latter

has the distinct advantage of being non-flammable with acceptal)le gain.

As seen in Figure 2.10 the l)-chaml)ers measure the component of a muon's

momeatmll l)erpelxdicular t{) the I_eam axis /_y multiply sampling each track in

three wMely separated clmlnbers. In each chamber a line segment is fit througl_
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Figure 2.9: The Muon C'hamber ,'trr_.yin end (top) and side views.
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Figure 2.10: Measuring the sagitta in the three Muon Chanlber layers.

the hits to form a "track segment," and the intercept of this segment with a plaale

through the center of the chamber provides a single, well measured point on the

track. The track's momentum is determined using three such points via the sagitta

s in the applied magnetic field a.s shown in Figure 2.10. The immr (MI) and outer

(MO) p-chambers in an octant each contain 16 sense wires (see Figure 2.11a),

while the middle chamber (MM) has 24 sense wires. The additional wires in the

MM chamber are needed to partially offset the midclle chamber's larger intrinsic

contri',_utitm to the meastlrement err(_r on the sagitta',

I )" _ exlo '_ 250#m
_s = :: It + :_I,_I+ _ where :_.h_mb_,.--

given a single wire resolution of 2501znl. Tim large (2.9m) separation between

the chambers, combined with the 0.ST applied magnetic fielcl, yields excellent

ninon momentum resolution. The resolution of the chambers for tracks in all ttn'ee

chambers is bp: = 2.8% for 45 GeV tracks. Tracks containing hits in only two

chamber layers are included in the aaalysis as well to mmximize the geometric

acceptance. In these cases the c:u'vattu'e _f the track is determined by fitting a

curve to the slopes _f the twc_ track segments.

As was the causein the TEC, the z-chambers in the Muon Clmmber array

are used to determine the Intloll's momentum component along the beam direction

so that the total momentum vector can be reconstructed. The z-chambers are

mounted to the inner and outer faces of the MI and MO p-chambers (see Fig-

ure 2.9). A z-chamber layer consists of two rows of drift cells, each containing a

single anode wire, a.,sseen inFigure 2.11b, and two cathode plates formed by the
cell's wMl._.
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Figure 2.11: A detailed end view of a track segment in a) a p-chamber

and b) the side view of the _djacent z-chambers.

2.3.5 The Magnet

While not a sub-detector unto itself, certainly the most visible portion

(see Figure 2.3) of the L3 detector is the enormotls, octagonal magnet. The size is

dictated by the desire to enclose the Muon Chambers within it's volume. It provides

the 0.5 T field needed to measure the curvature of tracks in the Muon Chambers and

the TEC. The size is dictated by the desire to place the Muon Chambers inside the

magnet's volume, a.s opposed to the more conventional approach of placing them

outside. Not surprisingly, all of the numbers associated with the magnet are large.

Some of these include a height of 16 m, a length of 14 m, and a combined coil and

return yoke weight of 7800 tons s. At the nominal field strength the magnet draws

30 kA, consuming 4.2 MW (_fpower and storing 150 MJ of energy in the field.

2.3.6 The Luminosity Monitor

As the name suggests, the Luminosity Monitor is used to determine the lu-

minosity in the L3 interaction region. It consists of two small cylindrical arrays of

BGO crystals, concentric with the beam pipe, 2.65 m on either side of the interac-

tion region. One of these arrays is shown in Figure 2.12, in its position behind the

HCAL Endcap. Immediately in front of the BGO crystals are small wire chambers

used to precisely determine the impact positions of electrons aald positrons.

6A favorite comparison is the Eiffel Tower at. 6400 metric tons [52].
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Figure 2.12: A side view of the Luminosity Monitor.

Electrons observed at small angles with respect to the beam axis are dom-

inantly produ,:ed by the single pllot(m exchange Bhabha scattering process shown

in Figure 2.13. Since this is a pure QED process, it's rate can be calculated to high

precision and is insensitive to the nal;ttre of the Z° resollan(:e. Using the measured

number of small angle Bhabha events, the known Bhabha scattering cross-section,

and the Lumi_.osity Monitor's acceptance as determined by Monte Carlo simula-

tion the number of e+e - collisions in L3 is determined. The result is 17.6 pb -1 of

data were collected in 1990 and 1991 corresponding to a total of 410k hadronic Z°

decay events.

2.3.7 The Trigger

Given a reasonable limit of 5 Hz as the maximtu:n frequency at which one

can write events to tape and the 45 kHz beam crossing rate, it's clear that data

e e-

Figure 2.13: The single photon exchaage Bhabha scattering process.
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• At least 10 GeV of energy is observed in the ECAL

• A sum of least 15 GeV is observed in the ECAL and the Barrel of the
HCAL

• A stun of at least 20 GeV is observed in all of the calorimeters, includ-
ing the endcaps

• At least two tracks are seen in non-adjacent octants of the Muon
Chambers and at least one scintillation counter has fired

• At least one track whose transverse momentum is greater than 1.5 GeV
is detected in the Muon Chambers, and at least one scintillation
counter has fired

• At least two tracks with transverse momenta greater than 0.15 GeV
and angular separation greater than 120" are observed in the TEC

, At least five of the thirty scintillation counters mounted on the interior
of the HCAL fire withill 13 ns ,,f the bean], crc_ssing and at least one
pair of the counters registering hits is separated azimuthally by more
than 45 °

Table 2.1: Trigger conditions, at least one of which must occur for accep-
tance of an event.

cannot be recorded for every beam crossing. This coupled with the knowledge

that a Z° decay event is expected only once per several hundred thousand beam

crossings makes an online "trigger" a necessity.

The trigger collects a limited amount of information fl'om each sub-detector

innnediately after a beam crossing mid uses this to determine whether or not that

event should be recorded. In order to record only events that contain "interesting"

physics, the data taken by the various sub-detectors is written to tape only if at

least one of the trigger conditions listed in Table 2.1 [53] is satisfied. This combi-

nation of conditions is designed to maximize acceptance of Z°---, q_, #+#-, e+e -,

and r+r - events, while reje.cting pure backgrounds such as beam-gas interactions.

In general each event satisfies more than one of the conditions thus the the effi-

ciency with which each condition accepts the desired events can be checked. For

the combination of trigger conditions listed in Table 2.1, the trigger is more than

99.9% efficient [53] for all of the Z° decay modes listed above.



Chapter 3

The Phenomonology of Z°- bb

, In order to meas_tre parameters such us Fbg and AbE we must distinguish

Z°---, bl'_ decays from the ()ther processes (_cctu'ring in the detector. The method

for identifying bb events consists of two stages. First, events that appear to be

hadronic (Z ° +q_) aald which contain muon or electron candidates are selected.

rug, Aug, etc. are then extracted using the properties of the lepton candidates

and a fit procedttre. Of course, both steps make extensive use of the features of

hadronic events in general and bb events in particular, so some discussion of these
is in order.

3.1 Hadronic jets

The most distinctive feature of hadronic events is jet production, a direct

consequence of quark confinement. Figure 3.1 attempts to illustrate the conceptual

4

// ' •

e-- -,- .,-- e +

q

Figure 3.1: An illustration of hadronic jet in which a gluon string stretches
between the initial qi'i, addit.ional light q_ pairs (solid arrows) are created
breaking the string into several pieces, and these are finally observed as
hadrons in jets.

39
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Figure 3.2: A two jet event observed in tile L3 detector.

model of jet formation. In it two energetic quarks moving apart after their creation

in the rest frame of a decaying Zu. A gluon field stretches between them with the

self-interaction of the gluons drawing the field intothe shape of a narrow tube or

string. The energy in the string ira:teases steadily (as required by confinement)

with the separation of the q: pair until it eventually exceeds the threshold for

production of additional q_ pairs along its length. These terminate the field lines,

breaking the string into several pieces. The secondary strings can split further if the

quarks at their endpoints are sufficiently energetic, producing still more hadrons.

Because the collision energy of LEP far exceeds the ma.sses of the initial

q and _, their velocities are high and the string fragments they produce receive a

large boost in their direction of flight. This results in the striking visual signature

of two narrow "jets," of particles moving in roughly the same direction as either

the initial q or :. An example of a two jet event is shown in Figure 3.2. The figure

is an end view of the inner detectors with the beam pipe in the center of the frame.

Tracks in the TEC are visible as are energy deposits in the calorimeters. In the
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BGO, the energy observed in each crystal is represmlted by the size of the crystal

symbol. In the HCAL tile size of tile b()xes indicate tile amount of energy found

in that region.

.Jet production implies that q_ events are characterized by the presence of

large quantities of hadronic energy and lll.llllerotls particles in sharp contrast to the

leptonic decay modes consequently these features are used to tag hadronic events.

The specific criteria used to select the q_ event sample, in terms of quantities

observed in the I3 detector, are listed in Section 4.1.

Because the jet direction approximates that of the parent qum'k, it's used

in the tagging of bb events (through large pj.). It follows that a brief discussion of

i jet reconstruction is required.

3.2 Jet Reconstruction

The jet re,',)llstructi_Ii prc),'e&lre is ,les,'ribe_l in detail in [51]. Here we'll

simply summarize the tw_ step l)rC_cess, hiitially hits ill tlle BGO and the HCAL

are groul)ed t() fm'm ,'lusters. A hit in tim BGO ,'(nlstit_ltes a ,'rystal containing

2 .Xle\," or m(_re of energy while an H CAL hit ix a t()wer ()f ln'Ol_ortional tubes

showing at least 9 _IeV. Th(_se hits that lie adjacent to (me anc_ther, as determined

by the center of a hit BGO crystal or HCAL t(_wer, are grouped together to form

a cluster. The cluster is characterized as hadronic or electromagnetic based on the

lateral and longitudinal distribution of hit energies within it and it is assigned a

direction usilig all eliergy weighted vect(_r S_Ull of the hits' position vectors.

The se,'culd Stel_ 1)egins with tim m_st energetic ,'luster and adds to it

all clu..,ters lyillg witllili a 30 ° c_nle c_I'it's ,lira's'titre. NIttcms iclentified in the Muon

Chaml_ers are alsc_ il_clu_le_l if they lie within tlle come. A new direction is calculated

as the weighted sum c_fthese clusters and agai_ any ad_litional clusters found within

30 ° of this new direction are added in. The princess iterates until no further clusters

are added. The result is a reconstructed "jet." The process begins anew with the

most energetic cluster not yet included in a jet and iterates until the new jet's

energy is below 7 GeV at which point it terminates.

The energy of each jet (the sum of the hit energies) is corrected based

upon it's apparent type; ha(h'(mic, electr_m_agnetic, nm()nic (_ra combination, using

calibration constants fr(m_ the test 1)earn. The directi(ms (_f these jets are used in

conjunction with the directions _f nearby leptCm ,'andidates to tag heavy quark
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Figure 3.3' The fragmentation process by which a heavy quark Q becomes
a constituent of the hadron H.

events as discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.

3.3 Fragmentation

The initial q and _ from a Z° decay must 1)e contained somewhere in

amongst the spray of hadrons 1)r(_duced in the jets. In the case of heavy quarks

such a._ b.,,, the hadron.,, il_ whi,'h tl_ey finally reside ten(l t(_ carry a dispropor-

tionately large fraction (_f the initial _luark's mc)mentmn relative to the other jet

constituents. The,,e lmc.lrc,llsare als(_ l_eavier itt general thalt those containing light

quarks. Tlle presence (,f these lleavy, l_igli m(mlentmn l_adr(ms distinguishes heavy

quark events fl'om those c(mtainillg lighter q_ pairs.

The process 1)ywlfich an is(_lated b quark eventually finds itself in a bound

state, usually a B meson, is known as fragmentation and is shown schematically in

Figure 3.3. The quantity of interest is the fragmentati(m parameter z which is the

fraction of the quark's il_itial ln()lllelltlUll carried by the nles()n ,,cmtaining it.

Intuitively we can picture the fragmelltati(m 1)r(_cess as a heavy quark Q

radiating enough energy t_) 1)rc)rlm'e a ligllt qr1pair, tllell j()ining with the _1to form

a heavy H(Q_) meson, In the limit of laroe Q mass we would expect that little of

its nmmentum would be lost in generatillg the light q_ so that z would be nearly

one.

A more quantitative approach would be to directly calculate the expected

distribution of ,- values using QCD and perturl)ation theory. Unfortunately at low

interaction energies the coupling of the quarks to the gluons exceeds unity so that

the QCD 1)erturl)aticm .seri,_sfails t_, c(n,verge. In lieu c)f a 1)erturbative calculation

a model has been develol)ed by Peter._cnl, et, al. [54] to determine the expected

distribution DQ of z values in the fragmentation of a heavy quark Q.

The model assumes that the dominant contril)utioi1 to the shape of the DQ
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curve is the energy denomillator familiar fr(ml first order pert_irlmtion tlleory i.e.

1
Aml_litude(Q ---+H ) ,:x

AE

where AE = EH + E-_- Eq. If we take the mass of the hadron as approximately

equal to that of the heavy quark and its momentum as P we find, in the limit as

P approaches infinity

'_ ,) _ )2p._ m,_/Zp___ zP(I + m_/2z2P 2) + (i - z)P(I + ,,_q/-(l z ) - P(I + )

- 2zP + 2(1- z)P 2P

1 eqe_ 1

I 1

wller_ eq = /,_,-_/_,l_4.If a fa,'tc,r _f 1/- i.,,ilicht,le_l fin' tlie pllase space associated

with the hnigitudiilal momel_tuln (_fH al_,l all c_tllev f'a_'tc_tsare t_d<eu to 1)econstants

we have tlie' wei! kll_wli Peters, hi f(mn f',_vthe fi'agll_elitati_li c_fheavy quarks given
bV

Dq(-)_- 1 _, 1-:

As mQ increases (or eq decreases) the peak in DQ(:) shifts closer to one as shown

in Figure 3.4, nieaning that the ha(Iron containing a lteavy quark tends to have a

large fraction of tl_e quark's initial lllOlllelltl.tlll, as expected.

The use ()f - fin' fragnlentati¢)l_ studies is c_mlplicated somewhat by the

quark's uiiknmvn illitial nl(mielitunl, Tliis nee(l n(_t he siinply half of the collision

energy in that one or both of the quarks inay radiate hard gluons prior to frag-

nlenting, leading to a niodel dependency in separating hard gluon radiation from

the softer gluons of the fragnlentation process. As a result, the well defined fraction

Eu
ir --

- E,:,./2

is used instead of -. If soft gluon ,'adiati_m is considered part of the fi'agmentation

process itself, the function fin'm _f Dc)(ze) is similaa' to that for Dq(z) with a

modified value of e,4. The determinati(m of eq as well as a m(_del independent form

of the fragmentation function is discu._sed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.4: The form of the Peterson fragmentation function for heavy
quarks. The values shown for _ (0.5 and 0.05) are representative for b and c
quarks respectively.

3.4 Semileptonic B Decay

The previous section establi._hed that heavy quark _vents are characterized

by the presence c_fmassive, high lllOlllellttull hadroas within jets. Unfortunately

direct observ.ation of these hadron,s ia the detector is impossible in that their short

lifetime (e.g. 1.3 ps [55] for B mesot_s) prevents them from escaping the beam pipe.

They must instead be identified through the properties of their decay products,

In this analysis B mesons are tagged through their semileptonic decays,

in which muons or electrons are produced in conjunction with lighter hadrons.

Figure 3,5 illustrates the process. The fraction of B mesons decaying in this fashion

is given by the branching ratio BR(b---, c + e + t,'t) which is expected to be in excess

of 20% (Section 7.1) iucludiag both the electron and muoa channels. Thus more

tha.u 35% of all bb events should contain at least one lepton from a decaying B

hadro,a,

The distinctive properties of the B mesons produced in fragmentation carry

over to the leptons produced in their decay. Hard fragmentatiou implies that

the decay leptons have high momenta due to the large boost they receive. The

high mass of the B meson relative to the D also implies that the leptons are

produced with large momentum in the B's rest fi'ame. Wlfile the component of

that momentum along the direction of the B's flight is smeared by the effect of the

boost, the component transverse to tile boost direction is unaffected. Consequently
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Figure 8.5: The semileptonic decay of a B meson.

the lnonlelltunl of thes_ de,'ay lel)t_m., trall,,sverse t(_ ttw B mes_n'._ path should be

large relative to that found in the decays c_flighter q_larks. The exact direction of

theB'sfligl:tis,(fl"cour.,,e,unkn(nvnl_utwe app,'c)ximateitusingthe thrustaxis

ofthejet::ea:'esttheleptonas._howninFigure3.6.

Leptons with large p and pj. fimnd within l:ar.h'(mic events are then the

signature of Z°--, b)'_decays. Of c¢n_rse, the Z° also decays into c quarks which are

relatively heavv. (see Tal)le 1..'?)and also ¢le,"ax' semileptoni,'allv, so that these evez_.ts

form a I;ackgr¢_ttz_d to the 1_1_._l_lm[, Tl:ere aw al._,, ",'a..,ca¢[e decays iI: which a

b de,'a','_ i::t¢, a c ,vl:i,'h ,,::l_._e¢ltltqltly1Jr:,,lU,'e.,, a lept,_ll. Tlw il:ability to cleanly

i_olate the_e 1)ackgroulld._ f:'(nntlw 1)l) ._i,gnalzwees,'_itates tlw u,_eof a fit 12rocedure

to extract values for Fb_, ""Ibm, and \B" The l_rocedure weights the expected con-

tributions of each of the backgrom:ds and the b--,_i' signal to the leptons' p and

P.L spectra as discussed in Chapter 6. To determine the spectra associated with

each of these different processes including the effects of the detector's geometric

acceptance requires the use of Monte Carlo simulation.

P/

Jet axis

Figure 8.6: The definition of pi, the lepton's momentum transverse to the
direction of the nearest jet.
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3.5 Monte Carlo Simulation

In the Monte Carlo, each Z° decay mode is simulated by generating a

random 1 set of decay products and kinematics consistent with the chosen process.

Each of the particles generated is then tracked through a simulation of the de-

tector to produce fake "data", i.e. simulated ADC and TDC counts, These are

reconstructed using the same program that the actual data passes through, pro-

ducing the same types of tracking and energy clustering information. Using this

fifformation and heavy quark phenomenology explained above, a set of criteria is

developed to select Z°--* qg events and tag b_ candidates among them. The Monte

Carlo also provides a means of estimating the efficiency for accepting the desired

events and rejecting others.

The programs used to generate tl:e initial a.,is¢_rtment ¢_fdecay products and

kinematics for each _f the Z° de_'ay m,,cl_.,, are; JETSET 7.3 [56]for events (7.2

for the' 1990 Xlonte Carlc,). BABA.kIC [57] fi_r e+e-('/)_',,'_'nts, and hiORALZ [58]

for p+#-(-l,) aad r . r-(_ ) events. The fletail._ c_fthe generat_rs used for the leptonic

decay modes are not particularly crucial to this analy._is as e._sentially none of these

events are expected t_ 1)_ in our filial data ._ample (Sec'tion 4.1). Conversely the q_l

simulation's results figure 1)rominelltly ill (mr aaalysi.,, c_fthe inclusive lepton p and

p± spectra (Chapter 6), s_, s()me additi_nal explallati_,n ,,f .:IETSET is in order.

3.5.1 JETSET

The generation _,f LI_ events i1_ JETSET take.,, place in two 1)tu'ts. First,

an initial _1_ pair is produced with the flavour c_ftlle pair being chosen ra_domly

using the SM couplings tc_the Z°. Additi(mal quarks and gluons are then generated

using a "patton shower" approach. The name is derived fi'om the similarity (con-

ceptually) to the way in which an electromagnetic or hadrcmic shower develops in a

calorimeter. It begins with the two initial partcms and iteratively uses the q .--, qg,

g --, gg, and 9 -'* qH'lbra_ching rati_._ [59] to pr_duce additi_uml quarks and gluons.

This set ()f colored part()_s must then be fragmented into the colorless

hadronic bound states Ml¢)wed by confinement. The "1 + 1 dimensional string

fragmentation" method developed by the Lund group and utilized in JETSET is

described in great detail in [60].

_The frequent use of random numbers in the simulation is the origin of the term "Monte Carlo."
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Tile flavors of the qF1 pairs created are chosen witll l_rol_ability

a form arrived at by assuming sea quarks c)f flavor q tunnel quantuln mechanically

into the string'.-, linear pc_tential t_arrier l_eginning at it's endpoints. There are

essentially ao heavy quarks l>rodu_'ed along the string given _: _ 0.2 GeV_ [60] and

the values in Table 1.2.

Hard gluons are included as "kinks" in the string, i.e. the string will run

from q to g to g1so that the gluon, with two color indices, is connected to two strings,

while each mo,-_ochromatic quark is connected to only one. Baryon production is

introduced by occasiollally l>,'c>dm'iiip.;a _liquark-anti-diquark pair( e.9. a ud and a

:id) Mong tlit, ._trillg il_t,_acl _,fa _lri. Tlte'_ cticlttarl<s _'c)llll)ille witll single quarks

Because tl_e ,,l_ectrttn_ (_fl,_l_t_,_tt,_t_et_ta il_ ,,emilel_t_aic B decays is central

to uur lllea.,s.ttIenlellt, th," Sl)e,'trt_nl l)r_ltwe_l l)y .JETSET l,as l)een comI)ared [63]

with existing data fr_)m tl_e ARGUS a_d CLEO experimeuts operating on the

T(4S) [64] The compat'iso,_ includes ¢>nlyBg and B_ me.sons, as the T(4S)is below

threshold for the heavier B states, a_d includes l_,th dire,'t and ca.,_cade B decays.

Figure 3.S :_,_lx_xx'_the testllt i_ whi,'li tl_e sta_x¢lard .JETSET distribution

(the ..,olid lti..,t¢>_a_i i., lia_,ler tha_, tl_at ¢_l)._erx'e'¢lat tl_e T(4S). The explanation

is that .JETSET i_,'l_,[e.-, B ,[e,,'a',',, i',_t,_D_ _' D'.',. 1,_t li(>t tl_e l_ea','ier D'" decay.

To correct for this a D'" c_,t,tril>ttti_ c_rresp_n_ding t,._32_A _f B decays has been

inclu(led. Figure a.9 _l_,w, tl_e impr(>ve_l agreement _.,,ing tltis value. A small (25_)

1)--,u ttan..,ition pr()l)aloility l_a._als_ 1)een ad_l_-,df_r 1991. The r_'sulting improved

agreement with tl_e CLEO measure_ie_ts can l_e see_ in Fig_tre 3.9. The net effect

of these modit-icati_,, i., ,lightly H_>re tliali a l g _le,'rea.,,e in the average p± in

semileptonic B decays.

Finally. after tlie l_art_l _h,_wer a_M fragmentati,,_ l_mCesses are complete

.JETSET, will decay a_iy ._l_(,rt-liv,,l l_articles l>r(_gres._ively until only those that

will travel a macro.s,:ol_ic distance ia the :lete,:to:' remain. These are passed on to

GEANT, the detector ._inmlation.

3gigures :).8 and a.9 are courtesy of Dr. R. Clare and K. Qureshi.
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Figure 3.8: A comparisozl of the lepton momentum in semileptonic decays
of |ight B mesolls (as seen in the B's rest frame) as predicted by ,IETSET
vs. the measured lepton spectra of ARGUS and CLEO,
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3.5.2 GEANT

The L3 detector'._ re_l)C,nse i_ simulated using GEANT 3.14 [65]. The

method consists of matllematically tra&:ing each of the initial particles through a

representation of the geometry of the detector, including the structural members,

and randomly determining when interactions occur. The processes considered for

massive particles include (but are not limited to); nmltiple scattering, ionization

and delta ray production, bremsstrahhulg radiation, and decay in flight. Photon

interactions include e+e- pair production, Compton scattering, photo-electric emis-

sion, and photo-fission of heavy elements. When an interaction occurs, GEANT

generates secondary particles and revises the kinematics of the initial particle ac-

cordingly. When interactic,n._ occur in tll_' regi<ms of the detector that are sensitive

to them (e. 9. icmization in the wire chaml)ers c_r energy depc_sits in the calorime-

ters), the response c_ft.lle digitizatic,ll hardware in ADC and TDC counts is sim-

ulated. Finally, the digitization output generated by GEANT is ru.n through the
tl

same program that's u.'sed to reccnlstruc_ actual data so that the simulated events

are characterized by the same type c_f trackillg and energy clustering information
found in th_ data.

\,\'e shc)ltld lit)re' tlle ([e'te'c'tt)r c'c)lllcigllrati¢)ll cllallged lJetween the 1990 and

1991 framing 1)eric,d.,_..,,_)tl_at NIc,nte (:'arh_ lla._ l,een stq)arately generated for each

of these peric_ds. F_,r 1990 this [tllll)ll.lltS t¢) 163k lmd1'c,nic (five flavor) events plus

27k special Z° --, bb events in which c,ne c,f the 1)s is fcu'ced tc_decay to a muon, and

another 34k similar events where cme b is fl_rced into an electron. These la_st two

types are used to obtain a better estimate of the stmpe of the b_ signal's lepton

p and p± distributions as descril_ed in Chal_tor 6. K_r 1991 the corresponding

numbers are 700k lmdron._. 52k 1_---,i_ ex'e_ts anal 67k 1,---,¢,events. In the analysis

that follow.,, it's always the ,'a_ tlmt 1990 da_a is i'cmlpared ¢mly to 1990 Monte
Carlo and likewise for 1991.
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Chapter 4

Event Selection

Using the characteristics c_f Z°---,!)_) events established in the preceding

chapter, we .,set fortll the criteria _tserl t() select hadrc_11icevents a11d lepton caaadi-
dates within tllem.

4.1 Z Event Selection

Hadronic evellt.'_ are expected t_ ccmtain more hadronic energy and more

particles than the l_-pt_n_i_"_lecay m_cles. Th_se features, al_mg with the balanced

distribution ()f energy eXl_eCted fc_rZu decays at rest. form tl_e basis for the hadronic

event selection requirelllellts c_r "'cuts."

In this analysis the munber ¢)f ,_nergy clusters .Vo.,:reconstructed in the cal-

orimeters is u,_ed as the measure (_f the particle multiplicikv in an event. Figure 4.1

illustrates as a histogram the distribution of N,_-values for real and sinmlated events

in the Barrel (Icos(0Th,._,)l < 0.74) and Endcap regions c_f the calorimeters. The

_Ionte Cm'lc_ includes ccmtril)utions fr_ml hachcmic Z° decays, Bhabha scattering,

tau decays, and two i)ltotcm eveat,_. Re_luiriug that .\',._ exceeds 12 for events in

the Barrel region and $ for events in the Endcaps will eliminate low multiplicity

#+p- and e+e - events a_d severely limit the munl)er of r+r - events in our sample.

Note that this figure and those that follow are shown with all or" the other hadron

event selection cuts applied so that the agreement between the data and the Monte

Carlo prediction can be examined with a minimmn of background included.

Figure 4.2 shows the distribution of visible energy E_i_in the detector rel-

ative to the center-of-mass energy Ec,,. The additional events observed at low

energies in the data are the two-1)l_c_tolibackgrc)un.d, in which the bulk of the beam

energy is carried d_wn the beam l_ipe l_y the scattering e+e - pair. There are also
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occasional events with considerably more visible energy than would be expected

corresponding to showers of cosmic ray muons. As shown in the figure, choosing to

accept only events in the range 0.42 < E,.i_/Ec,,, < 1.5 will eliminate both of these

I backgrounds.

Given that tile Z° decays at rest in our detector, we expect the vector sum of

its daughters' momenta to be zero in contrast to what's expected for backgrounds

such as beam-gas or beam-wall interactions. In the latter a beam particle scatters

off a gas molecule in the imperfect vacuum of the beam tul>e or actually strikes

some portion of the tube and the debris fi'om the interaction moves at a large

fraction of 45 GeV along tile l>eam axis. The measure of this effect is the vector

energy imbalance Eimb given by

Eimb = Z E, r',
i

where the sttln is over all energy deposits in the calorimeters, each with energy Ei

and position vector ri.

The distributions for the components of Ehnb parallel and perpendicular

to the beam axis, EI$ and Ej. respectively, are shc_wa as a fraction of the collision

energy E,.,,, in Figure 4.3. The E(I l>lc_tis the absc_lute value c_fa signed quaaltity

and is thu._ l_eaked at zerc_, while tlle positive defix_ite Ej. peak is shifted by a

cc_mbinaticm c>fof tl_e detec't_w'._ ellet'gv res_>ltLticmand the l>re._ence of undetected

l_,eutrinos. Highly energetic netttrinc>s in hadrcmi," events are l>rimarily produced

by the decay of heavy hadmn._ with mcmlenta ccmlparable to the decay leptons

discussed in Section 3.4.

Requiring that the energy aleph>sited ill the detectcw is balanced so that

both Ell and El aa'e less than E,,is/2, removes the l_a,:kgrcnmds discussed above.

The cuts are well remc>ved from the region where neutrim_s from B mesons are

exl>ected to appear in significant lltulll_ers 1.

Table 4.1 sunlnlarizes the four cuts that an event inust pass ill order to be

considered as a candidate ha<Ironic Z° decay. We u,se the Monte Carlo to determine

the composition of the q_ event sample selected with these cuts. The results are

shown in Table 4.2. The only significant background, at the 1% level, is r+r -

events. That number includes all tau decays, however, and the vast majority of

those passing the cuts are purely hadronic decays. Tau events in which one or both

1The direct I_' port.ion of the lepton Illo|lientUl_ spectra in Figures 4.L2 and 4,17 are similar

to that for tile Ileutrillo.-,. t lLu_ 45 (;eV I_eu(rifio.-s: are clearly' extrerllely rare
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• The number of energy clusters N_c must exceed a mininmn_ deter-
mined by the direction of tile event thrust axis, i.e.

:Vec_>13 for [cos(OTl_,,) < 0.74 (in the Barrel)
JVec_>9 for Icos(0Tl_u,t)l > 0.74 (in the Endcaps)

• The total energy E,,is observed in the detector must lie in the range
0.42 < E,._,/Ecm < 1.5

• The fractional energy imbalance parallel to tl_e beam axis EII/E_i,
must be less than 0.5

• The fractional energy imbalance peI1)endicttlar to the beam axis
Ea./E_i, must be less than 0.5

Table 4.1: ('riteria for solecting Z°--qTl events.

rs decay leptcmically. ,'(_11taint(_(_few clusters t(_ pass the cuts, leading to essentially

no r+r - contaminatic_ll in the inclusive lepton samples used here. The fraction of

actual q_ evellts (_ccurril_g in the detevt()r accepted l_y the cuts in Table 4.1 is 99%,

again according to the Monte Carlo.

S(mrce Fracti(m of qq sample
-- ,,, _:z .... _,' ," _,',_",'' ,.... _ "

Z° ---,q_ 9S.4%

Z°_ r+r-(7) 1.0%

Z° _ #+ #-(_ ) 0.0%

Z°--- e+e- (_,' ) 0.0%

2"f 0.2%

other 0.4%

Table 4.2: The breakdown of the hadronic event sample as determined by
Monte Carlo studies.
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4.2 Muon Identification

Identification of muous in the sample of hadronic events, not surprisingly,

centers on the Muon Chaml)ers. La's configuration, measuring muon momenta

outside the calorimeters, allows for clean measurements of nmons near the centers

of jets, as well as those that are. isolated, given the large impediment that the

calorimeters 1)resent to the other jet con._tituents. Of course not every track seen in

the chambers is the product of a prompt decay process in the beam pipe, Portions

of hadronic showers will occasionally 'l>unchthr ugh the back of the HCAL leaving

tracks in the chambers, aa_d both l>ions and kaons can decay in the HCAL producing

muons that originate far from the nominal event vertex, To minimize the number

of background candidates and still accept a large proportion of genuine prompt

muons, several nmc_a selecticm criteria are eml)h,yed. All c,f these make use of

information gathered in the _'andidate track's re,'onstructicm.

4.2.1 Muon Reconstruction

Figure 4.4 illustrates a cmlcliclate track in the Mm>n Chmnbers. The recon-

I struetion of tracks in the NIuc,n Chaml)ers begins by h,cating the initial positions

of ionization within each cllaml>er. These positions are determined using the mea-
sured arrival time of the ionization at the sense wires. The ,'onversion from arrival

time to the hit l_o._itiun involves the drift velocity and drift angle of the gas as

well as the slope _,fthe track. "l"l_e_;a._parameters are affe'cted 1)y numerous other

variable._ such as the chc_selt wire w>ltages and the gas temperature, l)ressure, and

exact COml)_,sition. The._e effects have 1,een studied in tlle test beam [66] and are

included when locating the hits.

Hits within a chanll)er are then grouped to form track segments (one of

which is illustrated in Figure 4.5) cam these aa'e subsequently combined across

chambers to form complete tracks. Additional corrections aa'e applied to the track

to account for effects such as the electronics timing delays, chamber aligmnent,

and the muon's time of flight fr_)m the mmfinal event vertex.

FinaLly each track is refit I_y "swimming" it thrcmgh the chambers and the

central detectcm_. This l)rc,ce,ss real<o's lt._e c_fthe measured ram-uniformities in the

magnetic field aald carries the full error matrix fi'om multiple scattering back to

the event vertex fin" matching with TEC tracks. The energy lost by the track in

traversing the calorimeters is determined in the backtracking using GEANT [65]
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Sample 2 p-segments 3 p-segments
h--u L. _ ....-,7, _ _- ,_ -: ....",,, :'_-: ,-:_ ',,V._. , --_ ',',;,'_ _ __ :_:,,

1990 Data 2192 (1580) 3974 (2973)
, --- |,,,, ..................

1990 Monte Carlo 1742.4 (1259.8) 4419,8 (3257.9)
_-- ........... ,,, -- ,,,,, j , ,, , _, ,_, , ,, ,

1991 Data 5453 (4070) 12352 (9344)

1991 Moate Carlo 5030.4 (3620.8) 13139,6 (9612,2)

Table 4,3: The number of p-chamber segments included in accepted muon
tracks. The parenthetical entries are the numbers found when the TEC
matching cut is al)l)lied.

to estin:ate the average lo,_s in each (_f the inner dete_:t_;r's materials.

4.2.2 Selecting Candidate Muon Tracks

The first requirement that a track Inust ,satisfy for inclusion in our a_alysis

is that it's measured in at least two of the three possil)le p-chamber layers so

that the colnpollent of p transverse to the ]_ealn axis is well determined. %'acks

including hit._ in only (me p-ehaml;er pr(_vide lm._i_'ally no transverse lllOlllenttllll
information and mu._t be di.scarded.

To reconstruct the total momentum c)f a candidate track at the interaction

point requires measuring the component of its moillentunl along the beach axis pz.

The inner and outer p-chamber layers each have a z-,'hamber layer fixed to them

(Figure 2.9) for a total of four layers. The hits in the immr two z-cllambers are

grouped together a_ld a lille ,_eg1,1_llti._ fit thr(_t,gll tlwm t(_ form a track segment

as in the p-,'llamb_rs. The same i._ trtw in tl_:, _mt,_r tw(, z-_'hambers, thus there

are generally two;: ,_egmentsa,_._(),'iate¢lwith a track. A,_ain _:ham]_er inefficiency

or geometric m'_,eptance ¢'a_ cause tlw h).ss of z-segments as in the p-chanfi)er case

so that candidate tracks are required t() contain at least one z-segment such that

the segment's slope can be used as a measure of p:/[p[. It can also hapl)en tlmt low

momentum tracks will loop back into the chambers as they follow a helical path in

the magnetic field thereby picking up additional z-segments. In this instance only

the first two segmeats along the l_elix are used to compute p:/[p[.

Tables 4.3 aad 4.4 show the l,:'eakd:_wn :_fthe :::u::l;ers :_f.segments included

in accepted track._ in the data a_d the NIonteCarl(;. The M(>nte Carlo nunfl)ers
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Sample 1 z-segment 2+ z-segments

1990 Data 2762 (2052) 3404 (2501)

1990 Monte Carlo 2258.3 (1620.6) 3903.9 (2897.1)
,, ,,, ,, ..... , ...... _ ,J,,,...... _ , ,,, ,,,,

1991 Data 8336 (6')32- ) 9469 (7182)

1991 Monte Carlo 6665.2 (4751.5) 11506.2 (8482.1)
............................ . ........

Table 4.4: The number of z-chamber segments included in accepted muon
tr;Lcks. Again the parenthetical entries refer to the TEC matching case.

are normalized to the ,_ame numl)er (:)fhadrc)ni¢ events as found in tile data _. The

tables show a larger fl'action of tracks with only t,,vc) i)-chaml)er segments in the

data ,v_. the simulation, and a ._imilar trend in the z-,:haml)ers. This is because

tile detector simulation i1_GEANT u._e._an i_leal rel)re,_eI_tati(m , in which there are

no br()ken wires or inefi-i,:ient ,,ells. This p(_tentially 1)c_,se._t_,,,¢)problems. First,

the nmmentum spectrum for mu()ns found in the data c()uld differ substantially

from that in the simulation due t() the larger fractiol_ ()f tracks with inherently

lower momentum resolution. Secured, the expected number of accepted events

changes when tracks that should have contained segments in two chambers lose

one of the segments to a dead cell and are dr(_l)ped fi'om the analysis. Tile latter

problem is handled in ('llapter 5 where efficiency correcti()ns are discussed. The

momentum resolution effect is inL'h_ded in the fit l)r()cedure used to extract the

measurements in Chapt, rs 7 thr,)lL_h 9 and is in,:l_lded in tile systematic errors
i,

on those nleasurenlent_,

Given a B mesoll lifetime of 1.31)s [55], which c()rresp()ads to a decay length

of a few millimeters at LEP energies, it's clear that a track originating a large

distance from the interaction point is unlikely to 1)e the product of a B decay. By

requiring that the track originates near the nominal event vertex, the most obvious

punchthrough events ('all l)e eliminated such as the one sh()wn in Figure 4.6.

The location of a mttoll tra('k's vertex is taken to be tlm l)oint on the track

lying closest to the nomilial event vertex when tile track is extrapolated back from

the Muon Chambers through the imler detectors. The distribution of tlfis vertex

l)osition M()ng the 1)eanl axis (u:) is illustrated in Figure 4.7 for the 1990 (top)

-'2Although the etficierlcy correctioas (Sectioa 5.8) have not, been al)plied.
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Figure 4.6: An _xample of a l_unchthrough muon candidate.

and 1991 periods. The Monte Carh_ is broken down to shrew the contributions for

IlltlOIlS produced directly 1)y b decays (shaded area) and for all muons generated

in prompt decay processes (hatched area), including b---, #, cascade b---, c---, #, and

direct c _ #. This breakdown makes use of the fill_tl measured va.ltles of Pbg alld

" Br(b_ #) as ,e;iven in Chapter 7 and i11,'lttdes the efii,'iency corrections discussed in

Section 5.8. The leptons in each c)f the llistograms that f, fllow have been required

to pass all c)f the t'UtS c)thm" th[tti the cme that they illustrate. The exceptions to

this rule are tlm vertex _._ts where a distance plotted in units of a don't have the

cut on that distance in mm al)l)Lied, and vice versa.

Figure 4.8 shows the v: distribution in units of o'.., the uncertainty as-

sociated iI: v_ including the error due to multiple scattering in the calorimeters.

Likewise Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the radial vertex positions (v,). The values

chosen for tim cuts, 300 mm or 4 a.. in z and 200 toni or4 a_ in r, serve to eliminate

the worst cases such as the track in Figure 4.6.

Another metltc_d for t'educing pttncltthrough is to require that the ninon
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Figure 4.7: The position of tile muon tracks' vertices v: along the beam

direction for the 1990 (top) and 1991.
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Figure 4.9: The radial distance of candidate muon track vertices from the

nolninal event vertex _.'r.
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candidate track coincides with one found in the Time Expansion Cha_nber, so

that we might eliminate tracks scattering in the calorimeters. The procedure is to

extrapolate the ninon track back to the vertex mid compare it to each of the TEC

tracks in tile event satisfying the quality cuts described in Section 4.4. A X 'a is

calculated for the match between ninon track and the TEC track using p, O, ¢, xa.

and yz as the five degrees of freedom.

Figure 4.11 illustrates the distribution of values for this matching X2 in

the data and the simulation. It's evident that a cut of X'a/NDoF less than 8 will

remove a large fraction (specifically 50%) of the remaining ptmchthrough back-

ground. Unfortunately this also removes a substantial amount of the signal, so

this cut is used only as a systematics check in the rate type measurements such as

Fag and Br(b_ tl,). which a.re l_.ot statistically limited.

Finally, we require that llltlOll candidates have at least 4 GeV of momen-

tum and not more than 30 GeV. The 4 GeV cu.t is again primarily to reduce

punchthrough, in that the hadrons that manage to escape the HCAL typically

emerge with little remaining momentum. The upper 1)ound of 130GeV is to remove

events in which the ninon reconstruction in tile chambers has incorrectly matched

unrelated or wrongly positiolled segments. This often results in the errant track

being assigned much more nlomenttun than is reasonable.

The Inuonnlomentunidistributi_m, is illustrated inFigure 4.12. Inthis case

the Monte Carlo distribution tins been broken down to show tile cascade and direct

charm production sepm'ately for compa.rison in later chapters.

In addition to the preceding cuts, the fl'action of b---+# events could be

enhanced with the use c_f a pz c.ut. Tllroughottt this analysis pi is taken to be

• the conlponent (:ifa leptcnl's nioinent_mi 1)erl)endicular to tile thrust axis of the jet

nearest to the lepton a.s illustrated in Figure 3.6. If ll(_jet with energy greater than

6 GeV is found in the Smile helnisl)here with the lept(m, the llloinelltunl component

along the event thrust axis is used. Tile jet's direction is determined after removing

the contribution (if any) of the nluon's monlentunl in the chanlbers. The same is

true for the pz of electrons in the next section. For the 6 GeV requirement above,

the jet's energy is considered only after subtracting the nluon's monienttml or the

electron's energy.

Tile p± distributioi_s from the various Monte Carlo sources and that ob-

served in the data are shown in Figure 4.13. Following the arguments in Section 3.4,
the b _ # channel d':minates the large pi regioxi hence we couM reduce background
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• The track must inch:de segnients in at least two layers of p-chambers

• The track :nust include a segnient in at least one pair of z-chambers

• The track's apparent vertex position along the beam axis v_ must be
within 300 him and 4:- of the :iota:hal event vertex

• The distance u_ between the track's al:parent radial vertex position
and the event vertex nlust ])e less than 200 mm and 4 a_

• The monientun: assigned to the track must lie in the range
4<p._<30 OeV

• The X_ of the matching between the Muon Chanlber track extrap-
olated in:c. the TEE' and the lleai'est TEC track must be less than

8 _\/rrj,jFwhere .¥_,,.,r is :.lie iminl_er c_fdegrees, c_f"frve([c_nl used in the
:natchiilg

Table 4.5: The rouen identification cuts. The , indicates that the X'2 cut
is used only as a check iu normalization-based measurements.

by requiring p± >_ 1 GeV. Iu instances where the loss of statistics incurred with

this cut is acceptable, i.e. in systematics li,nited nleasurenients, we use it as a check

of the results witllc_ut the cut. In the statistically limited asymmetry aild mixing

nieasurenlents we use the e'iitii'e pj. Sl)ectruin. Table 4.5 sunilllarizes the rouen

selection cuts. The effectiveness of these cuts in terms ¢lf1)ackground rejection and

pronlpt niuon acceptance is evident i:t Tables 4.6. The table lists the fraction of

the final sainple liiade tip by each chanilel expected to c_mtrilmte prompt single

muons according to tlle ?,,Icmte Carlo. The acceptance of the cuts above for b--, #
events is 42.5%.

The acceptaiice iitliill)ers have not been corrected for the ninon tracking

efficiency (Secticm 5.8). Tlte litUlil)ei's (_fgreatest interest are the high b _ # accep-

tance and the hm" 1)a,'kgrc_uiid fractic_li in the high pi range.
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Figure 4.13: The momentum component transverse to the nearest jet's
thrust axis p.c for llltlOIl candidates in 1990 (top) and 1991. Again the
Monte Carlo h_ been corrected using the efficiency nunlbers of Section 5.8.
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Table 4.6: The Monte Carlo sour_'es of muons passing the selection cuts.
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4.3 Electron Identification

The identificatioIi _f the electrons in the L3 detect()r is primarily a com-

bination of charged particle detection in the TEC and pattern recognition in the
!

BGO. As with the nlttons before, the criteria used to distinguish electrons from

other debris ill the detector are based upon the output of the reconstruction.

4.3.1 Electron Reconstruction

An example of a identified electron is shown in Figure 4.14. Once again

energy deposits in the BGO crystals are represented in the figure by the size of

the crystal symbol. As is apparent in the figure, electrons are distinguished by

the presence of an electromagnetic ._llcm,er in the BGO accompanied 1)5"a charged
track in the TEC.

The reconstruction of electromagnetic objects in the BGO begins with the

conversion of the voltage produced in each hit crystal's photodiodes into the equiva-

lent energy deposited in that crystal. This conversion uses the gain of each crystal's

output amplifier, including a correctic,li fl_r the gain's temperature depeadence, and

a test beam calibration (,fthat ,:rystal's ()utl)ut, 'v,_. el_el.'g 3" del)(_sited in it.

Crystals _'(,lttailfing lllore than 10 MeV c_fenergy are then gr(mped together

into connected regi(ms (_f adjacent crystals c<mtaining at least 40 MeV overall.

These regions caa be sizeable, c(mtaining ._everal separate energy deposits, To lo-

cate individual showers, within these regions l_,:al maxima, i.e. crystals containing

more energy than any of their neighl)ors, are used. The crystals of each region are

then reassigned to the nearest (_fthese h)cal maxima to form a cluster.

These clusters _f elie.rgy ar(nlnd a h,cal maximum generally correspond to

a single shower and f()rnl the 1)asis c,f electr(m identificaticm. Tlle position of the

cluster is f_)und u..siltg an energy weighted center of gravity. The clusters' energy

is taken to be the sum of the energies c_f the 9 crystals (3 x 3 array) nearest to

the center of gravity. This stllll is corrected to account fin' the expected shower

leakage out the sides and back of the 3 x 3 array. The distribution of energies in

the cluster's outlying crystals relative to that in the central crystals is also used in

the identification process described in the next section.

The other a._pect of electron reccmstruction is track reconstruction in the

TEC. Here again tile 1)(,:_itions (_f ltits in the TEC chamber are corrected for gas

temperat_lre, 1)l'¢-._slu'e,alic[ variatic,as ill mixt_u'e as well a.s the electronics delay.
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The dependence of tile drift velocity and angle on these parameters have i_een

determined first in test beam and subsequently using chm'ged particles produced

in e+e - collisions. The tracks found are characterized by the length or "span"

betweeI1 the first struck wire and the last included in the track, as well ms the

number of hits included in the track. The momentum and chaa'ge of the track

is deternfined by fitting a helical path through it's constituent hits. The impact

position of this helix at the inner face of the BGO is compared with the BGO

clusters' center when matching tracks with clusters to form candidate electrons as

is discussed below.

4.3.2 Electron Selection

Within the hadronic event sample we search fc_r BGO clusters consisting

of at [east nine adjacent crystals, each c_fwhich ccmtains at least i0 MeV of en-

ergy. Those clusters that are accompanied by a TEC track impacting the BGO

witll 100nirad in o of the cluster's centi'oid are considered electron candidates.

The charge of the electron candidate is determined l_y the direction of the track's

curvature, while the candidate's en,rgy is taken fr_nn tlw energy of the ECAL

cluster.

In addition to genuine ole,:tr,,n:, frcml lmmlpt heavy meson decays there

are as usual several ba,'kgrounds. By far the largest c_f these is hadrons which

are inisidentified as electrons because a charged track happens to lie close to an

energetic photon, typically produced by a ,'n"° decay. There are also Dalitz decays, in

which arr ° decays into a photon and a low energy e+e- pair, and photon conversions

(pair prc_duction) in the materials (,f tlw bealn pil,e and the TEC walls which

produce low energy electrons. T,_ rem_ve these fake candidates, the cluster-track

combinations are passed thrm@_ a series c_fselection cuts. The first few of these

focus on picking out electromagnetic ,_bjects in the ECAL.

A distinctive feature of electron and photon showers in the ECAL is their

n:trrowness. The lateral extent of these showers is governed by the 1.2 cm radiation

length of BGO so that the majority of the energy deposited lies within a few cm of

the particle's impact point. In contrast, the development of hadronic showers in the

ECAL is determined by the 22 cm llttclear interaction length of BGO so that their

minimum ionization signal is much broade,'. More inlpc)rtantly elect,'omagnetic

showet's that are polhtted by the Ilearby passage c_fhadr_ms are also wider in general.

Bc_th l_adrol_ic ._h_wers alld c_verlal)l)ing showers can l)e rejected by requiring
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that most of tile energy of the cluster is l(_cated near it's center. Figure 4.15 shows

the ratio of _9, the energy found in the 3 × 3 crystal re'ray centered on the cluster's

centroid to _25, the energy in the 5 × 5 array with the same center. Each of these

energy stuns has a centroid positioll depeadent shower leakage correctioa applied

so that the ratio cml exceed 1.0. We require that _9/__5 is greater than 0.9 for

candidate clusters a.

Another means of rejecting misidentified hadrons is on the basis of their

apparently asymmetric shower shape. While the lateral development of tlle pho-

ton's shower will be electromagnetic, some crystals will also include the hadron's

minimum ionizing signal.

This deviation is apparent when the relative energies observed ia each of

the nine crystals of the 3 x 3 array is c(>nlpared with thc_se measured in the test

beam for electrons with a similar impact point on the face of the ceatral crystal.

Accordingly a Xj is formed using the niae crystal eaergies for each candidate's

comparison to the test beam data. Tills x 2 is required to be less tl_an 30 for

electron candidates. Figure 4.16 ill,tstrates tlle _.'_tlltes(_f k '_ for 1990 (top) and

1991.

We al,_o reqtlire that the energy c>ftlw BGO cluster lies ia tlle raage 3 GeV <

Ecluster <2 40 GeV. The lower h(mad removes _t porticnl of all c)f the backgrounds,

in that they all tend t(_ have lower energies tl:an electr()ns fr(>m a B decay. The

upper bound is used to limit the charge confusion in the TEC a.s discussed below.

The distributioa of energies for candidate clusters is shown in Figures 4.17.

The final requirement apl)lied t:) tl:e BGO cluster is tl:at it centroid lies

in tile region Icos 01 <: 0.69 so that c>llly the BGO barrel is used. The value 0.69

corresponds t(_ the se,,c_(:l row of c:'y._tal._ a_ eitl_er end _>ftl_e barrel. Tlle recent

addition of the BGO emlcap._ precludes i1_chtdiag their inf'()rmatioa in this analysis

given the time required to understand a tlew detector's l)et_avior.

In addition to ECAL cuts there are quality cuts applied to electron can-

didate TEC tracks, which are described ia Section 4.4, and ttlere are matching

requirements placed on the track-cluster combination. The latter consist primar-

ily of the requiremeat that the TEC track's impact point on the face of the BGO

lie within 5:5 mrad azimuthally (¢) of the centroid (_f tile ECAL cluster. Fig-

ure 4.18 shows the difference in _Tgc aad _s(:_o(&(P) for the data and tile Monte

3Unfortunately this cut was loosened to the value of 0.9 after all of t,he data pre-processing was

completed so that values of _u/_._,_ below 0.90 are not available in our data summary tapes,
hence the figure ends at tt_e point of the cut in this c_se.
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Figure 4.17: The distribution of electron energies in 1990 and 1991. The

efficiency corrections of Section 5.,q have been apt)liod to the Monte Carlo

norlnalization.
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Carlo. The values ofAO>in the data have a small correction (< 0.2mrad) applied

to compensate for a small rotation and tilt, of the BGO ba,rrel relative to the TEC.

This tight matching condition a removes a portion of the misidentified hadron back-

ground, in that the positions of the hadron track and the ECAL cluster are largely
uncorrelated.

We also require that the best matched TEC track has no neighboring tracks

within ± 5mrad azimuthally. This is to ensure that the shower observed in the

BGO corresponds to only one charged particle aa_d that the hits assigned to the

TEC track all in fact belong to that mtck. For the muon c_mdidates which take their

charge information fi'om the Muon Chanlber track, this requirement is unnecessary

as a match with at least one track is sufficient whetller or not there are others

nearby.

Another approacll to rejecting misidentified hadrons is to require that the

energy of the BGO cluster and the TEC track's mcmlentum are similar. The

assumption is that the energy of a photcm and the ha(h'on wh()se track overlaps it

are generally uncorrelated. The c(mll)arison between the BGO energy and the TEC

momentum lllUSt include the effect of the TEC's lll()lllelltttlll dependent resolution

which is given in terms of 1/p± (in that the curvature is what's actually measured)

in Section 2.3.1. Consequently the c¢mtparis(m is carried out between 1/p± in

the TEC and 1El in the BGO where E± is simply Eac;osin0Bc;o. Using 31_..

from Section 2.3.1 as a function of E± (assunfing that the BGO energy is a better

measurement of the actual momentum _f the electr(m candidate) we require

The distrib_ttions flw tlw energy-nlonleltttun ccmlpariscnl are sh(_wll in Figure 4.19.

Finally, in still another attempt to reduce the misidentified hadron back-

ground, we ask that the hadronic energy deposited in a cone of 7° half-aa_gle,

centered on the BGO cluster centroid, is less than 3 GeV. Electrons will deposit

the vast majority of their energy in BGO with little leakage out the back of the

crystals. Hadrons c)ll the other hand will of course leave substantial deposits in

the HCAL. Figure 4.20 shows the distribution of the lladronic energy in this cone
behind electron candidates.

451nrad corresponds to 1/10 ofacrystal witl_h.
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Figure 4.19: The comparison of 'I'E(" tra-ck pa. and tile transverse energy

E± in tile B(;O for electron candidates in 1.990(top) and 1991,.
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As with tile muons above, tile purity of the electron sample could be in-

creased using a pj. cut, as can be seen in Figure 4.21. Here again pj. cuts are used

only in the systematics limited, normaliza.tion type measurements suc}_ a.s Fbg.

Comparing Figure 4.21 with Figm'e 4.13 a couple of striking differences

are evident. There are significantly fewer idel_tified electrons than muons, but the

purity of the electron sample is nluch higher. Both of these effects are primarily

due to the electron cut on _,9/Y__s which is effectively an isolation cut in that

the candidate cluster nmst be well removed fi'om the center of the jet to pass

the cut. Thus, while niuons produced anywhere in the jet can be ideutified, only

those electrons produced on the periphery of the jet will be accepted using these

cuts. By definition these electrons have l_igher pj. than those in the jet's center,

and fortunately it's these high p j_ electi'(ms that we're l:>rimarily interested i:l. This

tendency to select higher p± electr(ms als(> explains the liigher 1)urity of the electron

sample agaiil followilig the arguntents of Sectioii 3.4.

The effectiveness of the electr(m idelltitication cuts, sulnniarized in Ta-

ble 4.7, is deterniilied using the Monte Carlo. Table 4.8 lists the sources of single

electron candidates and the fractions of tile filial electron smnple eacll coastitutes.

The acceptance for b_e events with the cuts it1.Table 4.7 is 23.3%. After applying

both the 21111011 ail([ electron cuts we are left with lllllll})el'S (>f single alld dilepton

events foulid in Table 4.9.

4.4 TEC Track Quality Cuts

Both electron and illtlon identificatiori make use of the tracks found ill the

Time Expansion Cliai,:ber. As with Mu(m Chaillber tracks, there are several ctits

applied to these tracks in order to weed out some (>f tli()se not associated with

prompt leptolls.

The first requirement is that the track is reasoliably well nleasured, meaning

that it has suificieilt lel_gtli and c(mtailis enougll hits t(>deternline it's charge and

m()mentlun. It1 the inclusive electr(m analysis this translates into tracks having

hits on at least 40 of the 62 possible wires in tlie inner and outer TEC. These hits

are required to spall at least 50 wires fi'(ml the first hit to the last. The numbers

used when selecting TEC tracks fl)r matching with nluon tracks are 30 hits and a

span of 40 wires.

The differellce is (lue t(> the way ill which the TEC trm;ks ellter iilto the
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• The BGO cluster must contain at least nine adjacent crystals, each
containing at least 10 MeV of energy

• The ratio of energy sums _9/_.2s fi_r tile BGO bump must exceed
0.90

• The ,('2of tlle comparison between the energies of the nine crystals in
tile 3 x 3 array with the test beam results must 1)e less than 30

• The energy associated with the BGO 1)ulxlI3 must l)e greater than
3 GeV and less thaal 40 GeV

• The centroid of the BGO bump and the impact point of the TEC track
at the front of the ECAL must match to within 5 mrad azimuthally
(¢)

• The track must be sel)ar_tted l_y at least 5 ulrad fr()lil its nearest neigh-
boring track in 6

• the ratio I(1/E,u- 1/pj.)l ///(1/p.u) must be less than 4

• the hadronic energy in a 7° half-angle cone behind the candidate clus-
ter must 1)e less than 3 Gel/"

Table 4.T: The electron identification cuts.

Fraction of e sample

Source all e e with p.u > 1.0 GeV

1)_e 67.6% 79.8%

b --, c --, e 6.6% 4.3%

l ) _ r _ e " '') 5 % -- '') 0 % l

1)---,Y ---,e 0. TC)_, 0.4%

c--,e 4.3c)_ :2.5%

1)ackground 18.3% 11.1%
...... ..,.

Table 4.8: The Monte Carlo sources of electrons p,_ssing the selection cuts.
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Event Type Nu:nberinData Sample

# + hadrons 20937

e + hadrons 5443

## + hadrous 1083

ee + l:adrons 152

#e + hadrons 709

Table 4.9: The numbers of each type of event obse,'ved ia the data. sample
after M1cuts.

two analyses. In tll_-"electr(n: case the track is used t¢, determine the charge of tile

candidate and it's mon:entuln is matched to that c)f the 1)Uml). In the muon case

we're oi:ly interested in a track of at least marginal quali£y poi::ting in the direction

of the lllttOIl track so that the emphasis is _)11higher track findiag efficiency at the

expense of track quality, relative to tlle electl'cm case.

Finally tlit_re ar_" two a(lditi(mal cuts used cmly in the electron analysis

when the charge of the TEC track is cr_u'ial, specifically when determining Aug or

k_. For example, when measuring Fb_ we need only ka(_w that an electron or a
positron was present, but an asymmetry measm'ement requires that we distinguish

one fron: the other.

The first of these cuts is to limit the Pa c)f candidate TEC tracks to a max-

imum. of 35 GeV. Because the charge _tetermination is ma_Ie using the curvature

of _he TEC trm:k tliet'e is scalar_ dit-g_'_:lty in u:mml_igu()usly assig::i::g a charge to

nearly straight tracks cff'higl: ::lcn:l_':lt_un electt'cm._ he:ice r,ltc_ upper limit. Fig-

ure 4.22 c[early shows that vet'); few tracks are eliminated 1,:it tlle reduction in the

charge confusion as determined i:: Section 5.10 is s:fl_stantial.

The second charge confusion limiting requirement is that tracks fotmd in the

lowest resolution regions of the TEC chambers, within :t:10 mrad of the a_:ode and

cathode planes, are rejected. The effect of this cut is also discussed in Section 5.10.

Table 4.10 summarizes the track quMity cuts used in boll1 the im'lusive muon and

inclusive electron analyses.
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• The TEC track must include hit_ on at least 40 _f 62 wires in the e-

analysis and at least 30 in the/L case

• The hits forming the track nlust span at least 50 wi_'es fl'oni the first
wire sU'uck to the last in the e- analysis and 40 wires fin' muon m_tch-
ing

The track's nlonientuni l)erl)endicular to the l)eanl axis must be less
than 35 GeV

• The track must be further than 10mrad fl'c,m both the cathode and

grid planes (see Figure 2.5) of the TEC

Table 4.10: The TEC tr_ck quality cuts. The last two cuts are used only

whell nfinimizing chaz'ge confusion is l)a,ralnount, i.e. when fittiug the mixing
or asymmetrie.-,.

•._ _



Chapter 5

Efficiencies and Monte Carlo

Systematics

The use of ml ideal detector model in tile simulati(m presents a few problenls

when detailed agreement between the data and tile Mcmte Carlo is required, as is

the case for the measurements that fl_llow. The mc_st obvicms c_fthese difficulties

is the inefficiency c_fthe actual detector. Broken wires and dead crystals are a fact

of life necessitating the use of several multiplicative efficiency corrections to scale

the Monte Carlo properly. The ,tetermination c_fthese c_rrections is the subject of

the next several sections.

For the inclusive fill.lOll (c_I'lllore compactly reX) spectra in the case where

the TEC matching _'' cut isn't used the egricienc_, of interest is simply the tracking
' eefficiency of the Mucm (lmml_ rs. This includes the effects c_fdead _r wounded cells

(in which the voltages used are 1)eh_w tt¢mfilmL)attd any reconstruction problems

ulfique to the data. In cite' ,'a._e where the \2 c_t is usecl the situaticm is COml)licated

by the addition of several TEC relate_l ehti,'ie,ncies. These TEC efficiencies also

effect the im'lusive ele,'trcn_ (c_reX) alt_lysis, c)f cc)_u'se.

A comprehensive list of tl_ese fen" the muon case with TEC matching is

shown in Table 5.1. The corresponding list fl_r the electron c_se is given in Ta-

ble 5.2. The parenthetical entries list the symbc_ls chosen to represent each of these
lll.tnlbers.
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• the ninon chamber tracking efficiency

• the TEC operational efficiency, meaning the fl'action of accepted q_

events in which the TEC was at fl:ll voltage

• the relative tracking efficiencies of each of the TEC's 24 sectors

• the overall TEC track finding efficiency after the sector corrections

• the "mirror" track l)robability, i.e. the likelihood of choosing the

wrong ambiguity for a track in the TEC

• the TEC-MUCH track matching efficiency

Table 5.1: A list of efficiency corrections needed when comparing Monte

Carlo inclusive muons to those found in the data. 0nly the chamber effi-

ciency is used when TE(:I matching isn't required.

To determine these efficiencies with a sample of data independent fl'om the

hadron sample we're usi:lg t(J extract tlw B l)llysics inf(_rn:ation fl'om, we generally

use the selected Z° --_ r +r- san:pie in wlficl?, cme of the taus then decays into a

llltlOll Or all electron. /
V

To determine these efficiencies with data independent of the inclusive lepton

sample; we make heavy use of events in which Z° _ r+r - and cme or both taus

decay into tL or e. This saxnple ha.s the advantage that tlle distribution of lepton

n:omenta is much closer t<) that expected in 191)decays tllan the corresponding

dist:'ibt:ti(_Its in Bhal:,l:a a:ld (lin::to:t eve:Its, It slic_tld lje xx()ted that in some

instances we were :mal_le t,)dvte:uliltt, t-.hti('iell_'ies fl_r 1990 d_xe p:imarily to a lack

of co:Ill)tire:" resources and tin:e, ht these cw_es only one mulfl)er is given (from

1991) and is used fox' both years data sets.

5.1 Muon Chamber Efficiency

Two methods are used to measure the Muon Chamber efficiency. In the

first method re:tons fro)n: tat: decavs are indentified ttsixlg (rely the inner detectors.

The fraction of these events ix: which a ccwresponding track is found in the Muon

Cllambers gives the chaml)e:'s' ef[i,'iel:cy. Tile sec_:ld me:lloyd infers the Muon

Chamber efficiency usix:g the ratio of dotal)let tracks to triplet tracks ix: the inclusive
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• the TEC operati_mal efficiency

• the relative trm'killg efficiency c_feach sector

• the overall TEC efficiency after the secto,' co,'rections

• the mirror track probability

• the BGO efficiency when dead and hot crystals are considered

Table 5.2:Efficiencies effecting tile inclusive electron anaJysis.

llll_l.Oll saanple.

The first apprcmcb, begins with lepto,l events selected using the standard L3

"'flavor blind" selection c,'iteria, which are described in [67]. Each of these events is

divided : 1to two hemispheres by the plane normal to the event's thrust axis. HCAL

cluster on each side of the event are initially taken to be the ,talon candidates.

The fiducial vc_lume of the Mtunt Chaml_ers used in the measurements in-

cludes the doublet ,'egion I (l':c_s01 _<0.S). The et'ficiency c_fthis regio,_ is expected

to be lower than that of the triplet regicm in that (rely cme of the muon track

segments Lteed be lost fl_r the track to l_e rem_ved from1 the analysis. Consequently

nluoil.s must 1)e identified in the inner detectors withcmt requirin 9 B GO i,fformation

(which cuts off at roughly I cos O[ = 0.7) or TEC : i,ff(_rmatio,1, although use of

this information may be made in cases whe,'e it's available.

In order to remove/L+# - and e+e - events aud pick o,_t the characteristic

mi,fimu,n ionizing signature of a nltt¢)ll, a series of cuts is used. These are listed

in Table 5.3. The first txw_ ¢_f these take advantage c_fthe low multiplicity and

high thrust of r+r - events. The next several are used to is_flate minimum ionizing

particles. The lc_,lgitudinM pattern c_f_ne,'gy deposits in the HCAL is compared

with that expected for a muon and a ,(/ is Rmned. This X''_ is required to be

less tha,1 80 for accepted llll.ton candidates. The approximate TEC nm,nentu,n

requirement is used to be ce,'tain the muon wouM have sufficient momentu,n to

reach the chambe,'s.

The last two requi,'ements are designed to remove dimuon events. These

events are probleu:atic for two reasolls. First. the distril_uticm of dinlttort momenta

l i.t'. the region ill wllicll a limoll has 11,9l_O_,sil;ilit, y of strikillg the otlter layer of p-chambers.
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#

• the event must c:_::tai::no ::::_rethan 6 TEC tracks

• the an_lebet,,vee::the thrttstaxisand tile'rEC trackf:trthestremoved
from it must be less than 20 °

• there niust be only one TEC track on the candidate's side of the event

and it must spzul at least 40 of the 62 possible wires

• the HCAL cluster energy nit,st l)e between 10 _,IeV and 5 GeV

• ifthereisBGO infl_rinationl)resentthe raw suin-of-nine(E9) must

1)e less thai: 1 GeM and the t(it:tl eiiergy of the BGO cluster iliust be
less than 5 Ge\"

• the o angle _,f the TEC track must match that of the HCAL chester
to witl:i:: 40 intact

• candidates lllttSt lie iI: the regio:l Icos _)1-( 0.S where/) is t_tken from
the HCAL clttste:'

• the milli:llttm ioniz:ttion \,2 i:: the HCAL is reqttired to l?e less than
80

• the ttl_l_r¢_xiiiiar.v lll:'lilelltlllll ()f rliv' TEC' track, TEC' p±/Sili(_HCAL),

illU.'-;t l?e gl'e_at_l" th_t:i 4 G¢'V

• the side oppo,,ite the :lmon c:t:lclid_tte have at1 HCAL k )- greater thai:

195 if there is any HCAL viler C)" c_:"BGO E,_ ,_l'e:tter than 1 GeV if

there is ally BGO i:lfl_r:llttti:_::

• the azimuthal sepa.ration _ of the most energetic tracks on each side

of the event differ from zr by more than 20mrad i.e. [&¢-rr[ > 20mrad

Table 5.3: The list of cuts _lse(I to select tnuot_s it_ 7" -- it events without
the use of the .\luon ('haH_l)ers.
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is considerably harder (peaked at 46 GeV) than that fl_r mmms produced in heavy

meson decays (see Figure 4.12). Second, tile flavor blind sample selection introduces

a bias to higher efficiencies in these'events.

The reason for this bias is that the selection will accept (among other

things) events containing only muon tracks. Of course it will also pickup events

containing moderate amounts of energy in the calorimeters or a few TEC tracks

(see [67]). As a result we use this sample under the assumptioa that r --, _Levents

in which the muon track is lost will Ive picked tip due to the cllaracteristics of the

tau decaying on the other .side of the event.

This assumption breaks down, however, for dimuon events due to the high

degree of collinearity 2 between the tracks on the opposite side of the event. This

collinearity suggests that if one track is h_st by virtue of ldaving passed through an

inefficient region, say the edge (_fa chamber, then tile pr()bal)ility is relatively high

that the other lnuold will also be lc_st. Events _f this type will not be picked up in

the flavor blind selection s(, that tlte' al_l)areltt inefficiency ill dimtum events will be

lower than the actual value.

Figure 5.1 shows the (Listriblttic,n _,fm()menta fc,r muc)n chamber tracks

found oil the same ._ide as lnucm cmMidates identified in tlle ilmer detectors. The

number of events found with no c_u'resp()nding trm'ks (the zer¢)l_in in the his-

togram) is a measure of the inefficiency. Zero momentum is assigned to those

muon cha_uber tracks that are found tc)fail tide vertex c)r track quality (nmnber of

segment ) requirements.

Using tile fill.lOll selectic)n cltt._ given lit Cl,.apter 4 162 out of 784 inner

detector muon candidat_-s were fc_uncl without corresl)_mding tracks in the Muon

Chambers. hi the ._ic)11t,_ Carh) the re.suit is 63?'.9 c)ut c_f3S99 :_. Taking the ratio

of the data and Molite Carl() efficielicie's yields

Muon Chaml)er efficiency = 94.8 :t::1.9%

The effect of the vertex positi(m requirenlents on the efficiency can also

be deterndil_ed by removing them and recalculating. Without the vertex cuts the

numbers are 126/784 Nr the data and 44g.7/3S99 for tide 5Iollte Carlo which yields

an efficiency of 0.948. Evidently the vertex cuts do not affect the efficiency to a

significant exte_t.

"which stems directly fron_ conservation of mon_entu_n in a t,wo I:_ody decay.
3The non-integer number fl_r _he Monte Carlo is due to the weighting of the dimuon events.
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An alternative approach to finding the tracking e_c.iency of the Muon

Cl_ambers is to examine the number of 1) and z chamber segments included in

accepted ninon tracks. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 clearly show that the data is prone to

having fewer of either type of segment than the Monte Carlo as one would expect
for chambers which are less than 100% etficient.

The method, described in detail in [68], consists of estimating the expec'ted

nunlber :V_: of tracks containing p p-segments and z z-segments in the Monte

Carlo taking r] as the probability of losing a single p-segnlent, e.2as the probability

of losing one z-segment in a two z-segment track, and el as the probal)ility of

losing a track consisting of a single z-segment. For example, the expected mmlber

of tracks with three p-segments and one z-segment is given by

N..,,(,/. e,. e,) = :V:_,(0.0.0)[(1 - '/):'(1 - e,)] + N:,._(0,0, 0)[2(1 - ,/)ae.2(1- e.2)]

Dividing each of the six conll)iilati(uis l)y their suln produces fractions which can be

compared with those found in the data. A k a fit then carried out to calculate the

three inefficiencies 7l, el, arid e.2and from these the overall efficiency is determined

using

1 -eft. = {A':,(,/,e,,e,)[1-(1 -q)"(1-e,)]+

,V,,(l/,el, . _',) [1 .....(1 //)"( 1 e,)" 2(1 1/):_,( 1 - e._)]+

:\':_(,/,e_.e:)[1 -(1 -,/.):_( 1 - el) - 3,/(1 - ,/):(1 -- e_)] +

;\;:_.2(q, e,, e2)[1 - (1 - ,i):_(1 - e2)_ - Gq(1 - ,1)2e.2(1 - e.2)

_ _ ):_o( _ ]} / 0)-3q(1 1/)"(1 e, 1 1/):3e.2(1 - e..2) . 0,0,
p:

The result for each of tll_- data taking p_ric_ds is

1990 chamber efficiellcy = 95.0 :t: 0.3%
1991 cliaml,er _,t-ticiellcy = 96.4 :t::0.3%

5.2 TEC Operational Efficiency

In order to protect the Time Expansion Chamber from excess currents while

the LEP beams are being tuned, the chamber is maintailled at low voltage until

the beams _'e declared to be stable by the LEP control group. As a result there is

a short period at the begirmi_g of each run i_ which the TEC is below it's aominal

operating v(fltag_ wlfil_' tl_-' rest _f tl_' _l,'t,*ct_,r is fully (_l_erati(_nal. C._mseq_tently
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• each track must contain 40 hits and span at least 50 wires from the
first hit to the last

• a track's DCA to the nominal event vertex must be less than 5 mm
I

• tracks must have p_. in excess of 500 MeV

-- |,. _ __ -- -

Table 5.4: The list of TEC track quality cuts used to determine the TEC's

operationi efficiency.

there is an inefficiency associated with the fraction of hadronic events in our sample

during which the TEC was effectively off.

The fraction of hadronic events in which the TEC was operating at full

voltage is accordingly refen'ed to as the TEC operatioaM efficiency. To determine

this value we measure the fraction of q_ events in which there were fewer than 5

TEC tracks satisfying the basic quality cuts listed in Table 5.4 After removing runs

iv which other portions of the detector were also inoperative, we find

1990 TEC operational efficiency = 98.8%
1991 TEC operational efficiency = 99.2%

5.3 TEC Sectors' Relative Efficiency

The tracking ef'ficiencies of each of the TEC's _'24outer sectors can be dis-

tinctly different since the high voltage problems az_d broken wires that lead to

inefficiency tend to be confined to one sector. In dilepton events the angular cor-

relations between the leptons can conceivably lead to a loss of efficiency due to

correlations in ¢ between inefficient TEC sectors. As a result the efficiencies of

each of the TEC's outer sectors must be determined separately.

The relative efficiency of eacl_ of the TEC's outer sectors is found by count-

ing the number of tracks found within that sector in accepted q_ events. Specifi-

cally, the method consists of comparing the ntunber of tracks in each sector to the

number found in the sector with the highest population. Sectors not more than

3% (6% for 1990) lower than the highest axe averaged together to reduce the effect

of statistical fluctuations. The values of these averages are shown by the "average"

lines in Figures 5.2 through 5.3. The sectors contributing to the average all have

their relative efficiency set to one while the efficiencies of the remaining sectors are
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determinec[ 1)y the ratio of tl:eir contents to the average.

These efficiencies are foulld both for the 1990 and 1991 periods and for two

different sets of TEC track quality.cuts. For iuclusive muons we require a span

of at least 40 wires and at least 30 used hits on the track, while the numbers are

50 and 40 respectively for inclusive electron events as discussed in Section 4.4. In

both cases the tracks are also required to have a DCA less than 5 ram. The restflts

for each of the 24 sectors using the rouen TEC track quality cuts in the 1990 data

sample are

1.000 1.000 1.000 0.808 0.878 0.538 0.955 1.000
1.000 1.000 0.792 0,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

For the inclusive electron track quality _:uts in 1990

1.000 1,000 1.000 0.535 0.879 0.535 0.940 1.000
1.000 1.000 0.799 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

For the 1991 the values for rouen and electrons respectively are

0,971 1.000 0.974 0.8T1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1.000 1.000 0.4T0 0.951 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.973
1,000 1.000 1.000 1,000 1,000 1.000 1,000 1.000

and

0.961 1.000 0.972 0.625 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
1,ooo 1.ooo o.46o o,o4o 1.ooo 1.ooo 1,ooo o.oao
1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

5.4 TEC Tracking Efficiency

The method :ts¢?(:l:d_c_vel_r<)vi(h_stlle relative efficie:lcies of each of the

TEC's outer sectors, hc,wever tl_e ()verall normalizati(m of any one of them remains

to be determined. To do this we again make use of the r -_ # sample.

At lea.st one TEC track is required to be on the side of the event opposite

the rouen to be sure tllat the chamber was at full voltage. The n].ost energetic TEC

track on the side with tl_e rouen is required to pass tlle usual cuts on span, ntunber

of used hits and DCA. h_ addition the rouen track n_Ust pass both the normal track

quality cuts and have n:(m:entum greater than 3 GeV.

For 1991 outer TEC sectors 4 and 11 are excluded as well as the muons

which point to these sectors. We're left with a Smnl)le of 1423 ninon tracks in
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the data. Of these 19 a,'e found to have no correspol_diug TEC tracks pa.ssing

the inclusive rouen quality cuts and simila_'ly 27 for the inclusive electron cuts. In

the Monte Carlo there are 387S ,hue,is ,>f which 21 and 24 are missing tile TEC

tracks for the mX aal(l eX cuts respectively. The ratio of the clata ancl Monte

Carlo fractions yields the overall TEC tracking efficiency for 1991 as 99.2+0.3%

for the mX cuts and 98.7+0.4% for the eX. These numbers i,_clude the contribution

from the sector efficiencies discussed above thus if we wish to use both factors the

averages of the 22 values (excluding sectors 4 and 11) must be divided out to obtain

TEC tracking efficiency (rex cuts) = 99.8 4. 0.3%
TEC tracking efficiency (eX cuts) = 99.6 4-0.4%

5.5 TEC Mirror Track Probability

At:other potential l>rc_blen: associated with the TEC is the possibility of it

selecti::g the mirror image of a track over the actual track duril:g reconstruction.

This possibility exists because, while the time required for a c.htster of ionization

to drift in to an anode wi:'e is known with high precision, the tilt'eerie,1 from which

it came is not. Initially therefore, ea,:h wire is asstulled to have two hits, symmet-

rically placed at the al>propriate drift distance c_:1either side c>f the anode plane.

Matching between the inller and outer TEC, and tile ('liarge acc unlulated o,1 those

grid wires that are sampled are then used to ,'esc>lve the ambiguity. For tracks with

fewer than 54 hits, there is ,m guarmltee that the,'e a:'e any inuer TEC hits and

the possibility of mirror tracks is clearly a concern.

If a mirror track is selected it'll have the wrong charge aad in general it

will impact the BGO a significant distam-e from whe,'e the actual track did. As a

result the matching between the BGO _'luste,' and the track in the eX case, and

with tlw rouen track in the mX _'ase. is ttltlikely t(_ lmsS tlle llmtching cuts, leading

to an inefficiem:y.

The r --, # sample call also be _ts_[ t(_ determille tlle rate at which nfirror

tracks are found in the TEC. The e allgttlar matdfing between the rouen and

the TEC for l_oth the TEC track as it's found a_.(:],for the mirror possibility are

compared. The values of tX¢ for both possibilities are shown in Figure 5.4 (for

the mX cuts on the top aud the eX ou tlle bottom). Events il_ the square region

in which both A¢ and A4),,_i_are below 0.05 are excluded as these tracks are very

near tlle mmde plane where tile track and it's lllil.'ror nearly overlap.
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UsiI_g tlle mX TEC track cuts we find 9 events out of 1241 that clearly prefer

the mirror orientation. Fo,' tile eX cuts we find the same 9 out of 1216. Scanning

these events revealed that all were genuine mirror tracks that would fail the tlsual

tight /.5¢ matclfing for inclusive electrons and the inc.lusive muon track matching

requirements. In tlle Monte Carlo no events were found with &¢,,tir > 0.05 out of

3878 total. As a result we estimate for the 1991 data using both tl_e ntX and eX

cuts;

Mirror track probability = 0.7 :k 0.3%

5.6 MITCH-TEC Track Matching Efficiency

Given that the mat,'hil_g c_fTEC tracks to tllc>se flmnd in tlle N/[1.1.oI1Cham-

bers tm_kes tL,_eof tile err_,r,_ assc)_'ittted with b(_th tracks, there is clearly a possibility

for the NIonte Carlo and data to llave differel_t matching efficiencies. Because differ-

ent errors contribute to the nlttoll track at different momenta (nmltiple scattering

at low momenta v_. chamber resolution at high m(>menta) this efficiency could also

be momentmn dependent. These hyl_c_the._es can again l:>etested using the r -, tt

sample.

Agaill the lls_tal TEC (raN) allcl mllcm track quality cltts are used plus the

re_.{tlirelllellt; tltat the k" c>f the mu,,a-TEC match be less than S per degree of

fl'eedom. We then ask what fra,'ticm (,f nltl()ll tracks fail to> match with a TEC

track in botll the data and tl_e Nflmte Carlo.

Binning the data into three rm>mentum regicms yields the numl)ers listed

in Table 5.5. It stlottld be noted that tlle llttlllbers ()f umnatched tracks listed in

the table include the mirrc>r tracks di._cttssec.[ in Secti(>n 5.5, thus one minus the

mirror track probability must be divided (>tit of them to ()btain tlle contribution

due solely to umnatched, but otherwise rea.s(mable, tracks.

Table 5.5 ,_how._ t_o evidell,:e fl)r _t significmtt nmmenttun del)endence , so

the results from each c>f the momellttml 1)i_s are coml)ined to obtain tl_e overall

muon-TEC matching efficiency. The raw result is 99.0 :i: 0.5%. Correcting for the

observed rate of mirror track selection i_ the TEC reconstruction gives

Muon -- TEC track matching efficiency = 99.7 :t:0.6%
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Figure 5.4: AO for TEC tracks matching Muon Chanlber tracks normally
(horizontal axis), and for the mirrol option (vertically). The top plot is for
TEC tracks passing the mY cuts while the bottom is for those passing the
eX cuts.
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4<p. < 12 12<pu < 21 21<p. <30
,, _,

All data # 534 424 283
,,,

data unmatched # 12 9 8
......

All MC # 1359 1075 780
,,, , ......

M C unmatched # 22 11 9
....

efficiency 99.4 + 0.7% 98.9 5::0.8% 98.3 + 1.1%
................

Table 5.5: The muon-TEC track matching efficiency in three momentum

bins using the 1991 r ---, # Saml)le,

5.7 BGO Efficiency

The effect of dead regions and hot crystals in the BGO is to introduce still

another inefficiency affecting the comparis(m between tile Monte Carlo and the

data. This has been studied using the .Nitrate Carlo r _ e sample. Tile 1)rocedure

consists of comparing the fractions ()f proml)t electrons ,_elected before and after

turning off crystals that are bad ill the a(:t_tal detector using the database and

re-reconstructing.

The time dependence of the database information (i.e. exactly when each

crystal failed) is included 1)y scaling the lllUll})ei" of t.atl events for which each set

of bad crystals is used. This scaled mtml)er is ch(_sen so that it corresponds to the

same fraction of the total Monte Carl() sample as the fracti(m of data events with

that pro'titular set. of bad crystal-. _. Tlte resulting eKi(:ielt(:y is

BGO eKicien(:v = 9S.7 + 0.2%

5.8 Efficiency Conclusions

To summarize the efficiency discussion, the normalization of the various

Monte Carlo spectra used in the fit l)rocedure of Chal)ter 6 is corrected with the

following multiplicative constants;

4A similar approach (utAlizing t,he database) can be used to determine the Muon Chamber
effi.ciency,however, the situation there is son_ewhat, less binary in that some ceils are neither dead
nor live, simply having reduced voltages. This method would also fail to include reconstruction
problems unique to the data.
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For inclusive muon events with TEC matching

ego(#) = 92.7 =50.7% x 1990 sector efficiency
egl(#) = 94,5 + 0.8% x 1991 sector efficiency

while without matclfing it's simply

e90(#) = 95.0 +0.3%
e91(#) = 96.4 =50.3%

For the electrons

e00(e) = 96.4 =50.5% x 1990 sector ei'ficiency
e_l(e) = 96.8 + 0.5% x 1991 sector e[-['iciem'y

In addition to the simple efficiency effects, there are numerous other possible

sources of subtle systemati,: errors associated with the use c_fthe Monte Carlo. The

remaining sections address a couple of these possibilities.

5.9 Jet Angular Resolution

Given that pj. is nleasured relative t() the direction of the nearest jet's

thrust axis, there can be a systematic err(_r associated witll the angular resolution

of the reconstructed jet axis. If the directions of jets in the data are not as well

determined as the Monte Carh_ suggests, a smearing of the resolution of the angle

between the lepton and the jet results in a broadening of the data p: distribution.

This is especially true in the low pa. region for nl.ttons where the muon-jet angle

can be small. Since the p± cannot be negative, this broadening of the distribution

near zero would telld to produce systematically higher pj. valtLes in the data. The

effect shouM be less severe f:_r the ele,'tr:ms in that the _9/_as cut effectively

isolates them frc,m the center (_f the jet producing larger a1@es.

To check this simulated two jet events are compared to those found in the

data. For these events the distribution of( = 180°-0 where 0 in the angle between

the axes of the two jets is plotted in Figure 5.5 for the 1990 period. There is a slight

difference in the distributions due to an overly accurate angular determination in

the Monte Carlo. To improve the agreement the angle q"is smeared in Gaussian

quadrature with aa_ additional resohltion b( as

(' = _/(c + 7Z_i)a + (7Zae_()a

where gl all(.t7P,.aare Gaussian distributed random mtmbers with _ = l/v/2. The
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Figure 5.5: Tile ( comparison for two jet events in the 1990 hadronic event
sample anti tile simulation.

upper portion of Figure 5,6 shows the results of smearing with (5"( - 2.0 degrees.

Clearly the actual extent of the error in the simulation lies somewhere between 0

and 2 degrees. The lower portion of the figure shows the comparison for bC,"= 1.1°,

which is the result of a mininmm ke fit for a(. The 1991 data has recently been

includecl in the analysis, leading tc_ at value _f 6( = 1.0°, l_owever the approach
used is the same.
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Figure 5.6: The angle q"after smearing in Gaussian quadrature with 6( -- 20
(top) and with the minin_um ,t2 fit result of 6( = 1.1°.

5.10 Charge Confusion

Finally, as mentioned previously, charge c(mfusion can impact the measure-

ments of A_ and ,.kB. The charge confusion i,1 the Muon Chaml)ers is minimal,

0.05% fo,' tracks widl th,'ee p-segme,lts and 0.5% for t,'acks with only two, for an

average of 0.2 4-0.2% overall. These values are conse,'vative in that they're derived

by comparing the ch_'ges of 45 GeV muons detected in Z°---, #+#- events, while

the tracks of interest in this analysis typically have less than 20 GeV of momentmn

(see Figure 4.12). The charge confusion of the TEC, with it's much smaller track

length, is a potential l)roblem howeve,'. To estimate the charge confusion in the

TEC we again use the r --, tt sample.
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The charges of muon tracks are ccmlpared with those of the TEC tracks

found on the muon's side of tile event. To be useful the analysis must include all of

the cuts normally used to reduce charge confusion in tile inclusive electron analysis.

i These cuts reject tracks that lie within 10 mrad of the anode and cathode planes
of the outer sectors or have p± greater than 35 GeV. The muons are restricted to

the BGO fiducial volume of Icos01 _<0.69, and the eX TEC track quality cuts are

used. In addition, a vm'iation of the TEC resolution cut is used, i.e.

<4
(E± p±

where O'(1/pi) is that given in Section 2.3.1. In this case we replace Ej. of the

BGO with psin0, from tile muon.

The result is that in tile ,lata 10 events cmt (_f915 _-'xliibit charge confusion.
Of these 4 events are s:tfficientlv feint)veal ft'c,n: the llll.l¢)lltrack in r_to have failed

the usual ]_tlmp-tra,'l_ matcIfing ltsed in tire ittclusive _,le,'tr_,l_ analysis by a large

margin as stlow1_ in Figure :5.7. Tltese ,_vents were s,'a1111ec.land we.re clearly nmons

incorrectly matched to an unrelated TEC track. Scanning thc_se events that do not

exhibit charge confusion is impractical so we apply the Ao cut to the entire sample

to remove mis-matched tracks. \'Ve're left with 6 charge ccmfused events out of

905 events passing tile cut. This is equivalent to an electrc)n charge confusion of

0.7 ± 0.3%. When tiffs is ,:(_mbined with the m, um ,'llarge ,:()1ffusi()n weighted by

the numbers of electrons and romans in tlle sample we fincLthat overall we have

Charge ('cmfltsicm = 0.4 4- 0.2%

As alt in,lel_eltdellt test we C_tlt _-,X_tlllille t'_.'¢)l)rc)ll ,._ 7 events and ask in

what fraction of these tlte total charge differs from the expectation of zero. 17

events out of 682 are found with a non-zero charge sum using the standard charge

confusion reduction cuts (Section 4.4). This amounts to 1.3 ±0.3% charge confusion

in agreement with tlle l)recer.ling lneasttrenle:lt.
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Figure 5.7: Tile AO of the llluoll-TE(' track lllatchixlg after applying the

charge col_fu>i,:_ c[It._.



Chapter 6

The Fit Method

Chapter 4 described the selection of data Z°---,q_i events with leptons in

them. Chapter 5 discussed the ehticiencies and c()rrecticms applied to obtain the

final Monte Carlo sample. In this dlapter the fit pr()cedure used to extract the

physics results from the data with the corrected Monte Carlo is discussed. The

fit utilizes the p and pi distributions for each source of lepton candidates in the

Monte Carlo, varying the underlying physical parameters tc._achieve the maximum

likelihood _f ol).serving tlie measm'ed data lept_nl distributi(_ns.

The 1)re)tess h_gically breaks _h_wn intc_ tw_ stages. First the relative pr()ba-

1)ility or "weigllt" _f eacli .k[oate (2'ar[(_ _,vent is determined ba.sed upon the event's

type and _l_e currellt va[ue.s _)f Fbr,, .4,,r;,, etc.. The c)verall likelihood c)f the data is

then assessed using tlie ._I:mte Carlo evelits and <)he (_f the methods discussed in

Section 6.2.

6.1 Monte Carlo Weights

Figure 6.1 illu._trates the 1,c)tei_tial .s()urce.'s:c)f l,rc,nlpt leptons in hadronic

events. In 1313events fl)ur virtual Ws are produced s(_ that as many as four prompt

leptons c.an be ()l)served ill addition tt_ any pure 1)adcgrcmnd candidates. These

leptons come either directly from the decaying W (htl)eled "a" in Figure 6.1) or

via a cascade tlu'ough a r (b) or a charm quark (c). Of course, there are Mso W

decays which produce no leptons so that there are fol.lr distinct possibilities for

each of the four Ws. Ill addition to tltese 16 different outcc)lnes for 131)events tllere

are another 8 for the cg events as well As l)ure background.

The m_l_)I_and electr()ll cases nittst also)13e treated separately to allow for

tile use of Sl)_cialize(l Xh_ilt.e Carl() files. In tliese files Zu ---,1_ evezits are generated

IIi
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Figure 6.1: The sources of prompt leptons in bt_ and cV events. Up to

four virtual it's are produced which lllay produce Ioptons directly (a) or via

cascade decays tlLmugh r (h) or clLarlll (C).

with either the b or the b being forced to decay into returns or electrons. These

files greatly increase the Monte Carlo statistics for the 1)---, e signal, at the price of

further incre_using the numher of event types to be handled in the fit.

This large numl)er of event types ha.s been pared down to the hierarchy of 17

types listed in Table 6,1. Each Monte Carlo event is a._sigl_e_l a weight based upon

where it falls withill the descendiI_g hierarchy. An event ccmtaining two muons

produced directly by I) decays will fall illt_, ,'ateg(,ry 1 regardless of how many

other lepton candidates are also fo,ul_I in tile evmlt. Likewise for categories 2 and

3. Events will fall into categories 4 and 8 if they cc_lltain only one b_# or b_e

and at least one lepton from a charm decay, pr_duced eitl_er directly by the c decay

or via the l)rOce.,,s in Figure 6.1c. Ca.tegory 6 is populated l_y events containing no

b---, _' but at least two leptc)lls from charm. Types 7 and S are the single leptcns

directly from b decay, plus any llutlll)er c)f backgrcmnd lel)tOll candidates. An event

with a single cascade leptcm falls into) category 9, while lone leptons from the process

in Figure 6.1c are found in 10. Lept_)ns fr_m_ the W---, r ---, f process (Figure 6.1b)

are in 11. Category 12 includes a rare process not shown in Figure 6.1 in which

_he decaying W produces a charm quark that pairs with the daughter of the h to

form a J/_/, that subsequently, rleca2ys,' ' into a lepton pair. The final type of 1)g event

(1:3)is one in which only backgrotmd candidates are f_)un(l. Types 14, 15, and 16

are for dileptons; ._ingle leI)t_ms, and hackgrmmd _mly in Z°--, or- events. Finally

category IT is for ])m:kgruu_d _'al_,lidates pr_,_l_tced i_ liNl_t q_i events.
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Table 6.1: The hierarchy of ,Monte (',arlo event types used in the fit proce-
dures and their associa.ted weights,
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Table 6.1 also lists the values of the weights l/Vwp, assigned to events of

each type in terms of the followiug 1)arametet's:

Nh_a == tlle nmnber of hadronic events in tile data sample
Ni = the number of Monte Carlo events in category i
fback = the Monte Carlo 1)ackground fraction

fc_ = r_/rh,a
Sb = B r(1) _ _t)

B, = Br(b_r_#)
Bj/q, = Br(b_.]/_[,_t)
Bw¢ = Br(W--,c_t)
ax = 1-P(b--_W"-*X--*g) = 1-2Bu-2Bv'c
a,,. = P(ao l)--, t°) = (1- 2B_,) '2

a3 = P(ao ,'--,('In,, 1,_() = (1 - 2B_)_a"_
a'4 = P(oae c--,C[ao b-,C) = 4B_(1 - 2B,.)n'f
as = P(oneT--,_'[nob--,() = 4Bwcal(1-2B_) _
a_ - P(> twc_'--,¢'ln¢,l)---,C) = (1-.-2Bb)_-a.;-c_.z+c_:3-2Bj/¢
C*r = P(k no pro,rapt (_) = (1 - 2B,.)_[1 - 2(Bu + Bw¢ + B,) - Bj/_b] 2

Nh_d is the estimated nunll)er of lmdr(mic data events occurring ia the L3 detec-

tor during the 1990 an 1991 periods, fi,,,_k is the relative fi'action of background

candidates in the Monte Carlo and is geaerally set to 1, hut other values caa_ be

chosen to study svstew.atic effects. The c_ther parameters are lefined ia terms of

the branching ratic>s a_lcl partial widths as s h_wu abe>re.

I'Vty_,_fl>r categc,ry 1 is the expected mtmber _,f these events (Nh,a lug B_)

divided by the numl)er fc>und ill th,_ NIcnlte Carl_>sample. F(_reach of the subsequent

categories, similar weights are calculated assuming that the event did not fall into

a previous ,:ategory. Clearly all hadrc_lli,: ._Icmte Carh> events whicl_ include one or

more lepton candidates will fM1into one _f these cat_%ories.

The Monte Carlo events are als_ weighted to allow for the detector's ef-

ficiency u.sillg tim corrections ey,.,_(_.)determined in Section 5.8. For muons the

value of e used depends ttl)(>ll whether _r n_t llltt()n tracks are required to have a

matching track in the TEC as explained in Section 5.8.

Finally, tlmre is aa opti(m to weight each M¢mte Carlo lepton produced by

a prompt B decay to Mlow for fragme_tation functions (section 3.3) other tlmn

that used when the Monte Carlo was initially generated. The metlmd consists of

accunmlating the original Monte Carh_ fragmeatation flmcti_>n (distribution of XE)

as a histogram (Figure 6.2). F()r each lept(m from B (iacittding l_ackground caaldi-
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dates if they hal_lJmX to be tlle cIattghter_ c:f _lecayin,e4 Bs) then the fragmentation

weigllt I,I/f_,,g is given by

Ii.'f,._ = fl.,i,,.f,r(.rE )d,c e
,_rbin(,t' E )

wl:ere Nui,_(.c E) is the ::ormalized nunll_'r :)f leptons in tl:e tiistog;ram bin containing

xE, mtd f ¢,1 is tire itttegral (_f aew fra_melttati:_tt fiut,'ti(_It :_ve,r tlle same l_ia. Using

this histogram rewei,a;htina; tt_cimique, tl_e fragn_eat, ati_zt ftuwticm can be fit, by

varying f.,_, e.9, varyiag eb in the P,-t_.rs_n case. F(_r lept_nl._ not from B decays in

the Monte Carl_ Wr,..-,_is, _f course, ._impiy ,_ti_', as _tt'e tlx,, we,ights for those bins

with Nbin(.CE) = O. 7'lie same approach can also be used to reweight the charm

fragment, ation function for D and F decays. A similar technique is also used to

vary the D'" fraction by reweighting the spectrum of lepton momenta in the rest

frame of the B meson, which is useful for systematic error studies.

In general then the' weight _f ¢'a,'h single lept_,n M_mte Caa'lo event is

I,I,"= I4"_>.,,,,e>,_,,.(_')I4"r_,,_

while for dilept:>ns it's

l,V= it'_.l,,,,ey_.-,.,-t(_')ey_,,,._((';)l'_},,,,tW_,.,,,:
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Figure 6.3: The cosine of tile an_ular ._el)aration betwe,_n l)rOtnl)t dileptons

in Monte ('arlo events where each lepton is produced by Ol)l)osing parent

qu,'trks(hatched)orby thesaiiioparent.

Events with two lepton cam[idates are considered dileptons even. if both

leptons are on the same side of the event. In events with three c)r more candidates,

the candidate with the ltighest P.L o::each side ix taken to} f:_t'n:an opposite side

dilepton. If all of the candidates are c_ll the same side :_f the event we take the

two with the highest p.L. L(_gically cme might define leptcms ()tt the "same side"

of the event as those separated by less than 90°, hc_wever Monte Carlo studies

have shown that a few genuine dilepton events (now meaning those in which both

quarks decayed semileptonically) produce leptons with angular separations below

90 °. As a result "same side" is taken to mean leptons sep_'ated by less than

60 ° based upon Figure 6.3. Note that the figure illustrates all multi-lepton events

without acceptance requirements, so that the actual ntmlber c_fevents falling near

the l)otmdary ix quite small (< i0 between G0° and 90°).

Wliile the expressions for I/V ah_}ve are sufficient for determining parameters

such as Fbg , which effect the shapes of the p and pj. spectra, they fail to include

mixing or asymmetry effects. Consequently, whea fitting to determine the mixing
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orone oftl:easymmetry parameters(.41X_,A,::,.4ba,:k)thewe.igl:tsareamended with

an additional factor I._q.t,, reflect the charge and angular dependence of these

parameters. The _signment of Wc is described in Chapter 9.

6.2 Assigning Data Lepton Probability

Once the weights for the Monte Carlo events have been determined these

events are con:pared with the data to determine the prol_ability of having observed

this particular data set. The fit 1)rocedure is then to vary the pt:.ysical parameters
until maximum likelihood is achieved.

The con:parison of the Monte Carlo to the data ca:: be carried out in one

of three different ways. In the simplest approact: the overall munher of events of

a specific type is c(unl_a:'ed. This is referred t¢_ as the co:u:ting method and it

serves as a simple check of the more detailed comparisons. The counting method

is used to compare the numl_er of like sign, opposite side dilepton events as a check

of the nleasurement of k B, and a similar approach is used to meeusure the b_ p.

l)ranching ratio using the :ati() _ff dil_,pt:m events t:) .single lepton events. These

counting techaique._ are described it: Chapters 9 and 7 respectively.

6.2.1 The Binned Fit

Tile next level of sopllistication is to make a detailed comparison of the

Monte Carlo and data p and P.L distributions using a binned fit. This provides

sensitivity to variations in the shapes <)f these distt'ib:tti:ms rather than simple

changesit:theirt:orma[izati:ms.The twc_-din:ensionalp- P.Lplaneisdividedinto

a grid of bins and the :mmbers :,f data and Xlonte Carlo events in each bin are

compared usiag Poi._s(m statistics t:_ assess the overall prol_ability P of observing

the data distribtttion. Since the maximization of P is ecluivalent to maximizing the

calculatioaaily simpler ln(P) this is variable of choice. It's value is given by

h:(P) = _ Na,t,(p, pa) hl(NMc(p, pj.)) - NMC(p, p:) -- hl(lYdata(p, p.L)!)
P,p.l.

where the sun: is over all bins in p and 1)z, Naata is the nun:l_er of data leptons

found i:a each bin, and N,_Ic is the Still: (_f the weights of the Monte Carlo leptons

in that bin. Figure 6.4 shows a represelltative distz'ibuticn:, i:: this case the nltlon

data for 1991. F(_:'t.he l_i:l::ed fit :'esltlts given i:: Chal_ter Y the sil:gle lepton p-p±

plane is divided into 20 bin.s in p a::d 30 bitls if: 1)±.
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While this approach is clearly an improvenlent over the counting methods, .

it's subject to large statistical fluctuations in the bins with the least population.

Unfortunately these tend to be at large values of p and p j_ which is the region of

greatest interest for B physics. The bimled fit is alsc_ only u.seful for single lepton

and includes no charge information, thus it ca.nnot be used for 'YB or AbE. Due

to these limitations, the binned fit a,ls(_ serves simply as a systematics check. To

overcome the drawbacks in the bimled fit requires a still more detailed approach,

the unbinned fit.

6.2.2 The Unbinned Fit

The primary method ttsed to obtain the results given in Chapters 7 through

9 is an "unbinned", lll_txillllull likelihood fit to the tw_ dimensional p and p±
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Figure 6.5: All illu._tl'atioJ, of tl_,_ulll)inned fit, lllethod for single lepton

events. Tlle I)oillts 1 and "2aro data points with theil" corresponding boxes

encolnl)assing Monte ('.ar]o events slkown as + signs.

distributions for single leptons and t() the four-dimensi()nal pl,p.2,p±l, and P±'2

distributions for dilel)tons.

In the unbinned fit the prol)ability of ol)serving ca.oh data event is evaluated

using the Monte Carl() events in its vi('inity in the 1'- Pz 1)laIle. Specifically a box

ix constructed in the plane ('entered on tlle data lept(nl. Tl_e sum the weights of the

Monte Carlo leptons found in that ])()x yields the 1)r()bal)ility of that data event.

A minimum number ()f Monte Carl() lel)tC)ns are required t() be found in the box in

order to make a reasonable assessment of the prol)ability ()f finding a data event

in that region. If too few Monte Carl_) lept()ns are found, the size of the box is

increased by 10% (20% f()r dilel)tOnS) in ea(,ll dimensi()ll. This process of exl)a_ding

the box iterate.,s until the required minim_un is satisfied or the box has grown to 7.2

times (36 in _lle dilel)t()ns) its cn'iginal dimensions of 350 MeV in p and 70MeV in

Pi. If the box grows t()() large the data event is dis(_u'ded, although this amounts

to only tw() or three evelltS, h_ this al,1)n)ach .Monte Carl() evellts call be associated

wid_ several data events as shown in Figure 0.5.

The overall probability is

P=Pt × IIP,(,:)x1-I
i= l .Nl J= 1,N2

where P0 is the 1)rol)ability ()f ()bserving an event with n()lel)tons according to the
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reweighted Monte Carh_, Pl(i) and P,.(j)are the probabilities of observing single

and dilepton events in the regions of the, data single leptcnl event i and dilepton

event j respectively, and the N_, are the ntunl_er of data events observed to contain

# leptons. The value of /:'1(i) is taken as the sum of the single lepton weights

W1(i, k) of each of the 1,:leptons in the twc_ dimensional box around data lepton i.

Likewise the P_.(j) are taken as the sums of the dilepton weights I43(j, k) of the k

Monte Carlo dilepton events in the fl_ur dimensional box with data dilepton j.
1

P_(i) = Nh_,,a_W_(i,k)k.

P2(j) -- Nhaa _ I4'C2(j,k)k

Pu is givell 1)3'
.'q,,,,,-5"i 5:;'"'P0=

JYhad

and N0 is simply NH_,d- At1 -- N_.

The use of the four dimensi_n_al fit fin' the dileptcm l_orticm has the distinct

advantage that it atttomatically includes any cc_rrelat.ions between the ps and p.cs

of the two leptons, which might be expected tc_ 1)e non-zero from the string fl'ag-

mentation arguments of Chapter 4. 011 the c,ther hand a great many Monte Carlo

dileptons are required tc_fill o::t this fcHlr ¢:lin:el:si(nml space sufficiently densely to

avoid drol)l)illg th,_ mc,st illterestin,g evelit._ fc_:"lack c,f itearl_y Mc_nte Carlo. As an

alternative we have tlle c_pti_nl _f det_rmining the weigllt fc_r dilepton events by

simply taking the 1)roducts of the two corresl)cntding single lel_t_nt weights. Clearly

there is a large gain in statistics, but at the" sacrifice ¢)fany information about the

correlations between leptons. The latter apl_roach is referred to as a "factorized

fit" in that it assumes the dileptcn_ profitability factc,rizes as P_ = P_(1) x Pa(2).

This approach is yet another used as a check of the four dimensional method.

6.3 MINUIT and MINOS

One cc)mm(_ thread in all c,f the meth(,cl._ described abe)re, is the program

used to carry out the maximizati()n 1)rocedure. We use the MINUIT program to

minimize -in(P) a.s given in the methods described above. The mi_imization

scheme used by the MINUIT package is deseril)ed in detail in [69], b_t we'll sum-

marize the idea here. It a._sumes that the fu_cti_n to, be mi_timized is roughly
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quadraticin the neighl_(_rh<_(_dof the n:i:fimum:.It calculatesthe firstderivatives

x0'and the cova,riancematrix I'o of thel)aral:netersthatare freeto vm'v.inthe fitat

the pointx0 inparameter space definedby the initialvalues<_feach parameter. For

an exactlyquadraticfunction-In(P) the actualmininmm would lieat the point
r t

x: given by x: = x0- 10x 0 provided the derivatives and the covariance matrix are

exactly correct, h: general the problen: isn't exactly quadratic and the derivatives

and covariance matrix aren't exactly c(irrect thus instead MINUIT (specifically

the MIGRAD routine)minimizes -hi(P) along the line x = Xo- aV0x;. The new

point xl corresponds to the value of a at the :nininmm. The covaxiance matrix

is then updated and the procedure is repeated until the chm:ge in the function

value and in the covariance matrix elements between the last point and the one

preceding it falls below a specified convergence level.

Of particula:" interest is the MINOS opti(m in the MINUIT package which

calculates asymnletric ert'()rs (differing p(_sitive and negative one sigma error bars)

for non-quadratic fit function.s. This is necessary itt the \a fits in that the mixing

likelilto(>d functi(m i_ sk_we(I fi'(m: tli:-' q:la<h'atic as shcnvn in Figure 9.3.

The method used by MINOS is again described ill [G9] and sun:marized

here. As all exa:nlfle Figure 6.6 sli_ws a fit functicni F(:r) which is non-quadratic

in the parameter :z_. The vahie (if F at each point is the niininiun: of the fit

function (ill our case -lit(P)) when the parameter z is l ield constant and all other

parameters are freely vai'iod to reconipute the miniii:um.

To estimate the p(_sitive el'r(ir bar o:l ,r, z is initially fixed to the value it

has at the functi(m miiliin:un plus it's cliie sigma pai'all:_lic eri'()r assuniing that the

fit function is quadratic in that paranietrer: i.e. ,r = .4+ as shown in the figure.

Note that the t_c_ilit .4+ c:_i'respc_iids tc_ the (hie : error bar in that a change in

the likelillo(_d fmtctioii 1)y (me-half uliit is equivalent t(i a (me o change '2 in X 2.

The function is then ren:ininiized with tlie resulting new niiniinmn of F(A+). If

the value of F(A+) is withiri a ch(_sert tolerance A of the correct vahie _uln + 0.5

:The validity of this a.ssulrlption call be a.ssess<_dfroln the scan of- Ill(P) found in Chapters 9.
_This follows frozn

x':-
i

so _hat

lx,_ 1 .,]=-: + =
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Figure 6.6: All illustrat.ioli of tllp asylllltl_,tric error bars obtained using
MINOS.

then .4+ is takvzl a.s the p{}sitive, error l}_r 6+. In tlw e'×anzple of Figure 6.6 F(A+)

is outside the tolerance so that a second guess B+ is required, in this ease the

parabolic extrapolation Fs(x) fi'om the point .4.+. The process iterates until a

value of F(;z_) wiflfin the tolerance is c}btained. This point determines the positive

error bar as z = z,,,i,, + 6+. The tolerance required defaults to a value of _ = 0.0,5
likelihood tmi t._.



Chapter 7

The Determination of

Conceptually the simplest of the measurements in this thesis is the deter-

niination of the fraction of l:adronic events in whicll bb pairs are produced, i.e. the

ratio FbF_/Fh_,d. Essentially the normalization of the Z°_1)_ p(_rtion of the Monte

Carlo lepton p and p. spectra is varied to niatch the shape of the data distribu-

tions. The COml)a:'isoi:of these distributi(m,_iscarriedcmt with the fitmethods

described in tlie l:_i'::'vi(,u.sclialit_-'r.

Thi,_isals(_ar_tml_l\"th,-,ni:_st(lifl-i:':tltnie,a,s:ti'eint-'ntin tliatitreliesupon

the overall not'nialization (_f the p amid p± ._l)_-,ctra (,f tii_ <lata. while others are

generally ratios of one subset ()f the data t() aii(_the:'. It fl_llmvs that any sys-

tematic errors in the detector's eificiency will directly effect the measured vahie,

necessitating studies like those ii: Chapte:" 5.

The deterniination of Fbg is f:trther COml)licated l?y the imprecisely known

inclusive b-, t/, 1)ranchilig i'ati(_. Giveii tlie :lse of seniilel)t(mic B decay to tag

Z° --, }:)_eve'iit,.s it'._ :'lear tliat tlie li<u'inalizati(m ()f tli__ 1_--_ t1_sl)ecti'a is 1)roportionM

t:._tlie 1)i'_.lduct FbF' x Br( 1_--_tl). If we wisli t:_ (luc>te a. x'ahle f(_r Fji,, an independent

niea.surenient of the l)--,/l l)ialiching i'ati(_ is requii'e(l.

7.1 The Branching Ratio

The decay process illustrated iil Figure 3.5 assulnes the spectator model, in

whicli the behavior ()f tlie l, is taken t(, l)e, iiide.1)end_qit ¢,f tlie' :7 during the decay

process. Thi> lieglect._ tlie ii()ii-l):-u't:lrl,ative, ilitel'acti(liis (_f tlie two quarks in the

bound B niesoli st,at,_. Tlie(_i'etical pre_ticti(nis (if the branching ratio vary from

12% _o 15% [34]due 1)riinarily t() tlie._e interacti<_:i.s aiid t()quark niass effec.ts.

The l_ranching rat i()lias, li()wever been measured i:i several experinients at

123
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Experilnent E.,,, (Ge\.') Br( 1__ #)
............ ,"'I T',",.... ! 2_ .!. ,' ,; ',""',' ', ', , : , , ,,;', ;: ........

CELLO (I_tL)" '90 43.0 ,104 ± .023 :i: .016
.............................. _ .....

CELLO (t)_ tz)" '90 35.0 .148 4. .010 4. .016
................................... _

CELLO (b_e)* '90 43,0 ,111 + .028 4-.026
..... - _ ,.... _ , ,,,, ,, ,, .....

CELLO (b_e)* '90 35,0 .150 4-,011 4. .022
........ _ ...... - ...................

MARl< II (b---, p) '88 29,0 .118 =t=.012 + .010
..... ,, ...........

MARl< II (b-_e) '88 29.0 .112 4. .009 4. .011
.......................................

JADE '87 34.6 ,117 + .016 4. .015
...............

DELCO (b---+e) '86 29,0 149 +.o_'2' -0,019
- . ..................... ,, ,,,

TPC/2 Gamma (b_e) '85 '29,0 .110 4. .018 4. .010
............................

TASSO (b--+ I_) '84 34.6 .117 4-.028 4. .010
........................ L,,

TASSO (b-,e)'84 34.6 .111 + .034 =t=.040
...............

MARl/ .l '83 33 - 38.5 .105 ± .015 4- .013

Average .122 _: .006
.............

Table 7.1: Tile table lists the measured values of Br(b--/L) from previous
experiments running above the T(4S) [70]. The Ecrucolumll lists the energy
at which each measurement wa,smade.

the CESR and DORIS storage rings ()perating <>nthe T(4S) and at the higher en-

ergy PEP and PETlqA c(_lliders. Givell tllat tll_-,T(4S)lies l_el(nv threstmld for the

producticm ()fB, mesc_lls we take tlle average c_ftlw higher ellergy c(mtinuum mea-

surelnents listed in Table 7.1 as the independently measured wdue of the branching

ratio. Note that the asterisks in the table indicate the CELL() measurements which

were recently added to the list of results in [70]. The measurements that follow

all used the previous average value of 0.117. Similarly we use an average of mea-

surements al)ove the T(4S) to determine Br(c---, tl). Tllese liu,nbe,'s are shown in

Table 7.2.

Of course, we can detenni_w tim I),'am'hing rati_ fl'()lll(}llrdata if we choose

to assume the SM value f():" FI,F_. Usil:g tlw mll?imwd n!axillltUll likelihood fit

described ill Chapter 6 tlle l_:'anclling l'ati() is fit with Fi,i; set to 379 G&'. The
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Exl_erilnent E,:,,, (Ge\') Br(e_ t_.)
,., - ,',,,, _:_ .......... ' __ _'_" " : "" -- 2_' ',, ., __ .... L -- ,.........

MARK II (c--,H) '88 29.0 .078 ± .009 + ,012
..... -- ....... _ .... . ....

MARl< II (c--+e) '88 29.0 .096 :i: .007 ::i: .015
........................ - _ ,........... _ ............

.JADE '87 34.6 .07S ± .015 + .02
__ ,........ . ...... _ , ,, , ............

DELCO (c--,e) _:(3 29.0 ll6+'°ll' - 0. O0_J
_ .............. - - _ _ ...........

TPC/2 Gamma (c---,e) '85 29.0 .091 ± .009 ± .013
...........................

TASSO (c + ll) '84 34.6 .0S2 +,0.a,3-0.016
...... L __ __ ,, __

TASSO (c _e) '84 34,6 .092 _+ .046
__ ,................ _ : __ '9-,' -- ........_' 2_ ,.... _ ,',, _i ": ,I..... 1...... ',',

Average 0.09S :i: 0.006
................. -- _ ,..... - ......

Table 7.2: The table lists thp nlpasured values of Br(c--/,) frmn previous

exl)erill,et,t,s i'unzLi,,g al)ove tile T(-IS)[T1].

result of this "Standard .M()del" lit _lsillg bc,th mucms and electr(ms from 1990 and

1991 is

Br(1_----,/_)=0.119±0.001 (star) ±0.006(sys)

To) (letm'n:il:e tlie systematic en'(,r assc):,iatecl with tl:e, value above, the

lllOSt i11fl_tmltial 1)arameters are \'al'ie(l witllill their l<ll(_Wl_c)r estimated one sigma

errcns. Tlle \'allle c_f Br(l,--,t_) is tl_ell refit t_ _letermille the eti'ect of the variation

upol_ the result. Table 7.3 sl_,,w, tl_' 1)arallleters all¢t their variations as well as

the corresl)o_di_g chan.ge i_ Br(b_t_). Tl_e final systematic err()r is the sum in

quadrature of eacl_ ()f tl_ese c(mtributi(ms.

The first two parameters listed are tlm Z°.4 pa'tial widths. The next tveo

are the Petersou fragmentati(m p_u'ameters f(n' h and c qut_'ks discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3. The .]'l,,,,:k all(nvs f()r the x'ariatio_l of tlie fracti(m ()f pure background

(I)ur_chtl_ro_gh, etc.) in the 5I()nte ('arh). Tlm next tw(, parameters are used to

account for detect()r rest_lutiCm effects. Ill the first case the a_gle between a Nlonte

Carlo lept(m and its _earest jet is smeared in q_adrature with an angle of up to

one deggree, reflecting m_certainty in the Monte Carlo's lm,deling of the Hadron

Calorimeter's angular resolution f(_r jets. The see(rod p_rameter is a smearing of

the Monte Carlo lepton momenta by _1) t(, 5(_4,to m(,stly to reflect possible Muon
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Chanfl)er res()lutiml mo(ldill,e; prol)lenls. Tile, D'" 1)m'ameter allc_ws us to vary the

fraction of these mesons 1)red,luted in b lladrcm decays, s(dtening tlle pj. sl)ectrmn as

tlle parameter increase:_. As (liscussed in E'hal_ter 4 this frac:ti(m remains somewhat

uncertain despite recent measltrements fl_m_ tlle T(4S) [64]. The contribution la-

belled "probability a.ssigmnent" reflects the limited rmml)er of Monte Carlo events

used to fill out the p-p.L space. It's value is determined by varying the nmnt?er

of leptons required to lie within a data 1.pton s box as discussed in Chapter 6.

For single lepton measurements this is quite small, but for measurements based

primarily on the dilepton sample this error can be substantial due to the diNculty

of filling out the four dimellsional pl-p.[l-p.2-pa.. 2 space, The finM category is the
error associated with the selection and reconstruction. This includes the errors

on the efficimlcies ill Chapter 5 as wall a.,_the effects c_fm(,delling problems in the

Monte Carlo. The latter are _leterminvd 1)y varying em'h _f the selection cuts.

An interesting alternative is t(_ determine Br(b--, #) using the ratio of the

numl_er of dilepton events to that of single lepton events. Naively the numl)er

of dilepton events gc_es as the square ,)f tl_e branching ratio) while the number of

single lepton events is (rely lillear ill Br(b-,t _) (se, Table 6.1). The ratio then

removes the effect (_f Fh7' whicli ('_n_tril_ltes lillearly tc_ l_c_tli numbers. Of course,

the 1):'ese::ce ()f bacl:gr<)u::,l ccnnplicates tlie ::::::::::::::::::::: s() that we are again led

to a fit 1)r(),'ed_re,

Usi_lg tl_e stone XI_mte Carh_ event weighting as sh(m'n in Table 6.1 we

couI].t tl_e fraction (\._,u'/Nxl{'. ,_ ) of _pl)(_site side dileptons in the Monte Carlo for

a specific value of Br(b-,t_) and take this to be tl_e prol)al.fility 1),_of a dilepton

event. The _legative h_g likelih(_od flmcti(_ then is given 1)y

_ = ,Cd,',_,,h_(1 p, )h_(P) A'_I:'t"ln(P,) + ;,_ - .

where N__'t`' and .\:_t_ are the lltulll_er ()f single and dilel_t(m events observed in

the data respectively.

Minimizing - In(P) with respect to Br(b --, tz) events we obtain

Br(b--,/z) = 0.118 + 0,005 (star) :t: 0.006 (sys) I

Again the systematic error is derived by varying tl_e input paa'amete_s with the

results of each variati(n_ sll_)w_ i_ Tal_le 7.3. Si_,'e the meas_rement lies in the

numl)er _)f dilepton ,-\'m_t,s wl_i_'l_is relatively l(_w. tlte statistical error is expected

to be larger tl_a_ tl_at fl}r tl_ _'S._I fit. The sS'stematics are already the dominant
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Table 7.3: ('ol_tril,titiott._ t,.) tlt_' .,,v_t,,tJ_ti(" _,rr()r.,,(:)it tl,(-, St;tt_dard Model

(S_I) all(l ratio ]:)r/I)_iL)fit.,,.

contribution, however, s() th(_ le._(,r <l(-'l)e::den,'_' Ul)()n Fi)r_a:lcl th(-' higher statistics

e×pected from LEP i:l the fi:tur( :, mak( _ tlli_ th(-, :m'tl:(),l ()f choi('(-.

7.2 Peterson Fragmentation

hi additi()n t() tli¢' UliCertain I) ---)i _ brancliin,E rati(), tli(_,measurement of Fbv)

is Ms() affected by tlie fi'agni_mtatit)_t f:i_('ti()_ D))(,r_). Ba._'d Ul)()l_ the argunient

in Section 3.3 the l:) fragmentati()n is _-,Xl)eCte(l t()l)e hard s() that the I)---)# chan-

nel dominates the high p regio:_ ()f"th_ l_pt()n,_' m(m_.ntum spectra. The extent

to which this is true' is directly d(-'l)en&'nt ():: tl:(-' f()rn: of D)>. Fortunately the

fragmentatio:: effect ()x: tl:¢" pl .'<l:()uld 1)¢,.,<()m(-'what l(-,_s i:: that the shape of the

lb.isprin:arilydeter:::in(,dl)ytla_ki::_:::ati(',_()ftl:¢'B (h.cayan(ltl.:'detect()r'sjet
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angular resolution.

Wllile F_,E and Bx'(1J---,tt) are nearly 100% ax_ti-ccu'related I the fx'agmen-

tati(m affect._ tile si_al)e ()f tilt' p (listrilmti_)xl xl()t it'._ ll()rmalizati(nl so that it's

esselltially in(lel)ellclellt ()f Fj,E. Usill_ tlt,' r_'wt'iglltillg tmqllliq_w _lescribe(l ia Sec-

tion 6.1 v,,e caa determillt-' tlw x'alli(' ()f e_,: tll(-. Petm's()n fi'aglneP.tati()ll paralncter,

as._uming that Db(.r E) lla_ tll(:_P('tm'._(m f()rlii. \Ve¢_btain

eu = 0,043 ± 0,002 (star) 2:0.005 (sys) or

(a'r) = 0.698 :t: 0,004 :i: 0.009

Again the systematic err(_rs from the illl)_lts to the fit are summarized in in Ta-

bh_ 7.4. N()te that tll(_ "._td(.,'ti()li a1_¢1r_.c_)llstr_t_'ti(ul" cat(-'g/)ry is agaia included for

CollsistellcV, lJ_lt ill tl,i.- ('a.',' _¢'l('cti_)u _.,rr(_ri.', n,'gligil4,, i_ tl_at th,-, fragmentation

is determiaed 1)y the..',l_al)e _f tl_(-'m_ml(qltum di_tril)uti(_l a_lrl is inseasitive to it's

overall normalizati()_l.

7.3 Model Independent Fragmentation

While' the u,_eof Peterson fraglnentatir_ is _l_a_I(-,1)la_tsil)le by the argu-

n_t'l_ts ()f S(_cti(ul 3.3 a _l_'t,q'n_i_ati_,_ (,f tll,' t'_)r_ll_,f D_,(.r_:) i_(lel)e_deat of any

h'w l_ias a_(l fit tl_. x'al_,, _f tl_e frau;_._t;_ti(_ fl_,.ti_ ia each of these bins

using th(_' _an_e, rew(-_ighti_lf;al)pr()acl_. Ill tllis ca.,_e six bills with l()wer edges at

'_'e = 0.00, 0.20, 0.40, 0.,55, 0.70, al_l 0.85 are used.

The res_dts for tile cc)ml)i_,_l m_u)u a_d elt,ctr(n_ Saml)l,_ are sl_own in Fig-

tire 7.1. The form of the Peterson fiulcti(_ti is sl_()w_l fin' c()ml)aris(m. All six

bins are alh_wed t() vary in the fit, tlms tile, _l()rmalizati()_l (_f Db(.r_:) is ao longer

fixed to be o_e. TI_(-,bra_(:l_i_lg rati_ is als(_ et't'_','tive:ly I)H_if..;fit v,'itl_ the result that

Br(b-,p) -.- 0.120±0.005 (statistical err()r ()_1','}. Tll(_ val_,_ (d {.ra) is 0.687_0.008.

1"1"1_oactual valise i_ about ,_)(i(7(1_,, _(.)tl_,. ,litt',,_'._t ..,,._si)_vit_ ,:)f_lil,'l)t,.,s) ,.v._ts to Br(b--lt).
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,. e Model Independent Fit

2,8 -- Peterson fit (_:b= 0,045)
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Figure 7.1: "i'I_(aresult of fittiJtg tho l'raglll,_lltation function il, six bins for

muons and elactrons. Th_ Petersol_ curve corr_sl)onds to (I, = 0.043 and the

branching ratio is 0.120 4-0.005.
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Parameter I \"ariation Aeb
_ 9_, _" _ 'y'L ,,..i,. ---- k AJ_ _L .....', _ !'_ - - ,,,. I _ ,.. ± -- ' '"

Fbg (379 Me\,') :i:lO MeV 0,001

F_._ (296_Ie\") :t:10MeV < 0.001

Br(b-,/L) (0.117) :t:0.006 0.002

Br(c---, IL) (0,0OS) +0.012 0.002

e. (0.5) :t:0.2 0,002
---- _ -- L ....... -- , - ,I _ , , _

ba,:l%_rc_un_lfracticm .f,,,,,k(I.0) +0.I0 0.002
..... __ , ,_ ,,,

jet ang_dar res()luti_nl smeal'ilkg (1,0 °) 0.7 - 1,0 ° 0,001
-- .... ,,,,,,, -- __ , _ ,.... ,,

m(:)mep, tuln re._()lution smearing Ap/p (0) +5(_ < 0,001

D'" fraction (0.32) +0.15 0.002
-- -- _ , ........ - _ ,...... ,,

pr()ln_l)ility assigll:nellt 0.002
-- -- ,,, - _

selecti(ni aim rec(nl,_trl_,'ti(m 0,001
_ -- "_; '-' ' " "" --- "' "' ":; - "" ", ........ _', 2 ' "

Tc_tal ( q_m,lr_tt lit,,) 0.005
-- ,........................

Table 7.4: (:ontributions to the systematic error on the Potorson fragmen-

tation parameter _b.
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7.4 The FIS , Result

Using the PEP/PETRA val_le fr(m: ai,ove fin' Br(b--, p) as an input to the

unbinned maxinmm likelil,)c)d fit fl)r Fl,C,. an(l rewdghtill,_ the b fragmentation

with the Peterson form we obtain

FbF_ = 382 =t=3 (star) =t=29 (sys)h'Ie\,' ]

The systematic error follows fl.om the now familiar table, in this case Table 7.5.

The sensitivity of the n]e_tsurement to the background fl'action and the c]mrm

branching ratio seen in the t_d)le can be reduced with a 1).L cut. If we use only

leptons with pj. greater than 1.0 Ge\,' in the fit, we obtain 382 :i: 4 =k 27 GeV. The

systen:aticcontril:J:tti(n:st(_thisvaluea:'e'als(_listedin TalJle7.5

h: additi(,::t¢_thesystematicschecksin the table,severalother cross-checks

are performed, Using the bimied fit, described in Section 6.2.1 we find 3824-3 MeV.

If we examine the inclusive muon and elect:'cm samples separately we find that the

muons yield F_,F,= 388 :k 4 while the electr(m result is 368 4- 5. If we require that

the muons witl: matched tracks in the TEC as (lesc:'ibed in Section 4.2.2 we obtain

377 :I::4 forthe c(m:i:ine(lfita::_l380 ± 5 fl,:'the n:::(msah_::e.

Tl:i, value is c(m:pared witl: l_:'evi(n:s lml:_lisl:e(l v,l::es (listed in Table 7.6)

in Figure 7.2. ():le caveat is i:l (n'(ler. \Vhite the ag:'een:ent l_etween the expe.rin:ents

listed in tlle table is reas(mal_le, eacll has used a dif['erent value for the b---*#

b:'anching ratio. If we adjust the ()ther experinlmlts :'es:llts t() 11se the same value

of .117 :is is used here we get tl:e ll()ll(m' l)oints in the figure. In this case the

agreenlent is p()()rer.])ut 111()I '_a recent :lleaslll'ellle'llts fr()lll LEP [72] seenl to suggest

a convergence toward vah:es similar t() that m°'iV(all al_()ve. The expected. SM value

for F_F, is calculated i:: [33]ass::nfing a t(q) :::ass ()f 150 G&: a:vl a Higgs mass of
+2

500 G&'. They (_bt.i:: 37G_:_.'vI&"wl:ere the e'rr(n' reflects variation of 90 _< mt _<

230 Ge\." and 100 _ _H -< 1000 Ge\'. Tl:is exl)ectati():: is i:: c(m:plete agreement

with the n:easurement ab(_x'e, give:: the latter's sul)stantial systematic, error.
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Lxrbr_(M_V) zxr_g(MeV)

Parmneter Variation no p± cut 133.> 1.0 GeV
,,,,

Fc_ (296 MeV) +10 MeV 1 1

Br('b_ #) (0.117) +0.006 19 20

Br( c --, 11) (0.09S) +0.012 12 6
,,,

eu (0.050) +0.006 3 2
,,

ec(0.5) +0.2 2 1

background fraction fback (1.0) 4"0.15 13 7

jet angular resolution
0.7- 1.0° '_ 3

smearing ( 1.0° )

lll()lllell [,1Alll res()hlti()n

smearing ,_hp//) (0) +5_Z < 1 < 1
....

D'" fl'acti(,n (0.32) 0.15- 0.32 I0 13
....

probability assignment 1 < 1

selection and reconstruction 6 5
.........

t)3. cut (1.0 GeV) +0.25 GeV - 5

Total (quadrature) 29 27

Table 7.5: Contributions to the systematic error on the Z°--b_ partial
width Fbg.
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Experiment Date Fl,y, (GeV) Br(b --,/1.)

ALEPH April 1990 383 ± 28 i 42 '2 0.102

OPAL (#) March 1991 336 4- i0 ± 57 0.117

MARl( II December 1991 437 + 100 3 Displaced vertices

DELPHI Jan 1992 378 ± 42 Boosted sphericity
.......

OPAL (e) March 1992 394 ± 13 ± 32 0.105

Table 7.6: The tablo lists tho l)roviously measurod values of FbU 1,',yvarious

experiments [73]. Tile branching ratio column lists the value of Br(b---. #) as-

sumed when calculating Fbg, "Displaced vertices" a,nd "Boosted sphericity"
indicate methods other than semileptonic decay to tag Z°--+b_.

L3

OPAL (e) _-..... o .....

DELPHI -_

MARK II •

OPAL (_.) r.

ALEPH - ....... o ........

,,,,l,,,,l,,,,I,,,,I,,, ![,i tll, ii,I l,,,
150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500 550

Ebb (GeV)

Figure 7.2: The comparison of our Fbg result (top) with those previously

published [73]. The solid points are the values quoted by each experiment

while the hollow points are the ALEPH and OPAL values adjusted to use

0.117 for the b--p branching ratio.
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7.5 A Measurement of

With the relatively small backg;rcmnd fraction in the muon sample and the

sensitivity of the unl)inned fit al)l)roacll we can extract a rcmgh me_surement of

the partial width of the Z°'s decay intc_ cg pairs. As is evident in Figure 4.21 the

charm content of the electron sample is minimal, but for consistency it's included

in the fit. The result is

r_ = 293 + 10 (stat) 4-98 (sys)MeV

The contributions to the systematic error are listed in the obligatory Table 7.7.

Because charm has only slightly more pa. than the l)ackground, fback is a

dominant source c,fsystematic err_,r. Of ,'cmrse, we cannot reduce the background

with a p± cut in this case, .so instead tlle measurement is repeated with the addi-

tional requirement that the mtum candidates used in the fit have a matching TEC

track as discussed in Section 4.2.2. The value c_btained is F,:_ = 312 + 10 (stat) :h
, r

9S (sys) Me\,. The overall systematic err_r in this case turns out to be nearly iden-

tical, however the backgrounc.l fraction is not the leading ccmtribution for the TEC

matched lllUOllS, hi this case the sample purity is higher, increasing the sensitivity

of the fit tc_variatiol_s in Br(c-_/,) while redltcing the affect _,f fb_k.

In 1990 ALEPH measured [74] a value of F.:;7/Fh._,lof 0 148 + 0 044 +0.045• ' -0.0.38'

Taking Fh_d a,s 1742 + 19 Me\; [53] this amc,mlts tc, Fc_ = -957+109_101MeV, easily in

agreement with the value above. Als(, in 1990 DELPHI [75] flmnd r_ = 282-t-53-t-

88 MeV, again in complete agreement.

The expected SM value fin' F_ is calculated in [33]. Again assuming a top

mass of 150 GeV and a Higgs mass of 500 GeV they find F_ = _o99+s_aMeV where

the error reflects the allowed variation in m, and 17_H. The large uncertainty on

the measured value, of course assures agreement witll the SM in this case.
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Parameter [ Variation all # TEC matched
!

#
I

Fb_ (379 MeV) ±10 MeV 12 20

Br(b-, tl,)(0.11T) ±0.010 15 7

Br((" -_ 11) (0.09S) ±0.012 54 63
,,

_, (0.050) ±0.006 5 15

e_ (0.5) ±0.2 33 42
...........

background fraction .fs_ (I.0) ±0.15 70 53

jet angular resolution smearing (1.0 °) 0.7 - 1.0° 12 15

momentum resoluticm smearing ,_kp/p (0) +5(_, 2 4
......

D'" fl'a_:ti(m(0.32) 0.0-0.32 (3 1
, ,

probability assignment 3 4
...i'.. .' '

_ el e. C t i 0 r]. _,_ _.1 r(_ c (.*)r_ t r _.l c _ i (.)Jl I 6 I 7 ,,'....

Total (quadrature) J 98 98

I

....... |

Table 7.7: Contributions to the systematic error on F,:_-using all lepton
candidates or requiring that muoH call(li(lates have a matching TEC track.



Chapter 8

The Determination of AbS

An asymmetry in the numl)er of 1) quarks produced in the forward (e-)

henfisl)here of the detector by Z° de,'ays 'us. the mtml)er l)r()du,:ed backwaM is

directly relate(:[ t() si_l"8w thin1@1 tlw x'(_,'t(_raim axial ve('tor c(mplings of the b

quark (Section 1.2.4). In tlfis aualysis _ the initial _lirecti(m (,f the quarks' flight

is taken as the thrust axis of the event. The axis is cMeuted int(, the hemisphere

containing a negatively charged lept(m (_r away fl'(ml the side with a positively

charged lepton. In this way the thrust axis points in the direc:tion of the b quark's

flight in bt) events and the _'s directiou in c_. events whi,:h flflh_ws from

b--*c+77e+C- b---,_+v,,+(+

c --*._+v,.+('+ T_.'_+77,.+(:-

From Figures 4.13 and 4.21 it's (.'lear that the high p± regi(m is dominated

by direct l)--,f decay events. This is also evident in Figure S.1 whi(.'.h shows the

angular distribution of the thrust axes for inclusive lepton events with leptou pj.

> 1 GeV. The contribution of each type of Monte Carlc_ event is shown.

In Figure 8.2 the distril)utioIl is shown after ac(,eptanne correction and

removal of non-b l_ackgrounds. An estimate of the observed I_ asymmetry can be

obtained by fitting a curve of the fl_rnl

3 4°b'_
!j = _( 1 + (:_s_ 0,h,.,_t) + . ,i_c(_s0thn,.,,

1The results shown here have recently been published in [76],aldlough some of the valuesseen
here differ slightly due to the small difference in the value of XB used.

136
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1600 - • Data
UlMC: u,d,s,c,b

P.I_> 1 GeV N MC: c -9 l
D MC" b -->c -->l

_ 1200 @ MC' b -->l

¢9

Z 8OO -

iN!isi!i!i!!!filNtiii
:,'ff._;!;}i{;iii.iii}:!_i!i!ii_!!!i!}i}{_ii_ii

0 _iki_!!i!N!i_iiiii;i;i;:2:!!!_!::!!!!L.2::'.I
- -0.5 0 0.5 1

COS0thrust

Figure 8.1: The angul,xr distribution of charge-tagged thrust axes for events

containing highp± (> 1 GeV)leptons
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.... i .... 1 .... I ....

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1

C0 S0 thrust

Figure 8.2: The angular distribution of the thrust axes in events with

high Pz leptons after correcting for detector acceptance and removing non-b

background. The result of the simple fit to that distribution is also shown.
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to the distribution. This fornl follows h'om tile differential cross section 'a

da 3 3 va
dcos O "- g[1 + cosa 8](o'VV + erAA)+ g cos 0 o"

where ervv, era,x aald ava are given for quark flavor Q by

2 2 .7 2
a vv = 4rra qeq_/Ec,n

G,,_ ,,4(E_,,,- "4)
+--_qeqqv+vQ (E_,,- m+) 'a+ (E_,,ra/mz) 'a

4 2
6'_, ,2 '1 2 "+Z Ec,,,

+a'--g_(_°+ _°)_'q(g_.',,,-,,_i)"+ (ELrz/,,_z)_

_AA Ga ,i,4 _s_ ,, ,2 2)(,_ _Z z-',:,n
- _(t.. +a_. (EI_,, _,,,._). a +(E,a.,,,Fz/,nz) a

er = V5-qoqqao,,q(E;",,,- .zf)_ + (g£,rz/mz) '_

-- CIII

+ S.Tt'et'qaeClQ (E..a- ,,z_)2 + (E:{,,Fz/mz) 'a

The result of the fit is -I_'b_= 0.062±0.013 witll a \a/¢hffcff 26/19 before correcting"-bb

for B °-_° mixing. This method makes no use ,)f the p and pj. distributions,

however, so that the unbiiined niaxini, tm likelilit,(,d fit is again required toextract

the most information from the data.

8.1 Charge Dependent Weights

To include charge tagging, tile weights used in the lllj)irtned fit are anlended

with an additional multil:_licative fa,'tcu' I1.%. F(n sillgle lel_t(n_ events I_V_is given

by

_%= _ + .4p.,,: 1 + cosa(0_h_,,_,)

where qt is the charge of the lepton candidate, 0mru_t is tile angle that the event

thrust axis makes with the beani axis. The angular dependence of the weight W_

is taken froni the cross section as shown above. The analogous We factors for

dileptons can be found in the next chapter as they're primarily relevant for the

measurement of .lB.

"_The expressions are taken frolll [29] with t,he adtlit, ional mssurnpt, ioti that t_he b and c quark

nmsses are small in comparison t,o the Z ° itl_ss.
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The process dependent part of t l_e weight I_l/'_is cc>ntained in Aproc. For all

prompt leptons in bb events .4proc= 3qeqq.4br,(1 - 2k ) is used. Tile ehaxge product

3qeqq is used to include the effects c)f cascade decays tlu'c_ugh charm or tau. For

example a 1_(with charge -t/:_) decays via b--,c--,f yielding a positively charged

lepton.

b ---, c+X

1-----,,s+ l,'e+ _+

The ch.ea'ge product is then 3 x -l/._ x + 1 = -1 and the asymmetry of cascade

leptons is opposite that for leptons produced di,'ectly, a.s it should be. The factor

1 - 2"_B is required to include the effect B°- _0 mixing wlli,'h reduces the observed

asymmetry as a fra,'ticm c_i"1) q,tark._ ()s,.'illate iltt(_ bs 1Jeft_re decaying, flipping the

sign of the decay leptons. -.

A nearly ideatical expressic>n is used for backgrotmd candidates in 1>_events

if they're part of a B meson's decay chain, specifically .4p,.,,,:= 3rcMcqeqqAb.g(1 -

2Xs). This again includes the effect of B°- 13° mixing and lm.s an additional factor

_Mc. When _cstc:is set to one, as is the defattlt case, tl_e 5h_llte C'arl(J is used directly

to determine the extent ()f the cc>rrelaticm l_tweell the clmrge of a background

candidate and charge c_ftlle parent quark in tlle B mes_m. Fc_r.systematics checks

rcxtc:is varied to determit:te the clel)e:lclelt_'e' c_fthe fit resltlts ltl>(m this l_acl:ground

charge correlation.

For l>rompt leptons in c: events and 1)a,'kgrc_ltnd candidates fi'om cha'med

mesons we have siml>ly ,4proc = 3qeqq.4:_. Here the charge prc_duct covers both the

direct c _t o l>rocess and the 1)ackgr¢m_d c(>rrelatitm as f()r B mesons abc>ve. There

is no analog of the term invt)lving \_s in that D_- D_ mixi_g is essentially zero.

For systematics checks, the pt_ssil)ility that tlxe l_a,'l<gr_mnd in light quark

events (ug, rid, s.g) also l)()ssesses cut i::trinsic a.symmetry Aback htu'-;been included.

In the fit results that fl:_llowAba,-k is cltc>,sen equal to> zero, except where noted in the

tal)les listing systematic error contrib_ttions. This value is als_ used for background

candidates in bb and c7 events which are not directly related to the decay of a B
or D iIlesoll.
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8.2 The Abg Measurement

Incorporating tile weights I_l/_.described above, tile observed asymmetry is

determined using both inclusive muon and electron events. The weighted average

for the 1990 and 1991 periods is

I IAbg = 0.090 ± 0.015 (stat) ± 0,007 (sys)

This value includes the correction fl_r the 0.4% charge colffusicm measured for the

relative mix of muons and electrons in the sample,

It also includes data taken at all energies in the neighborhood of the Z°.

Given that the asymmetry depends nearly linearly upon the collision energy, we

take a luminosity weighted average _f the energies used in the scan of the peak to

obtain an effective E_,ucorresponding tc_ tile measurement abc_ve. This effective

energy is 91.24 GeV,

Tile value of .4bF, abc_ve is also cc_rrected fc_r the effect of B °- ]_o mixing

using Aug = .4o_,,/( 1 - 2XB ) and the value \_ = 0,124 tal<en frcml tile next chapter,

The systematic errc_r given inclltcles th_ err_r._ cm tll_ mixing and the charge

confusion as well a.s contributions from several c_ther s,mrce, s as listed in Table 8.1.

As with Fbr, before, the lmrameters that can affect the result are varied within their

errors and in eacll case tile value of AbE is refit. Table 8.1 sl_c_',vsthe results of these

refits in terms of the variation of A_,r, c_bserved with each parameter. The total at

the bottom of the table is the result of summing each c¢_ntribution in quadrature.

The only entry in the list not previcmsly menticmed is the b lmckground charge

correlation. This is the fattest h:_lc:disc'u._sed abc_,,'e Itsed tc_ adjust the weight of

charge information carrie_l 1>5"l_acl<gr_:m_l ,'ancli,lates in l_l_events.

The value of .4ur' al_c_ve can l_e ccmlpared tc_ the m(_st recently published
measurements h'om each of the (>ther LEP cc>llaborations :_. As shown in Table 8.2

our value is entirely consistent with tile others. This comparis_m is also graphically

illustrated in Figure 8.3. It should be noted that the values given by the other

LEP collaborations are for tile 1990 data sample only and that preliminary results

including the 1991 sample produce results and errors co>reparable to the value we

find.

The asymmetry is expected to vary with E_.,, in the neighborhoocl of the

Z° peak due to the varying contrib,_ti(m of the purely ,.'ect(>r QED diagram in

3OPAL h_ mea_sured .4bg = 0.072 + 0.0,12 + {9.010 wit,hou_ the correction for B°- _0 mixing.

Using our final value for \B we obtain the m_ber.,s listed.
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Table 8.1: ('otltributions to the svstonlatic orror on tho forward-backward

as,,'minetry Ahi';'

Experiment Date ,4bg
,_........ ,., ,"'"'; ' _2 :_ ,, .......... L: , ,, =_ ....... :- #, -_o,,. ....

OPAL Mar, 1991 0.096 5:0.056 (star) 5:0.013 (sys),. ,' , . ',, ' , , , - , ,, ,., _ , ,,,,u,, .,,,,

ALEPH Apr, 1991 0,126 5:0,09.8 (stat) 5:0.012 (sys)
,. ..... , .. ,, _ ,..,,,, _ .. ,

DELPHI Dec, 1991 0,161 5: 0,060(stat) i:0,021 (sys)
................

Table 8.2: Recetlt LEP z_leasttrPnlentsof.qt,_[77].
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89,67 0,029 :.{::0,051 =i=0,007

01,24 0,101 ± 0,017 + 0,007
,, ,,,,,, ,,,,.,n, - _ = , -- , , ,, ,,, i, ,. _

02,81 0,068 ± 0,042 ± 0,007

Table 8.3: "['tie variation of .4bg with LEP's center-of-lnass energy.

Figure 1.5. Given the spread ¢_fe1_ergies used to scm_ tlw Z_ resonaace, we can

examine, albeit with limited statistics, this energy dependence. The data is sepa-

rated into three l_ill_ ccn'respmMing r:_t_hly tc_ 1,4,,,v, :nl, aa<l al)ove the peak, and

Aug is fit for each of these ,_ld,set_. The result_ ar_' given ia Table 8.3 and plotted

in Figure 8.4.

8.3 Extracting sin 20w

As stated at tlie cntt._et ia Cllal,ter 1. tl_t_ x'al_tt, c,f .4_,V,clel)eXM._Ul)OI1the

eleetroweak mixing angl_ ,,ill" 0_,. tllv(_lgh tile ve,'tcn' all_l a×ial vector couplings

uf the electvoll aad. nlcn'r ilnl_ca'tallt[y, the I_ (itt;tl'[<. Tlte ft'a_'ti{mal charge of the

b gives .4bE greater se_sitivity t_ si_ z 0w thal_ asymmetrie,_ il_ purely leptonic Z°

decays. Clearly thm_, a measurement of .-t_3:;is aa ide_d sottrce fr()lll which to extract

the mixing angle,

Radiative correcti:n_s add ._<nnec<nnplication (aad :mta little confitsion) to

the process, [tov,'ever. The, electmweak the{n'y _we_l,s_mly tl:ree input parameters

to determine tll__ value._ _f aay _f it's ,_l_serx'al,l_,.sat l_,west _n'der [78]. These are

the gauge ,:oupliags g a_:l g' and the Higgs Vltt't|tllll eXl)ectati{m value u. They can

be extracted from a variety of mere,tared qttaatities. O_le c_nmncmly chosen set is ;

the fine structure crmstant c_, the muon decay c_mstant GF, and the Z° ma.ss mz,

due to the lfigh precision iu their nlea.,.;tlred '¢alues [70].

An experimental definition of the weak mixing angle in tcrms of these

parameters is required. A logicM choice fin' LEP is to t;,se the expression (Chapter 1)

,_it_e Or,'- l- \-_Z)

as the experimental defittiti_nt _f tire weak mixi_xg a_xgle, witl_ :\Iw expressed in
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0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24

Abb

Figure 8.3: The cotllp,xrisc,tl of our .-IbF' l',,sult (top) with other recent LEP
results [77].

0,2

-Ol, .... ' .... L, .... ' ..... L........ , .... I .... , ....
88 89 90 91 92 93 94

qS (GeV)

Figure 8.4: The measured euergy d_'pendetlco of .AbEin the vicittity of the
Z° pea,k.
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terms of c_ and GF. Such an expression holds only at the tree level, however.
i
i Radiative corrections introduce a top and Higgs mass dependerlce into Mw and

sin 'a0w since the relation above is required to hold true in all (n'ders of perturbation

theory. If in the future a highly precise determinatiou of Mw is made, one would use

this instead of GF and sin '_0w would be independent of the perhaps still unknown

top and Higgs masses.

Adding further to the complication is the need to compare the results be-

tween experiments utilizing different processes to measure sift 2 0w. The observables

in each of these processes have their own radiative corrections apart fl'om those af-

fecting sin '20w above. In order to facilitate comparisons, an "effective" sin'_w [80]

is defined for each process such that the predictions for cross sections, or in this

cases asymmetries, calculated at the tree level ,,an l_e _tsed at all levels, providing

one ,'el)laces sin 2 0w with sin_0w, sin_0w as measured with one process can then

be directly compared to sin'20w as measured with mmther, while comparisons of

sin '_0w between these two proces:.es would require some assumptions on mt and

77_H,

Substituting sin '20w fl_r sin _0w in the relaticms fin' _'l,and ab in Chapter 1,

one could use the form fin' the (:rc_ssse('ticm e+e - ----,1_1_given at the beginning of this

chapter to dete,'mine sin 'aOw. However, while this cr(_ss secticm fln'mula includes

the variation of Aug with E,:m induced i_y plu_tcm excltallge (Figure 1.5 again), it

does not im:lude initial and final state radiati(m. It also) neglects QCD corrections

related to gluon emission which alter the value (_f ,41,T,at every energy. To account

for these effects we utilize the ZFITTER program [81]. Using the asymmetries at

each of the energy points from Table 8.3 alld La's measured values [53] for mz

(91.181 4- 0.022 Ge\') and Fz (2.501 k 0.017 GeV) we (_l)tain

sina Ow = 0.'23'29 :t: 0.0029

This can be compared to the value (,brained from studies ()f the lineshapes of the

hadronic and leptonic decay modes [53] which yields sin 2 0w = 0.2315 :t: 0.0025.

The value is also in excellent agreement with the world average over all processes

(including neutrino scattering aa_d atomic parity violation) of 0.2325 + 0.0008 [82].

Finally, armed with the measurement of .41,T;and an independent value for sin 'a0w

such as the one from the Z° lineshape, we can make a rough determination of the

top quark mass. This disc_lssi(m is left t(_ the c(mclusi(nls in Cllapter 10.
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8.4 A Measurement of A,:e

As in the previous chapter, we find that the tmbinned fit has sufficient

sensitivity to measure l)m'ameters related to ctlarm qum'ks as well as those for

bs. This is also true of the forward-backward asymmetry A_. As mentioned in

Chapter 1 the mixing among DOmesons is quite small in that it doesn't gain any

contribution from the heavy top quark. As a result the observed oK.asymmetry is

a direct measure of A¢_.

Using the unbinned fit with the weights W_ described above we obtain the

value

.4¢e= 0.083 + 0.038 (star) 4- 0.027 (sys)

The systematic error is the sum in q_tadrature of the by n(,w familiar list of pa-

rameter variations found in Ta,ble 8.4.

This value can be compea'ed with the 0.059expected using sin _0w as de-

termined above. It can also be compared to the measurement of ALEPH [83] who

find A_ = 0.064:t:0.039 (star) +0.030 (sys). In both ca_es there is good agreement.
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[ Parameter Variation A,4cz

Ft,g (379MeV) 4-10MeV 0.001
......

Fee (296MeV) 4-10MeV 0.002

Br(l_----, #) (0.117) =t=0.006 0.002
_1 .......

Br(c---+ #)(0.098) 4-0.012 0.013
....... ,,,, .... -- _ ..... . .......

_b (0.050) 4-0.006 0.002
......... ,,, ,,,,

ec (0.5) :]=0.2 0.004
_ ........ -- _ ,........

charge confusion (0.4%) 4-0.2% 0.001

backgrotmd fraction Ji_._,:k(1.00) 4-0.15 0.003
,..............

jet angular resoluti(m smearing (1.0 °) 0.7 - 1.0 ° 0.004
.......... , .....

,nome,ltum resolution ._nlea,'i,lg dp/p (0) +5% 0.001
...............

.4b,¢k (0.0) 4-0.015 0.020
,., ,,, . .......

D'" fraction (0.32) 4-0.15 0.001
.... ,.......

p,'obal)ility assigmnent O.009
- -- _ _" _ -- I.......,.......

Total (quacirature ) 0.027

Table 8.4: CotLtributions to th_ system,'ttic error on the forward-backward

asymmetry for charm qua,'ks .4,:_.



Chapter 9

The Determination of

B o " :_o mixing was introduced in Chapter 1 as the weak process by which

B ° niesons oscillate i:lt() a I]°s via l_(,x diagrams dominated hy virtual top quark

exchange. In this chapter tlle mea,surement of tlm time-ix_tegvated probal)ility X s

of observing a B° decaying as a ]_0 is discussed. Tl'_e sigim[ for mixing is events

with high p and pa. leptons on ol)posite sides of the detector event each having

the same charge. An example is the event with two) like-charge muons found in

Figure 9,2. Events of this type require the initial b c_r IJ to> have oscillated into it's

charge conjugate via mixing in a B ° mescm prior t() its semilel_t(mie decay a.s shown

schematically in Figure 9.1.

9.1 Charge Dependent Weights for Dileptons

To measure XB tile unbinned nlaxinlum likelihood fit is used once again.

Clearly since the mixing signal is drawn from the lepton charges in dilepton events

we lllttst introduce charge depenc.ient weigllts I,V_.for the _,I(mte Carlo dileI)tons.

The situation is further ::(m:l_li,'ate(l l,)" the fact that ._(mie dilepton events have

b B-"-- b "-- Z0 -" b---" B 0 --4"go d cb
.,"W W",

l- gt gt l-

Figure 9.1: A schematic illustration of the B°- _o mixing signal. The initial

b quark decays directly into an g- while the b oscill;ttes into a 1) through

mi:dng prior to its decay. The result is a same chal'ge dilepton event.

148
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Figure 9.2: A B°- D° mixing candidate evellt as observed in the L3 detector.

both leptons on the same side of tile event, within 600 of one another. When

stmnning the weights in a same side data dilel)tons' box, (,nly same side Monte

Carlo dileptons are considered and likewise oifly (_pl)osite side dileptons are used

with data dileptons if their separation is greater than 60°.

The values chosen for the weights I'V; of the Monte Carlo dileptons depend

upon the charges in the data (lilepton event in whose box the Monte Carlo dilepton

resides. There are four possibilities; the data has two like-sign leptons while the

Monte Carlo has unlike, the c.onverse where the data has the unlike-sign pair, and

the two cases where both the data and the simulation have either same or opposite

sign pairs. Let q be the product of the two lepton charges and 0 the angle between

the leptons so that the mixing signal is characterized by qa,,t_ > 0 and 0clata > 60 °.

There is no mixing in the Monte Carlo thus the weight I'V_ of each data dilepton
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event is detemfined a.s follows;

If 0a_t_ > 60 ° and qdata -- qMC then

wc = (1- _,)(1 - x2)(A, +&)/2 + x_ x_(A, + A,_)/2

If 0a_ta > 60 ° and qda_a_= qMC then

PPt = .,(,(1 - X_)(A, + A.2)/2 + (1 - X,)X._(A, + A.2)/2

If 0a_,t_< 60° and qa_t_- qMCthen

w_= (_- x,)(A, + .4._)/2+ x,(A, + A._)/2

If 8d_,t_,< 60° and qd.,t,,# q,_lc then

_K-= o

where the Xi and ,4i terms above are mixing and asymmetry factors associated with

the process producing the lepton candidate. The a.symmetry factors are similar to

those for the single leptons, i.e.

I 8 q(i) cos( Oth.,.,.,._t

.4i ----y) + _.4pr,.):(i)1 + ,'{:}s2((gtl,,.,_

-- 1 8.4p,._.(i) q(i) ,:,>s(O,i_.,,_)
.4, - 2 6 " 1 + cos"(0,,,.,_ )

where the Aproc are as in the single lepton case (Secti(m 8.1), but without the X B

terms, e.g. Aproc for a l)--, f is 3qeqq .4_,gor simply .4)>g. We set X, - XB for I)rompt

leptons in bb events or ba,.'kground coming directly from B meson decay. For all

other lepton sources Xi is zero.

In the first I,I/'_case above the data and Nhmte Carl(, leptons have the same

charge product (q) so that either both Monte Carlo leptons would have to undergo

mixing or neither of them could if they were to match the data charge product. In

the second case the opposite is true, in that exactly ()he of the Monte Carlo leptons

must change sign in order to produce an event similar to the observed da.ta event,

thus W_ in this case reflects the prol_ability of one lepton changing sign while the
other doesn't.

In the third case the data dilepton is a same side type event, and thus

any matching Monte Carlo events are als(). Here mixing of the single (possible)

B meson on that side w(>uld chmlge {he signs ()f b(,th lept()ns simultaneously if it
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occurred. The expression for Wc reflects this correlation by using only the mixing

factor of the lepton with highest p±, which is generally the most likely to be from

b_e. In the final case the charge product of the Monte Carlo events is wrong

and by tile correlation argument above it's clear that mixing cannot make such a

Monte Carlo event emulate the data event so it's weight is zero.

9.2 The Measurement of XB

Fitting X B using nmons and electrons, and averaging over 1990 and 1991 we

,_+o.01s This value includes the correction for the charge confusion asfind XB --. 0._'_-0.016.

measured in Chapter 5. The error shown is the statistical ivIINOS errors only. The

sensitivity of the method to the mixing can be seen in tw(_ ways. The variation of

- in(P) as a function of "<Bis shown in Figure 9.3. The vahte of - ln(P) at XB = 0

is 56 units above the value at the nlinimun_, indical, ing that the measurement in

> 10a from zero. The dear asymmetry ()f the scan curve for is caused by the like

charge events at very high p.L. There is essentially no background for these events

so that they are extremely improbable in the absence of substantial mixing, leading

to the sharp increase in -ln(P) as k"s approaches zero.

The mixing signal is also clearly visible in the distributioa of the lesser of

the two leptons' p.Ls in like and unlike siga dilept(m events (Figure 9.4). With no

mixing in the Monte Carlo (left), there is a clear exc_ss c_flike sign events and a

corresponding short fall of opposite charge events. Usillg the value of _s = 0.12

the improvement in the agreement is evident.

To assess the systematic error on XB several parameters that affect the
measurement are varied within their known or estimated err¢)rs all(:.[ the value of

_B is refit as in the previous measurements. A smnnlary c)f tlle results is found

in Table 9.1. Most of the parameters are self-explanatory or have been discussed

in previous chapters, but tlle noticeably larger value of the probal)ility assignment

error in this instance needs some elaboration.

This error reflects the effect c)f.changing the Inininmnl number of Monte

Carlo dileptons required to be in the 1)_x with tile data event (Nmi,) or equivalently

the size of the box. Given the roughly exponential distributions for the p and pa.

of background processes (Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.17, a_ld 4.21), it's evident that for

large values of Nmi,, the significance of high p and pj. events will be diminished

by the greater fl'action of low p and p_. leptons drawn in as the box is expanded
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Figure 9.4: The tninitnum pj. for same and oppositely charged dileptons
in opposite henfisl_heres. The Monte C',arlo histograms on the left are for

+"(s= 0 while those on the right have k"B = 0.12.

symmetrically about the data event.

On the other hand, a small value ()f +V,,,i,,will result in a poor estimation

of the data dileptc, n's 1)robability. It: 1)arti(:ttlar fluctttati()n.s in the Monte Carlo

that leave some data events with few c)r lto dileptons of the same cb.arge product

in their boxes are a problem. In the v,,_)rst case, events with no dileptons of the

correct type have probabilities near zero fc)r small values ()f \B' so that -ln(P) for

these eyelets caa+be enormous. Choosing a larger vahte of .Nminreduces the extent

of this effect, bttt ms the value of XB approaches zero, these fluctuations will still
cause the fit to overestimate the value.

For mea.,surements based primarily ttl)c)n single leptcm events these effects

are minimal. The dilepton based tneasttrenlents reqttire filling ottt the four dimen-

sional p and p± space for both leptons so that the Monte Carlo statistics available

in the region of interest are limited. This necessitates much larger 13oxes and Nnu,_

has a greater affect upon the results. To minimize it's affect, an optim.um value of

Nmi,, must be found so that the bc+xes are as small as possible, but large enough to

accurately reflect each data events' probability and av()id Monte Carlo fluctuations.
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Figure 9.5: The comparison of the fit value of X"B vs. the input value using
the Monte Carlo as data. The different symbols correspond to different

values of N,,,in as shown. Th_ resolution of the test is evidenced by the

shaded band corresponding to the one rr statistical error associated with the
use of 700k hadronic Monte Carlo ew.nts.
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Parameter Variation AX B

Br(b ---_#) (0.117) +0.006 0.002
........ -- ,,, ,,,,,, ..... _, -- ,,,,

Br(c--, IL)(0.098) :t:0.012 0.004

eb (0.050) +0.006 < 0.001
L., . _ ,...... , .,, ........ . ,,,,,,., j .0, • ._ ,

(o.5) .4-0.2 o.oo1
.,, .... . _ _ _- _ ,.,,,,. ............... _ - __

charge confusion = (0.4%) 4-0.2% 0.002

background fraction fb._k (1.00) :t:0.15 0.001
............... -- ..... , ,,,, , __ ..... it._ - __ ,.i, __

jet angular resolution smearing (1.0 °) 0.7- 1.0° 0.002
_ ,, ,,, .... ..... ,........ _ ....... _

nmmentunl resc)luticm smearinp; Ap/p (0) +SV:, 0.001
.......... _, ...... , ..... .., i., _ _

D'" fl'action (0.32) :t:0.15 0.001
...... -- --- , ....... , .... ,, L ,. ,,,,, __ __

l)robability assigmnent 0.005
......... -- ..... ,,,

b- background charge correlation (0.35) 4-0.15 < 0.001
....... _ ,,,,,

Monte Carlo Statistics 0.008
-- ' ......... ,"' -- _ -_ "I"" _ _ J ",, '.... _ ±

Total (quadrature) 0,01 l
_ _ ,........ -- _ , ......

Table 9.1: Contributions to the systematic error on the B°. _o mi.vJng

parameter '(s'

! 9"To determine what value of :N._i,_shouM be used Monte Carlo events are

substituted for data in the fit program. A fl'action of the events with leptons

produced by direct or cascade B decay have the leptcm sign changed to simulate

mixing. Figure 9.5 shows the comparison of the mixing f_)un<.lin the fit vs. the

value input. Specifically it illustrates the value of k a fimnd mimls the mixing put

into the Monte Carlo as a function of that input mixing. The shaded band on

the plot shows the one a limits on the ._tatistical accuracy _)f the test which follow

from the use of 700k hadronic Monte Carlo events. Points lying inside this region

are all consistent with zero fit bias, so that only N,,,in = 20 or 30 l)roduce clear

inconsistency for small values of X B. Tim figure lists the X'2 for eact_ value of N,,_,

as compared to the ideal result of a straight line at zero difference between input

and output. As is clear fi'om the numbers and the graph, the value of Nmin = 40
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is the smallest value which gives a reascmable representation of the input. Botl_

of the systematic concerns mentioned above, namely the steady decrease in the

average value of "_s found for increasing N,,,i, arm the tendency to overestimate

small values of '_s are ,tls _ apparent in the figure.

One caveat regardillg the use of this method to determine Nml,_is that we're

largely comparing the sample of Monte Carlo to itself I As a result any fluctuations

in the number of like charge events in this particular set of Monte Carlo events

could bias both the determination of :V,_, and ultimately of XB. This has been

studied at the generator level (i.e. without the full detector simulation). A set of

500k generator level hadronic events is used a.,_a reference. New sets of 100k events

are generated, artificially mixed, and compared to it to determine the difference in

the fit result v.,. tlle input as in Figure 9.5. The result is that there is an apparent

bias of 0.005 at k B = 0, and llC_measural)le effect fi_r \a -> 0.05. We conclude that

the effect of fluctttatiolls ill the Monte Cat'lc_ is negligible fl_r our remtlt of 0.124.

The bias toward bringing in mc_re low p and P.L events than high ones as

the box size increases is partial]y balanced by recentering the bo× such that the

average p and p_. of the Monte Carlo events in the bc_x matches the data lepton's

values as closely as possible. The shape of the l_._xesc. ' can also be chosen, to minimize

the effect. Expanding rectangular l_c_xesbriags ill ev¢llt.s at tl_e corners that are

much farther 1'em_)ved fr_m_ the data lept_n_ tllea are _vel_t._ent_ring in the middle

of a side. Ideally one would use circle._ tc_avc_icl this, l_ut this is technically difficult

so we rise COllVeX regions that alll()ullt t() rectallgttlar boxes with the corllers CUt

off. After tuning the value of Nmi. and adjustiag b(_x slmpc-s and positions, we're

left with the systematic error quoted in Table 9,1.

Table 9.1 also includes a contributioa fr(m:l the statistical error associated

with the limited number of Monte Carlo signal events available. This e_Tor is

only significant here where the process of iaterest is rare. Takiag the sum of the

systematic error contributions in Table 9.1 in quadrature, we obtain the final value

of ?<Ba.s

I ka =0'124+0'017(star) ±0,011(sys)

This value has recently been published in [84] as has a vMue of "<s = 0.121::1:0.017:i:
0.006 obtained for the same data set with a factorized fit method. This method

tin fact only the full five-flavorMonte Carlo is taken as "data," while all of the Monte Carlo
files, including the specialized b--p and b---e files, are used in the tit..
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Experiment Date "Ys

ALEPH (jet charge) Mar. 1992 0.113 =t=0.018 (stat) =t=0.027 (sys)
___ ,,,,,, ,, ,, ,, , : i , , , ,,,, , J ,, ,,,, - -- ,, ,,,,,,,, .... L ,,,,,, _ __

OPAL Dec. 1991 0.1't_+°'°41•-._'-0,0,'_5(stat) =t:0,018 (sys)

CDF Dec. 1991 0.176 =t:0.031 (stat + sys) ± 0.032 (model)
-- , , ...., : ,,,r , ,,,,,--, ........ ,,,,,, i ...... ,, , , ,, I, "

UA1 Mar, 1991 0,1.48 :i=0.029 (stat) =1:0.017 (sys)
ql _ _ ,,,, f ........... L: ......... J, ,, : ,,, ,,,,,,

ALEPH Dec. 1990 0.1 '_o+°'°'l_ ,9,,--0.0'2_ (stat) =1=0.02., (sys)
,,,,,,, ,,, , ............ ,_......... ,,,, ,,, , ,_,,, ,, , , - . , - , ......................... _

7+0,15
Mark II Dec. 1989 0.1°-o.0s (star + sys)

.................. - , - - , .......... ,, -- .........................

Table 9.2: The table lists the recexltly meas_lred valuf,s of kB by various
experiments running above the T(4S).

has less clel,_ellc[el_.cetll_C_ilN'lc_llteCarlc_ ._t_ttisti_'s _ts it t_tke_tile l)rc_l_abilities for

clileptoll everlts as the 1)t'c)dtt_'tc_fthe sillgle lel)t¢_rl 1)rc_l_a]jilitie._.

As 111e_tioned in Chapter 6 a ,_i_ll)le _:()unting 1)r(_'e_l_re, based on the

nt_mbers of opposite side clileptons, is used as a check ()n the value ol)tai_lecl 1)y tile

full unl)i_x_ecl fit, h_ it we mi_i_ize the likelih_(_¢I ftu_:ti_

- ln(P) = - :\_,: h__ - .\r,: hi( 1 --/))

where N,¢ arid :Vo¢are tile _tu_xl_z'.__f .,,trine_ _c[ _l_l_ite ,'l_trge ctile_)to_s i_ tl_e

clata a_cl p is the _'_tti¢_

/_= _ .%IC._alne charge clile_l_t_zwedgllts / _ .NIC all _lil¢_l_tonweights

The weights clel)encl on "(B as cles,:ril)ed al_c_ve _tn([ [t 1,0 GeV 1).L cttt iS used on

all leptoi2s to remove the 1)ulk of the 12ackgrouilcl. The result c)f this cottnting fit

is 0.102 =t=0.018 when averaged over the '90 and '91 l_eriocls (i:_chtclil_g the charge

cow,fusion correction).

The tu_l)innecl fit result _'a_lals_ Ive COml)arecl with the ll_¢)st recently i:_ub-

lisl_ecl mea,sti].'emerits by ¢)ther eXl)el'imel:lts rtu_niag al)c_ve the T(4S)' resona_xce.

This comparisot_ is given in Table 9.2 rt_ct is graphically illt_strated i:_ Figure 9.{5.

It shoulcl l_e noted that the other LEP results listecl i_c'.lttcle o_ly 1990 data and

that preli_li_ary results for the ,.'oml_i_lecl'90 a_lcl '91 data i_l ALEPH a_cl OPAL

give values consistent with the 0.124 vzthte al_,,,e a_cl with _:¢)mpa.rable errors.
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ALEPH -- " ......

Mark II

0 0.04 0,08 0.12 0,16 0.2

Figure 9.6: The comparison of tile ka result (top) with those previously
publislaed [85].

Experime_t I Date k d

CLEO Aug. 1992 0.157 + 0.016 (stat) 4- 0.018 (sys) 5:0.022 (b.r.)
.... _ ,,, __ ,,, _ ,........ , , ......... ,

CLEO May. 1989 0.160 + 0.04 (stat) + 0.04 (._ys)

ARGUS Mar. 1992 0.171 :t:0.048 (stat + sys)
,,, -- .... ,............

Table 9.3: Mixiug results from the experiments running on the T(4S),
below threshold for B_ production.
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If tile YB result above is taken ia combiaation witil the recent determina-

tions of the mixing in the Bd sector from CLEO [86] and ARGUS [87] a._given in

Table 9.3, the mixing in the B_ sector can be determined. Because LEP's energy

far exceeds the threshold for B° i)roduction, the value of XB is a combination of _d

. aad .Y, given by

_B = fd { Br(B_ -* e) [._ Br!BOf:.,,e) _

where the fractions in brackets axe taken to be equal to 1 in the sp_:ctator model,

The values for f_ and fd axe taken from recent measurements of strang_:,.ess pro-

duction at LEP [88,89,90] wlfich suggest

.f,/A - "i+= 0.3 a,_d (2+ _,)j',l= A,_.o,,= 0.0S

A simple maximum likelihood fit is l)Orformed to determine XN aad X, using

f,, f,, x s from above, and the CLEO/ARGUS Imml)ers. Ex,,htding the constraints

0 < kd, Xs __ 0.5 the results are

k d = 0.161 :i: 0.024 \, -= 0.496 =t=0,182

If the constraints are inchtded we fiat[ \_ > 0.202 [tt the 90% confidence level.

Figure 9.T illustrates the L3 and T(4S) results t'elative to the shaded region allowed

by the unitarity of the CI(M matrix '2. The cme r/and 90?4 c_mficleuce level coatours

are after including the constraints. Figure 9,8 sh()ws the dependence of Xs on %

OUt to the flavor SU(3) limit ?_ = 1. The ()PAL and DELPHI measurements of %

are also sl_,wa, however the _;rror (m the umasttr_d value is ,_tatistical only as no

systematic is quoted for either llleasllrelltellt.

Using the expression

where Fq is the average decay width for the two decay eigenstates of the B_ system,
the mass differences in the B_ and B_l._ystems can, iil principle, 1)edetermined from

Xa and _. The results are shown graphically in Figure 9.9 and are

(AM,,'_ 6S_+0.0,r (' ,:.kM,)/ = ,,:,t= o. _,-o.0r+ \ r., = .,:,= ].I.]._+_o.+
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0.5

0.4

0.3 L3 9O% C.L.

0.2

4 --.__  iii!!iiiiii  ::

"f(S)
0.1

0
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Figure 9.7: The "'T(4S)" line is the value of of kd measured by C'LEO and
ARGUS and is independent of ,k:._.The "L3" line represents our measured

value of XB, a linear combination of _d and I s determined assuming % = 0.3

e,,:i_ fbaryon = 0,08. The intersection of these lines determines both X d and

Xs. The one sigma and 90% confidence level contours around this point are

also shown. The shaded region is that allowed by the unitarity of the CKM
matrix.

As is clear from Figure 9.9 the aearly maximal value of k, leads to an enormous

uncertainty in the B, mass differen(:e.

One can examine the ratio of the CI(M matrix elements involving the top to

remove the dependence on ,,zt. A recent determinati(,n [91] (,f the ratio f_2B,/f_Bd

using clfiral perturbation theory yields a value of 1.3 so that the CKM element

ratio is

IYtd I --006+ "2.3. -0.06

Unfortunately the large uncertainty in X, makes it impossible to draw any mean-

"_The CKM limits use the 90% confidence li,lfit values of s_,.,, s.,.:_, and s13 given in [22] along

with the f'_B,/f,_Ba ratio in [91].
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Figure 9.8: The variation of the lit vMue for \s with -_'_.The dashed lines

are the one sigma contours. Also shown are the one cr lilnits (statistical error

only) from the combined OPAL aud DELPHI measurements of %.

ingful conclusions about V.l/I'_ at this point.
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Figure9.9:TiledependenceofthemixingintheBd (left)and Bssectors

upon the mass differences xd and xs. The one a errors resulting from the

determination of _Yaand Ys are also shown.



Chapter 10

Conclusions

At the outset it was stated that this thesis is a comparison of new experi-

mental data with tile predictions of tile Standard Model's ele(,troweak sector. To

conclude then we evaluate the status (_f tile Mc_rlelin light c_fthese measurements

to see if any hint of discrepancy, and hc_pefully new l>hysic._, llas emerged.

For tile partial decay width of the the Z° into 1:_ pairs, we measure

Fbg = 3S2 :t::3 (star) + 29 (sys) :'vIeV

,-, .Jr.')

Using [331the SM expectation for this value is 3 t6_:; MeV where the error reflects

variations in the top and Higgs masses. Given the large systematic error on the

measurement, it easily agrees with the Model's prediction. The mea.sured value for

the Z°_ c_ partial decay width of

F¢: = 293 + 10 (stat) + 98 (sys) ._IeV

is also entirely consistent with the expel:ration of F,.: = .?nn+.__.,,_3MeV, which again

comes from [33].It's clear that the systematics in these measurements relegates

them to a check of gross agreement with the Model. To explore subtle radia-

ti.ve correction effects introduced by new, higher energy l>henomena will require

a measurement with errors cOral>arable to those on the SM predictions above.

Tile dominant systematics such as the D'" fi'a,:tion and the b---, # branching ratio

will diminish with increasing statistics at the T(4S) and at LEP (for ratio type

Br(b--, #) measurements). Eve:: with these improvements, however, the remaining

contributions will make measurement errors below the necessary ,_ 5 MeV level

unlikely.

Changing the order of presentation fl?r reasons that will become clear in

a moment, we examine the B °- _0 mixing. We've measured the time-integrated

163
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extent of ,nixing to be

•YB = 0.124 + 0.017 (star) + 0.011 ('sys)

This value is combined with Bd mixing results fl'om CLEO and ARGUS in a max-

imum likelihood fit to cleternfine Xd and .Ysas

'Ya = 0.161 =t=0.024

,Ys = 0.496 + 0.182 (> 0.202 at 90% confidence level)

Using the expression fl'om [36] for the mass differences in the Bq system

AMq= {G'_ .'2 F(m,t)}m_ ,Vt_Vt_'_,2]q Bqmsq 'lQC:O

the top quark's mass and d_e ratio Vt,:l/Vt_ can in prin::iple be determined, As

shown above ti_e value of \s is nearly maximal (0 _< \s < 0.5). This essentially

prevents a determination <_fthe mass _lifference in the Bs system given the nearly

zero slope seen as ks apl)r(mclles 0.5 in the k_'v,,.,L'_1)lc_t(Figure 9.9), Without a well

measured value for xs tile CI(M ratio and tile t<_I) mass (from Xs) are imI)ossible

to determine with even marginal precision.

On the other hand the value of ,kd above is far from maximal and yields a
reasonably precise measure of the mass difference a,',l

n _RQ +0"U77
;l_d = ...... 0.075

!

so that the top mass could be extracted if we make a guess at the value of Vtd from

unitarity. Unfortunately we also need a value foI)the product ()f the B nleson decay

constant fq squared and the "bag" fact,)r Bq. There is considerable disagreement

[92] as to the value of this product, which, when coupled with the uncertainty in

Vtd niake a determination of 7nt problenlatic fronl Xd problenlatic as well.

One expects that the decay constant and bag factor problems will eventually

be resolved by lattice QCD calculations. Given that the value of XB above is

statistically limited it too will inlprove with tinle. Nonetheless the apparently

maximal value of ,kswill .:'equire a different apl)roa(:h to determine the B, mass

difference. A time-dependent analysis making use of the B nlesons' decay vertices

to measure their proper decay time should yield the <_scillation frequency[93]. In

L3's case specifically, the soon to l)e installed Silicoli hlicro-verte× Detector should

provide the resolution necessary to pei'forni this an_tlysis.
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The final topic to be addressed is the forward-backward asymmetry in the

production of b quarks frc>m Z°---_l)_). At ml effective center-c)f-mass energy of

91.24 GeV we find

AbE = 0.090 :i: 0.015 (stat) _ 0.007 (sys)

which corresponds to an effective weak mixing angle given 1)y

sin '_0w = 0.2329 :i: 0.0029

This value is directly coral>arable with the value of 0.2315 :k 0.0025 obtained from

L3's analysis of leptonic and had, onic widths and the mass of the Z° [53]. One can

take the sin '20w = 0.0329 result and calculate the expected charm asymmetry A=_

at the effective Ecru = 91.24 GeV to 1)e 0.059. This is in good agreement with our

measured value

.4_ = 0.083 -t-0.038 (stat) + 0.027 (sys)

It follows then that once again the ()l)ser','atic>us are entirely ,:(resistent with the

S?vl.

The measurements of Fb_ and \a al_o','e serve laa'g_'ly to determine if the

predictions of the SM are in the right balll>arl<, but presently el() little to constrain

the values of the 'Model s tmn].easured parameters. The aSylllllletry, Oil the other

hand, is sensitive to mr, and to a n_.uch smaller extent mH, through the effects of

radiative corrections. Given that no evidence has been seen to suggest new physics

affecting measurements made at this energy, we asstune the SM such that the only

unobserved contributors t(>the radiative corrections are the top and the Higgs. We

take as inputs the mea.sured value ()f .4t_r,at. E.,,, = 91.24 fr()m ab(>ve, L3's measured

. Z° mass of m.z = 91.1S1 Gel/, and a_ = 0.1'2. Using the ZFITTER program [81]
we extract

t 6_+7:_ 32m = 1 0__:_ + (;_H)Ce'v"

This assumes a Higgs mass of 800 GeV. The first set of errors is from the measured

value of Aug while the second reflects the effect of varying mH in the range from 60

to 1000 GeV. The tmcertainty in the Z° mas.s meas,lrement is entirely negligible in

comparison.

The range c>f7;_t alcove is fairly I_r()ad, but the .4bg measurement remains

statistically limited and so it will impr()ve as LEP takes more data. The measure-

._'$ ment will also benefit from the reduction in systematics needed toimprove the FbE
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and F¢_ measuren_ents. If we allow for cmly a factor c_ffinu' increase in statistics

and modest improvemerlts in the systematics we can envisage asymmetry errors of

--, 0.007 4- 0.004, corresponding to top mass uncertainties of +39 and -49.

Of course the asymmetry can be combined with the Z°'s leptmfic and

hadrm_c widths, and it's mass in a global fit to determine the top mass. Re-

cent results of such a fit using all available data [27] indicate mt 141 +lr+lr The-_ -19-18'

Abg measurements provide a large part of tile sensitivity of these fits, which will

either pin down the top mass if it eludes discovery at Fermilab, or provide the first

real hint of the Higgs mass once mt is km_wn.
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